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First International Central Asian Wildland Fire Joint Conference and Consultation

Wildland Fires in Natural Ecosystems of the Central Asian Region:
Ecology and Management Implications

Associated with the First Central Asian Forest Fire Experiment
2-6 June 2008, Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia 

Second Circular: 4 May 2008 

Rationale

The Central Asian region for the last two decades is experiencing an increase in occurrence, area 
burnt and environmental impacts caused by wildland fires. In most Central Asian countries the 
damages from wildland fires and the costs of suppression, as well as their influence on human health 
and wellbeing, are increasing. The scale of wildland fire sometimes has transboundary effects and 
demands international and cooperative efforts for the solution. 

Reasons for the escalation of destructive wildfires are, among other, result of the rapidly changing 
socio-economic conditions, declining public budgets for fire management, and side effects of illegal 
logging; Projected trends of climate change impacts on vegetation cover and fire regimes, as well as 
observed demographic and socio-economic trends suggest that wildland fire may continue to play a 
major role in the destruction of vegetation cover in Central and Northeast Asia, resulting, among 
other, in accelerating steppization, permafrost thawing and desiccation of peatlands / wetlands. There 
is no international operational mechanism in the region allowing rapid response to large-scale, 
catastrophic fires. There is a lack of a comprehensive understanding among fire specialists, policy 
makers and the general public of the nature and the role of fire in natural ecosystem processes, and 
in the concepts of fire management. 

The First International Central Asian Wildland Fire Conference “Wildland Fires in Natural Ecosystems 
of the Central Asian Region: Ecology and Management Implications” aims at addressing the most 
pressing issues by presentation of reports on the fire situation and the status of fire science and fire 
management in Mongolia and neighbouring countries. A second component will be a consultation of 
the agencies and other stakeholders involved in fire management in Mongolia. The third element of 
the conference will be devoted to advanced techniques in fire management targeted at reducing 
wildfire hazard by controlled burning or systematic utilization of biomass as alternative for energy 
supply of rural communities. 

Objectives
- Evaluation of the current situation of forest and steppe fires in central part of Asia and the 

consequences on the environment and humans, with emphasis on the host country Mongolia 
- Elaboration of proposals to develop adequate fire management concepts, with emphasis on the 

host country Mongolia – a National Round Table Discussion on Fire Management aiming at 
involving all agencies and stakeholders of civil society currently being or potentially to be 
involved in fire management 

- Field visit of fire problems in the transition zone of steppe to mountain-boreal coniferous forests 
of Northern Mongolia, with a demonstration of advanced fire management techniques involving 
the use of controlled fire for wildfire hazard reduction 

Main themes of the Conference
- The past, current and anticipated future fire situation in forest and steppe ecosystems 
- Impacts of forest and steppe fires 
- Fire-induced changes and post-fire regeneration of forest and steppe ecosystems 
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- Forest and steppe fire early warning and monitoring 
- Policies addressing land-use and fire management 
- Fire management solutions 

National Round Table on Fire Management
- Presentation of fire management capabilities 
- Definition of gaps 
- Elaboration of a proposal for a national fire management plan and strategy 

Field Visit and Experiment
- Visit of field sites affected by fire along a transect between Ulaanbaatar and Tunkhel 
- Demonstration of a controlled burn in a medium-aged pine forests for reduction of understory 

fuels

Host and Organization
- Institute of Botany of the Mongolian Academy of Sciences, in cooperation with the Mongolian 

State University of Agriculture 

Co-Organization and Support
- The Global Fire Monitoring Center (GFMC) 
- Mongolian-German Project “Conservation and Sustainable Management of Natural Resources” 

(GTZ)
- Pacific Forest Forum (PFF) / EU Fire Paradox Programme 

Scientific Committee
- Prof. Dr. Dr.h.c. Johann G. Goldammer (Germany) 
- Dr. L. Kondrashov (Russia) 
- Dr. Shu Lifu (China) 
- Prof. Dr. N. Altansuh (Mongolia) 
- Dr .I. Tuvshintogtoh (Mongolia) 
- Acad.Prof. Dr. B. Byambaa(Mongolia)  

Organizing Committee
- Chair: Acad. Prof. Dr. Ch. Dugarjav 
- Scientific secretary: Dr. Ts. Chuluunbaatar 
- Committee members:

- Dr.G. Tsedendash - Institute of Botany  
- Dr. Ch. Dorjsuren - Institute of Botany 
- Dr. Z. Tsogt - Institute of Botany 
- Dr. Ts. Banzragch - Ministry of Nature and Environment 
- Mr. D. Enkhtur - GTZ 
- Ms. N. Bayartaa – GTZ 
- Mr. Sh. Olzvoi- NEMA 

Working languages: Mongolian and English 

Costs: In the Second Circular interested participants will be informed on costs for accommodation 
and a modest registration fee covering basic expenses 

Draft Programme
Day 1: Conference (scientific presentations) 
Day 2: National Fire Management Round Table 
Days 3 to 5: Field visit and fire experiment 
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Registration
Foreign participants shall notify the conference organization not later than 10 May 2008 with name, 
current position, affiliation and address (incl. telephone, fax, e-mail addresses) 

Abstract
Abstracts (in English) to be submitted to Dr. Ts. Chuluunbaatar by e-mail not later than 10 May 2008

Address of the Organizing Committee
Institute of Botany of the Mongolian Academy of Sciences 
Jukov avenue-77 
Ulaanbaatar-51 
Mongolia 

Tel: +976-11-451837 / +976-11-451014 
Fax: +976-11-451837 / +976-11-453581 
E-mail: ibot@mongol.net

chuluunbaatar@botany.mas.ac.mn
tsedendash@botany.mas.ac.mn
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First International Central Asian Wildland Fire Joint Conference and Consultation

Wildland Fires in Natural Ecosystems of the Central Asian Region:
Ecology and Management Implications

Associated with the First Central Asian Forest Fire Experiment
2-6 June 2008, Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia

Preface

The Central Asian region for the last two decades is experiencing an increase in occurrence, area burnt and environmental 
impacts caused by wildland fi res. In most Central Asian countries the damages from wildland fi res and the costs 
of suppression, as well as their infl uence on human health and wellbeing, are increasing. The scale of wildland fi re 
sometimes has transboundary effects and demands international and cooperative efforts for the solution. Reasons for the 
escalation of destructive wildfi res are, among other, result of the rapidly changing socio-economic conditions, declining 
public budgets for fi re management, and side effects of illegal logging; Projected trends of climate change impacts on 
vegetation cover and fi re regimes, as well as observed demographic and socio-economic trends suggest that wildland 
fi re may continue to play a major role in the destruction of vegetation cover in Central and Northeast Asia, resulting, 
among other, in accelerating steppization, permafrost thawing and desiccation of peatlands / wetlands. There is no 
international operational mechanism in the region allowing rapid response to large-scale, catastrophic fi res. There is a 
lack of a comprehensive understanding among fi re specialists, policy makers and the general public of the nature and 
the role of fi re in natural ecosystem processes, and in the concepts of fi re management.

The First International Central Asian Wildland Fire Conference “Wildland Fires in Natural Ecosystems of the Central 
Asian Region: Ecology and Management Implications” aims at addressing the most pressing issues by presentation of 
reports on the fi re situation and the status of fi re science and fi re management in Mongolia and neighbouring countries. 
A second component will be a consultation of the agencies and other stakeholders involved in fi re management in 
Mongolia. The third element of the conference will be devoted to advanced techniques in fi re management targeted at 
reducing wildfi re hazard by controlled burning or systematic utilization of biomass as alternative for energy supply of 
rural communities.

The objectives of the conference and the associated National Round Table / Consultation and the fi re experiment are 
to 

Evaluate the current situation of forest and steppe fi res in central part of Asia and the consequences on the - 
environment and humans, with emphasis on the host country Mongolia
Elaborate proposals to develop adequate fi re management concepts, with emphasis on the host country Mongolia - 
– a National Round Table Discussion on Fire Management aiming at involving all agencies and stakeholders of 
civil society currently being or potentially to be involved in fi re management
Conduct a fi eld visit of fi re problems in the transition zone of steppe to mountain-boreal coniferous forests - 
of Northern Mongolia, with a demonstration of advanced fi re management techniques involving the use of 
controlled fi re for wildfi re hazard reduction

I wish the participants of the conference and associated events a fruitful exchange of experiences, and ideas, and 
successful deliberations on the future of forest and steppe fi re management in Mongolia and neighbouring countries.

Ulaanbaatar, 2 June 2008    Prof. Dr. Johann Georg Goldammer
      Director, Global Fire Monitoring Center (GFMC)
      Coordinator, UNISDR Global Wildland Fire Network
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First International Central Asian Wildland Fire Joint Conference and 
Consultation(ICAWFCC) 

Wildland Fires in Natural Ecosystems of the Central Asian Region:
Ecology and Management implications

Associated with the First Central Asian Forest Fire Experiment
02-06 June 2008, Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia

PROGRAMME OF THE CONFERENCE
2-6  June 2008.

Duration of the presentation time is 10 -15 min
Discussion-5 min.

No Time Addresser Subject
9:00-9:30 Registration
9:30-10:00 Banzragch Ts. Ministry of 

Nature and Environment
Prof. Dr. Dr.h.c.,Goldammer 
J.G. Global Fire Monitoring 
Center (GFMC) 

Openning remarks

             Chair Dr. Tuvshintogtokh I, Director of Institute of the Botany, MAS
1 10:00-10:20 Acad. Dugarjav Ch.

Institute of the Botany, 
Mongolian Academy of 
Science

Forest and fi re situation in Mongolia.

2 10:20-10:40 Prof. Dr. Dr.h.c.,Goldammer 
J.G.
Director Global Fire 
Monitoring Center (GFMC)

Forest and Steppe Fires in Central 
Asia: Environmental, Socio-economic 
and Political Issues –Challenges and 
Opportunities for Regional Cooperation in 
Fire Management

3 10:40-11:00 Dr.Wang Mingyu
Institute of Forest Protection 
Chinese Academy of Forestry

Boreal forest fi re occurrence and its spatial 
and temporal pattern under the impact of 
climate change in China

4 11:00-11:20 Dr. Chuluunbaatar, Ts.
Institute of the Botany, 
Mongolian Academy of 
Science

Composition of the forest fuels in 
Mongolia 

5 11:20-11:40 Mr. Kisilyakhov Ye.K, 
Research Scientist 
V.N.Sukachev Institute of 
Forest SB RAS 

Prescribed fi re experiments in Central 
Siberia, Russia 

                                11:40-12:00 Coffee break
6 12:00-12:20 Dr.Dong Hyun Kim

Div. of Forest Fire Research, 
Korea Forest Research 
Institute (KFRI)

Korea Forest Fire Characteristics and the 
main study activities
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7 12:20-12:40 Dr.Victor Voronin 
Deputy Director Siberian 
institute of plant physiology 
and biochemistry of Siberian 
branch of Russian Academy 
of sciences

Retrospective chronology of large-scale 
forest fi res in the Baikal region

8 12:40-13:00 Dr. Shu  Lifu   
Institute of Forest Protection 
Chinese Academy of Forestry

Wildfi re Situation and Management in 
Inner Mongolia of China

                          13:00-14:30         Lunch time
                             Chair Dr.Sc.Dugarjav Ch,  Academican of MAS

9 14:30-14:50 Prof.Dr. Sc. Dorjsuren, Ch. 
Institute of the Botany, 
Mongolian Academy of 
Science

Post–fi re succession larch forest in 
Mongolia 

10 14:50-15:10 Dr. Tian Xiaorui
Institute of Forest Protection 
Chinese Academy of Forestry

Spatial and temporal distribution of 
lightning fi re and forecasting model for 
Daxing’anling region 

11 15:10-15:30 Dr. Baatarbileg N. 
Department of Forestry, 
National University of 
Mongolia, Mongolia

Historical forest fi re in Mongolia and their 
behavior (Dendro-pyrological results)

12 15:30-15:50 Mr.Erdenesaikhan N. 
Environmental Consulting 
Company ENVIRON LLC 

Wildfi re statistics vs. government policies 
in Mongolia    

13 15:50-16:10 Dr. Elbegjargal N.
MNE,  ICC/NRSC of 
Mongolia

Remote sensing methods for fi re detection 
and burnt area estimation 

                            16:10-16:30 Coffee break
14 16:30-16:50 Mr.Urgamal M

Institute of the Botany, 
Mongolian Academy of 
Science

Fire effect on Eastern Mongolian grassland 
steppe

15 16:50-17:10 Mr. Purevkhuu l.
Researcher and scientifi c 
worker of the Emergency 
Service Research Institute 
at National Emergency 
Management Agency of 
Mongolia. 

Wildland fi re impacts on the atmosphere, 
ozone depletion, global warming and 
climate change

16 17:10-17:30 Dr.L. Kondrashov,  President, 
Pacifi c Forest Forum

Objectives of the EU Fire Paradox research 
project in Mongolia and Russia

17 17:30-18:00 Final discussion
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FOREST AND FOREST FIRE SITUATION OF MONGOLIA

Dugarjav Ch., Tsogt Z
Institute of Botany, Mongolian Academy of Sciences

Mongolia belongs to the countries which are not abundant with forest. Forest stock of  
Mongolia is 18.3 mln hectars and occupys 12% of the total territory. Of this 13776.5 thousand 
hectars or 75.3% are coniferous and deciduous forest, and shrubs. 4515.3 thousand hectars or 24.7% 
are occupied with Haloxylon forest. 

58.8% of forest stock is Siberian larch( Larix sibirica), 5.2% -Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris), 
7.7%-Siberian cedar (Pinus sibirica), 8.8%-birch (Betula) and 16.0%-Haloxylon respectively. 
However Siberian spruce (Picea obovata), poplar, Populus tremula, elm (Ulmus) and willow (Salix) 
occupy a small area.

Country’s forest stock consists of over 140 tree and shrub species. The total resource of 
country’s forest stock equals to 1379181.7 thousand square m. Of this Siberian larch occupys 
1026860.6 thousand square m, Scots pine-92606.0 thousand square m and Siberian cedar -163960.4 
square m. These trees predominate and the others make the remaining stock. 

Mongolian forest is a mountain stock. Mountain forest plays an important role as a stock 
reserve. Besides it plays different ecological functions such as moderation of climate, protection 
from wind and soil erosion, regulation of water regime and resource, absorption of green house gas, 
maintenance of permafrost and providing suitable environment for animal survival. 

Mongolian forest is distributed in Khentei, Khangai, Khuvsgul, Mongolian Altai mountains 
and makes the southern border of South-Eastern Siberian boreal forest. We classify the following 
altitudinal belt complex types of forests according to their specifi c mountain distribution, namely, 
under goltsy, taiga, subtaiga, pseudotaiga and forest-steppe. 

As a research result we fabricated forest vegetation regioning. We identifi ed 3 forest-
vegetation regions and 9 forest provinces.

During the last 100 years our forest has been markedly affected by natural and human impacts. 
Specially cuttings, fi res, forest insects and overgrazing negatively affect forest stock. Among these 
factors fi res cause largest harms.

For the last 30 years natural forest area has been reduced at 953.4 thousand hectars. For the 
same period burned area increased 3-4 times. Since only 19906.47 mln.hectares were burned.
95% of fi res were caused by unprofessional dealing with fi res.

Mongolian forests existed for centuries under the infl uence of fi res and grow and restore. 
Different tree genera and species resist fi res variously. Specially Siberian larch is highly resistant 
to fi res.

Siberian larch needles which alternate each year, thick bark and hard wood make this species 
resistant to fi res. Some other tree like aspen, poplar and birch are also resistant to fi res. 

Siberian pinus, Siberian cedar, Siberian spruce and Siberian fi r are not resistant to fi res. Fire 
safety of forest-vegetation regions and provinces differs defi nitely. 

For example, forest-vegetation provinces of Western Khentei, Eastern Khentei, North-
Eastern Khangai and Eastern Khuvsgul have been met with fi res most frequently.

However forests of Central Khangai and Mongolian Altai forest-vegetation provinces were 
less affected with fi res.

In order to undertake measures for protection of forests from and fi ghting fi res it is important 
to account resistance of forests to fi res and natural peculiarities of each forest vegetation province.  
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FOREST AND STEPPE FIRES IN CENTRAL ASIA: ENVIRONMENTAL, SOCIO-
ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL ISSUES: CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR 

REGIONAL COOPERATION IN FIRE MANAGEMENT

Extended Abstract

Prof. Dr. Dr.h.c. Johann Georg Goldammer
Global Fire Monitoring Center (GFMC)

Georges-Koehler-Allee 75
D - 79110 Freiburg, Germany

As in most regions of the world, the current fi re regimes in Central Asian ecosystems are primarily 
determined by humans. In Russia over the past decade up to 72% of the forest fi res were caused by 
humans, about 7% result from agricultural burnings, 7% originate from lightning and 14% of fi res 
are due to other causes. However, in some regions – especially in the Northern areas of European 
Russia, Siberia and Far East, particularly in sparsely inhabited territories where forest fi res are not 
suppressed – the share of lightning-caused ignitions is considerably higher (up to 50-70 %). 

In Mongolia and other neighbouring Central Asian countries it is diffi cult to get accurate information 
on fi re causes. During the main fi re seasons (spring and late fall), there are very few to none lighting 
fi res. The recent increase in the number of fi res is related to the opening of markets once highly 
controlled or restricted, e.g. the use of non-wood forest products. According to the China wildland 
fi re reports more than 98% of the forest fi res in the whole country are people-caused. However, 
in the North of Central Asia lightning is a signifi cant source of wildfi res. The typical lightning 
fi re period is between May and July. Human-caused fi res are linked to forestry operations and 
the careless use of fi re, e.g., burning for cultivating in barren lands, straw residues, or burning for 
collecting of manure.

Another aggravating factor of the wildland fi re theatre in the region around Lake Baikal, especially 
in Buryatia and Chita, is the increasing occurrence of arson fi res. The underlying causes for arson 
fi res are deeply rooted in the economic development of Southeast Russia and its neighbouring 
countries. The depletion of China’s forest resources and the increasing demand for timber products 
on the market in China have created an enormous pressure on the forest resources of Mongolia 
and the Russian Federation. Observations in the Russian Federation and in Mongolia indicate that 
timber dealers have encouraged or bribed local people to set fi res to forests in order to increase 
the permissible salvage logging areas. Fire-damaged timber is presently allowed to be harvested 
for sanitary reasons at low stumpage prices, and can be a lucrative source of income. In addition 
extended illegal logging and timber export has been observed during two on-site inspection missions 
by the GFMC in Mongolia and the Russian.

An important factor contributing to the overall degradation of forest sites are the consequences of 
large clearcuts. In the dark coniferous taiga forests in northern part of Siberia, large-scale clearcuts of 
the 1990s nowadays show no natural regeneration of forest. This is also observed in some southern 
light taiga forests where the combination of removal of seed trees, clearcut sizes extending the 
aerial seed transport distance for pines (ca. 500 m) and recurrent fi res have resulted in large non-
forested areas dominated by pure grass stands. These “green desert grasslands” are maintained by 
regular fi res – a phenomenon that has been observed at large scale in Mongolia and China.

On the other hand, successful suppression of natural (lightning-caused) fi res in some territories, 
such as in the former Soviet Union, where a complete fi re protection policy was practiced for 
many decades, may have resulted in changes in ecosystem properties. Fuel accumulation and the 
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changed species composition and structure of fi re-protected stands may have increased the risk 
of more intense and severe fi res. Extreme droughts in Central Asia have aggravated the risk of 
extremely large and severe wildfi re episodes.

In most countries of the region, the data collected by agencies on the ground or by aerial monitoring 
do not refl ect the full extent of vegetation fi res. In most countries the forestry agencies or the 
aerial forest protection services collect data only for protected forests and other protected vegetation 
under their jurisdiction. In none of the countries are data for grassland, steppe or peat fi res entering 
the databases, even if fi gures on such fi res are recorded by other services, e.g. civil protection or fi re 
services. Unfortunately these different databases are not merged or published jointly.

Statistical data alone, however, do not refl ect the complexity and interaction of factors that may lead 
to extreme fi re situations. Several fi re seasons in Central Asian countries during the last years reveal 
that extreme fi re years are the consequence of the combined effects of

extreme drought• 
reduced capabilities of the fi re management establishment• 
inappropriate forest management involving extended clearcuts• 
illegal logging, and• 
economically motivated arson and carelessness• 

Projected trends of climate change impacts on vegetation cover and fi re regimes, as well as observed 
demographic and socio-economic trends suggest that wildland fi re may continue to play a major 
role in the destruction of vegetation cover in Central and Northeast Asia, resulting, among other, 
in accelerating steppization, permafrost thawing and desiccation of peatlands / wetlands. There 
is no international operational mechanism in the region allowing rapid response to large-scale, 
catastrophic fi res. There is a lack of a comprehensive understanding among fi re specialists, policy 
makers and the general public of the nature and the role of fi re in natural ecosystem processes, and 
in the concepts of fi re management.

The First International Central Asian Wildland Fire Conference “Wildland Fires in Natural Ecosystems 
of the Central Asian Region: Ecology and Management Implications” aims at addressing the most 
pressing issues by presentation of reports on the fi re situation and the status of fi re science and fi re 
management in Mongolia and neighbouring countries. A second component will be a consultation 
of the agencies and other stakeholders involved in fi re management in Mongolia. The third element 
of the conference will be devoted to advanced techniques in fi re management targeted at reducing 
wildfi re hazard by controlled burning or systematic utilization of biomass as alternative for energy 
supply of rural communities.

Neighbouring countries are invited to participate in this conference. The reason for this is:

Every year wildfi res are crossing the borders between neighbouring countries of Central - 
Asia
Fire smoke is transported across borders and often causing severe threats to human health - 
and security
Problems associated with border-crossing illegally harvested timber underscore the necessity - 
for transnational cooperation to address the problem

Countries should enter an active dialogue to address the need for action and opportunities for 
realizing innovative and effi cient fi re management. This should be seen in conjunction with the 
needs for action related the UN Forum on Forest (UNFF), the Bali Action Plan, particularly the 
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activity „Reducing Deforestation and Forest Degradation in Developing Countries (REDD), and the 
Forest Law Enforcement and Governance (FLEG) Process.

With the progress of decentralizing responsibility and power in forest protection and fi re management 
from national to provincial / local levels, the governments are challenged to support capacity 
building at all levels and with all stakeholders concerned. Most fi res are cause by local populations, 
and these are also mostly affected by fi res. The application of Community-Based Fire Managenent 
approaches are therefore imperative.

Considering the natural role of fi re in Central Asian countries and the fact that the coniferous forests 
of the region show some adaptation to low-intensity fi re regims, attention should be given to the 
use of prescribed fi re for reducing the fi re hazard in fi re-endangered stands. The aim of the the First 
Central Asian Forest Fire Experiment, which is associated to this conference, is to introduce and 
demonstrate the use of this technique for the safe reduction of fuels and wildfi re hazard.

The conference will bring together fi re managers, academics and other stakeholders involved or 
potentially to be involved in fi re management in Central Asia. The international dialogue between 
most of the countries of the region has a long tradition. With the establishment of the FAO/UNECE 
Team of Specialists on Forest Fire in 1981, today operating under the auspices of the UNECE 
Timber Committee and the FAO European Forestry Commission, a platform for exchange and 
dialogue in forest fi re management was created in the ECE region. The most recent developments 
brought the Team of Specialists and their home countries into the new Regional Wildland Fire 
Networks that joined, became recognized or were established under the UN-ISDR Global Wildland 
Fire Network.

The main limitations to fi re management in the region include institutional weaknesses and economic 
constraints (which in some countries are a consequence of economic transition); lack of awareness; 
lack of adequate policies; and a lack of commitment and involvement of civil society.

These limitations translate into the following needs:

institution building, especially improved capacities of government institutions, research - 

entities, business and NGOs with regard to planning and implementation of sustainable 
development programmes; 
improved technological capacity, including the provision of modern and locally adaptable - 

fi re management technologies, use of satellite information and information technologies;
improved public awareness and increased sense of responsibility of civil society in issues - 

related to fi res;
training and educational programmes;- 

clear legal and institutional basis for forest protection;- 

increased and continuing funds for fi re management;- 

implementation of international cooperation, including compliance with Agenda 21 of the - 

United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED) and the conventions 
related to fi re issues in Central Asia – notably the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD), 
Convention to Combat Desertifi cation (CCD), United Nations Framework Convention on 
Climate Change (UNFCCC) and Ramsar Convention on Endangered Species;
link to and join interaction with the Europe and North Asia Forest Law Enforcement and - 

Governance (ENA-FLEG) process due to the increase in intentionally set fi res in conjunction 
with illegal logging or illegal practices to obtain salvage logging permits
use the opportunity of the Bali Action Plan, particularly the activity „Reducing Deforestation - 

and Forest Degradation in Developing Countries (REDD),
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The following recommendations are made, based on these conclusions:

Given the high signifi cance of Eurasia’s/Central Asia’s boreal forest in the functioning of the - 

Earth’s climate, and the continuing and predicted loss of forest cover and terrestrial carbon 
storage potential, the increasing destruction of these forests should be addressed vigorously 
at national and international levels. 
Forest and fi re management is the responsibility and in the interest of all countries. However, - 

currently and in the near future some countries of Central Asia do not seem to be in the 
position to ensure sustainable forest fi re management practices. Weak institutional capacity 
in fi re management and law enforcement are limiting the ability to halt forest destruction by 
illegal logging and/or wildfi res and should be addressed.
Thus, there should be a high interest of the international community in supporting the - 

preservation of the multifunctional role of forests and other vegetation – including wetlands 
– by effi cient fi re management in Central Asia. The international conventions, other 
international negotiations and the recent international ministerial meetings have confi rmed 
the interest of the international community in cooperating in sustainable forest management, 
which includes fi re management.
International cooperation and targeted projects and programmes in fi re management must - 

rely on accurate and meaningful fi re data and information to assess the current fi re situation 
and trends. Fire statistics from individual countries are often incomplete and inconsistent and 
are thus not comparable due to different methodologies used and lack of coverage. Satellite 
remote sensing products are not yet used suffi ciently for assessing extent and impacts of 
fi re and there is no agreed system in place for economic and environmental fi re damage 
assessment.
International cooperation will be important for developing internationally or regionally - 

accepted standards and protocols, and sharing knowledge, expertise and resources in joint 
projects and programmes in fi re management. Most fi re-prone forest and other vegetation 
in Central Asia is located in countries where Russian is the offi cial or prevailing language. 
Investments in training materials, guidelines, terminologies, etc., could thus easily be shared 
between countries.
The Regional Central Asia Wildland Fire Network, together with its neighbouring networks - 

(Baltic, Northeast Asia) may provide an arrangement suitable for developing cooperative 
efforts and synergies. The recommendations of governments represented at the Regional 
Forest Congress “Forest Policy: Problems and Solutions”, held in Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan, in 
November 2004, as well as the outcomes of the Consultation of the Regional Central Asia 
Wildland Fire Network of 2005, urging countries of Central Asia to join the Global Wildland 
Fire Network, reveal a positive atmosphere for enhancing cooperative efforts in the region.
The existing joint activities in fi re management research should be continued and strengthened. - 

The current research programme within EU Fire Paradox, in which Russia and Mongolia are 
participating, is an encouraging example.
The development of national policies and strategies should be based on experiences and - 

best practices, e.g. the GTZ-supported development of a national Mongolian fi re threat 
analysis, or the application of the UN Fire Management Voluntary Guidelines and the Fire 
Management Actions Alliance that is aiming at implementing these guidelines.
Capacity building in fi re management, notably fi re suppression training, should be conducted - 

with highest priority. Joint training between neighbouring countries will strengthen 
relationships and improve fi r management capability along international borders.
The work within and between the Regonal Wildland Fire Networks of Central Asia and - 

Northeast Asia, operating under the UNISDR Global Wildland Fire Network, should carry 
on the transnational dialogue and support the implementation of recommended action.
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Note: The contents of this presentation includes the views by the author as laid down in the regional 
report to the 

Goldammer, J.G., 2006. Global Forest Resources Assessment 2005 – Thematic report on forest fi res 
in the Central Asian Region and adjacent countries. FAO Fire Management Working Paper 16, 45 
p.

Appendix 

Regional wildland fi re management conferences and consultations in the Central Asia/Eurasia 
region 2000-2005. Source: GFMC

Year Host 
Country

Participating 
Countries 

from Central 
Eurasia/Asia

Conference
Theme

Purpose and/or 
Key Outcomes

2000 Finland
(Kuopio)

Belarus
Russian
 Federation

BALTEX FIRE 2000 
(Baltic Exercise for 
Fire Information 
and Resources 
Exchange) 1

Multinational Wildland Fire 
Exercise.
Recommendation: 
To cooperate with UN 
International Search and Rescue 
Advisory Group (INSARAG) 
Europe-Africa Region and UN-
OCHA

2004 Turkey
(Antalya)

Kazakhstan
Russian
  Federation
Ukraine

Conference on Forest 
Fire Management 
and International 
Cooperation in 
Fire Emergencies 
in The Eastern 
Mediterranean, 
Balkans and 
Adjoining Regions 
of the Near East and 
Central Asia 2

Antalya Declaration on 
Cooperation in Wildland Fire 
Management in the Balkans, 
Eastern Mediterranean, Near East 
and Central Asia:
To develop arrangements 
to support collection and 
dissemination of wildland fi re 
information, facilitation of regular 
regional dialogue and joint 
projects between the countries, 
and to technically support 
countries in need of aerial assets 
for wildland fi re suppression

2004 Finland
(Helsinki)

Russian
  Federation

Regional Baltic 
Wildland Fire 
Network Meeting 3

Helsinki Declaration on 
Cooperation in Wildland Fire 
Management in the Baltic 
Region:
Helsinki Plan of Action for 
Cooperation in Wildland Fire 
Management in the Baltic Region
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2004 Kyrgyzstan
(Bishkek)

Azerbaijan
Kazakhstan
Kyrgyzstan
Russian
  Federation
Tajikistan
Turkmenistan
Uzbekistan

Regional Forest 
Congress “Forest 
Policy: Problems and 
Solutions” 4

Resolution:
Countries to join the United 
Nations International Strategy for 
Disaster Reduction (UN-ISDR), 
Global Widland Fire Network, 
and support the development 
of an international accord on 
cooperation in wildland fi re 
management

2005 Russian
Federation
(Irkutsk)

Mongolia
Russian
  Federation
China

Consultation of the 
Regional Central 
Asia Wildland Fire 
Network 5

Recommendation:
Countries of the region to unite 
their efforts and resources to 
combat the uncontrolled forest 
fi res and prevent extreme damage.

1 http://www.fi re.uni-freiburg.de/iffn/org/ecefao/baltex2000.htm
2 http://www.fi re.uni-freiburg.de/GlobalNetworks/CentralAsia/CentralAsia_0.html 
3 http://www.fi re.uni-freiburg.de/GlobalNetworks/BalticRegion/BalticRegion_7.html 
4 http://www.fi re.uni-freiburg.de/GlobalNetworks/CentralAsia/CentralAsia_0.html 
5 http://www.fi re.uni-freiburg.de/GlobalNetworks/CentralAsia/CentralAsia_2.html 
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BOREAL FOREST FIRE OCCURRENCE AND ITS SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL 
PATTERN UNDER THE IMPACT OF CLIMATE CHANGE IN CHINA

Wang Mingyu, Wang Qiuhua

Institute of Forest Ecology, Environment and Protection, Chinese Academy of Forestry
The State Forestry Administration‘s Key Open Laboratory of Forest Protection

Beijing 100091, China

Abstract: Forest fi re is the major disturbance factor in the boreal forest and it exerts pervasive 
ecological effects on ecological process, Forest fi re has been the dominant disturbance regime in 
boreal forests since the last Ice Age. Daxinganling Mountains is the main boreal forest region in 
China, and forest fi re is one of the most important disturbance factors that infl uence forest structure 
and pattern. Human caused fi res and lightning fi res are the main fi res sources in this region, and 
account for most of forest fi res occurrence. 

Spatial pattern of forest fi res occurrence is related to many factors, in this paper we analyzed 
forest fi res ignition points based on forest fi res records of Daxinganling Mountains in Northeast 
of China. Nearest neighbor indexes are calculated based on the average distance from each fi re 
ignition points to its nearest neighboring feature, including of railways, roads and residential areas. 
The results shows that forest fi res ignition points are clustered along railways, roads and residential 
area. Z score of human caused fi res pattern is -15.466893, the pattern of human caused fi res is 
signifi cant clustered. Z score of lightning fi res pattern is -9.025195, the pattern of lightning fi res 
is also signifi cant clustered, but the level of cluster is less than human caused fi res. Most of the 
lightning fi res distribute along the mountain range with elevation 450-900m.

Under the background of global warming, the incidence and severity of forest fi res is likely to 
increase with climate change, and boreal forest is one of the most severe regions that infl uenced by 
the change of precipitation and temperature. We analyzed the beginning and ending dates of forest 
fi res occurrence, and found the fi res occurrence has the tendency to move backwards as a whole. 
Precipitation has the signifi cant inverse correlation with fi re number, and air temperature has not 
signifi cant correlation with fi re occurrence, this shows that precipitation has more effects on fi res 
than air temperature.

Keywords: fi re occurrence; Climate change; lightning fi re; human caused fi re
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COMPOSITION OF THE FOREST FUEL IN MONGOLIA

Chuluunbaatar Ts.
Institute of Botany, Mongolian Academy of Sciences

chuluunbaatar_ts@yahoo.com

Mongolia is situated in the boreal zone of the central part of the Asiatic continent, north of 
the Equator within latitudes 42053/ and 52053/ N and longitutes 87044/  and 119056/ E.

The occurrence of fi re in forest regions of Mongolia resulting from inappropriate human 
activities has increased from year to year and now acconts for 95 percent of  fi res occur per year. 
This paper focuses on the forest zone located in Northern Mongolia  from 46°30‘-52°00 N and 
98°00-113°00‘ E. Steppe zone is  in Eastern Mongolian region, located at 1080-1200 of longtitude 
and 440-48045’ of latitude. 
The degree of fi re danger in Mongolia depends on the following natural factors: 1. Long-periods of 
day light during the spring, causing increase in solar radiation  
2. A strong, cyclone-caused continental wind 
3. High wind and solar radiation penetration of the forest canopy of the subalpine, pseudotaiga and 
forest-step high altidunal belt forests
4. Rapid fi re development in rich rag grass
 In Mongolia, forest fi res are one of major factors determining the trends of altitudinal belt-
specifi c forest formation processes.  

Betula L grows by stool shoots and Populus tremula L grows by the root sucker which have 
fi red in the running and ground effective forest fi res. The forest fi re character and it’s infl uence of 
this region differs by the altitude belt of the forest: Forest in the subtaiga belt of mountainous zone 
that grows with the height of  600-1200m high above the sea level (a.t.l.) is effectively affected by 
medium and strong running and ground fi res in whole and the forest fl oor and the layer of lichens 
is fi red in whole and the soil erosion is existed resulting from the infl uence of the strong ground fi re 
in some places. 

 In the forest of the mountain subtaiga grown by the height of 1300-1700 m a.t.l. the type of 
effective ground, running and spotting fi re is dominated and it is occurred for many times that they 
become the crown fi re. 

Medium and active characteristics in the types of woods fi re, crown fi re and sometimes the 
ground fi res occur in the forest of the mountain taiga that grows in the altitude of a.t.l.  of 1800-2100 
m. 

Mongolian forests are characterized by discontinuous fi re seasons with a long spring (march-
june) fi re period starting with the onset of long drought  accounting for 80% of all fi res and a short 
autumn (september and october) fi re period when 15-18% of fi res occur. In summer, fi res are very 
rare because of frequent abundant rainfalls. Steppe fi res are considered to be primarily responsible 
for starting fi res in forest-steppe ecotone and in the subtaiga, since they spread into forest stands 
under favourable conditions.

The forest-vegetation are divided into following sections resulting from the characters of 
fi res occurred there:    

Plenty of plants that grow in the area that fi red newly (Chamaenerion angustifolium L,. Corydalis 1.  
sibirica L., polygonatum sibiricum Dealer., cerastium paucifl orum Steve., Chenopodium album 
L., Artemisia marcocephala J., Carex amgunensis ER., and others)
Plenty of plants that grow in the area that fi red (Bromus pumpellianus Sc., Poa sibirica Roc., 2.  
trisetum sibiricum Rub., Artemisia integrifolia L., geranium vlassovianum F., Fragaria orientalis 
Los., and others) These plants is included permanently in phitocenose of the forest and grows 
more actively after the fi re.
Plants that occur together with the forest fi re. Such forest fi re does not change the vegetation 3.  
cover but the grasses with rhizome and sedge grow actively. 
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We have determined the ingredients of fuel of soil of forest typology that is mostly occurred 
in  the belt of mountain taiga and mountain subtaiga of Eg-Selenge and Central Khentii .According 
to our research, we have determined that the resource of forest fl oor in forbes pine forest of mountain 
subtaiga of in Eg-Selenge basin is 3.9-7.0 ton / hectare ( t/h) and 2.9-7.5 t /h  in forbes  larch forest 
of Central Khentii. However the amount of forest fl oors of conifer needles forest that grows in the 
different regions of Siberia are generally similar, but different depending on characters of forest 
taxation and the condition of the moisture in that region. Generally, the changing thing of forest fuel 
is forest fl oor. It’s coeffi cient change was 31.0-81.4% in our sample plot of our research. 

The amount of forest mosses is 5 t /h in forbs pine forest and cowberry is 6.4 t /h in cowberry-
ledum pine ( Pinus sibirica) forest depending on the condition to grow up. The forest litter is included 
in the type of fuel that has the most great resources and it’s amount depends on cycle of water and 
time of fi re occurrences. As we have determined, the amount of forest litter is 14.1-18.6 t /h (54.9-
70.9%) in the pine forest of mountain taiga, 9.3-14.2 t /h in the larch forest (42.5-61.3%) and 6.9-
13.1 t /h (54.8-61.4%) in birch forest. It’s variation coeffi cient is 32-56%. 

The amount of the resource of herbs during the vegetation period is 0.3-2.1 t/h (1.6-11.0%) 
in the pine forest, 2.8-4.1 t/h (2.8-4.1%) in the larch forest . Average indication of the variation 
coeffi cient is 66%. 

We have determined that the total resource of fuel of soil cover in forbs pine forest of 
mountain subtaiga   of Eg-Selenge is 22.9+3.2-30.0+4.4 t/h, total resource of fuel of soil cover in 
Forbes larch forest of Central Khentii is 17.2+3.4-24.8+4.2 t/h, total resource of fuel of soil cover 
in forbs birch forest is 12.6+1.8-19.2+1.7 t/h. 

As assuming the amount of forest fl oor and litter by excluding the vegetation part of fuel of 
soil cover, it becomes 16.7-62.1% (3.9-18.6 t/h) in pine forest, 16.9-57.3% (2.9-14.2 t/h) in larch 
forest and 25.4-68.2% (3.2-13.1 t/h) in birch forest. Therefore the one of the prime starting points 
of forest fi re is forest fl oor. Forest fl oor is consists of parts that are easily affected by the fi re such as 
conifer needles, leaves, small twigs and barks. 

We assumed that these fuel, on the one hand is not alive that lost the process to develop 
by separating from the organic structure of plants, on the other the litter cover of the forest is the 
dynamic part that has an ability to light and blowup fi res and therefore it is possible to study them 
by including in the special separate group of forest fuel. 

The resource of the litter in the pine forest becomes as 10.5-25.5 t/h in spring and also 
increases in the exposures of the mountain. Forest litter has the special structure that has a high 
density and therefore has the most great amount of resources. During this time, the resource of the 
fuel is totally 19.5-34.1 t/h on the soil cover of our sample plot. 

In summer, the total resource of the fuel in the southern exposure of the mountain was 
24.5-33.6 tones per hectare (3.3-5.7% of conifer needles, 1.8-3.9% of barks, 2.7-6.2% of twigs, 8.9-
12.7% sprigs, 7.1-14.3% of mosses and 55.9-71.1% of litters) and the total resource in the northern 
exposure of the mountain was 19.4-33.9 t/h (3.1-9.6% of conifer needles, 1.2-4.1% of barks, 3.2-
7.7% of twigs, 6.8-17.5% sprigs, 8.6-29.5% of mosses, 41.9-71.7% of litters and 1.6-7.7% herbs). 

During the summer (June 06-July 28), the resource of the forest fl oor in the different 
exposures of the mountain decreases to 8-4 t/h is connected to the release of the moisture of the soil 
frost is increased as melting and some of organic parts of the forest fl oor is transferred to the litter 
layer by becoming resinous. 

The resource of the forest litter is 4.0-6.4 t/h and decreased the variation as increasing 
steadily and this shows that the suitable moisture and heating of it’s growing condition is existed. 

Green mass of herbs is increased to 0.4-3.4 t/hectare and is a lot in the forbes pine forest of 
southern west and northern left exposures of the mountain. The decrease of the forest litter from 
25.5 t/h to 3.4 t/h is connected to the activation of forest litter to become resinous as increasing of 
the reaction of moisture that is released by the melting of frost and the moisture which falls as a rain 
between forest soil and litter and transfers to the A1 which the lower soil layer beneath of them. Here 
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the total resource of the fuel is 19.4-33.9 t/h. 
In autumn, the total resource of the fuel of pine forest in the southern exposure of the 

mountain was 20.1-33.9 t/h (4.9-8.0% of conifer needles, 3.3-6.5% of barks, 3.3-10.0% of twigs, 
6.5-17.4% sprigs, 10.0-17.3% of mosses, 47.8-72.9% of litters and 2.8-7.4% of herbs) and the total 
resource of the fuel in the pine forest in the northern exposure of the mountain was 20.2-28.2 tones 
per hectare (3.4-6.8% of conifer needles, 2.1-6.8% of barks, 2.9-9.2% of twigs, 7.9-17.9% sprigs, 
28.6-35.6% of mosses, 35.6-67.6% of litters and 2.5-9.2% herbs). 

During the autumn (July 28-September 15), the resource of the forest fl oor in the forbs pine 
forest increases to 5.6-7.8 t/h and decreases in the late of this period and this is connected to the 
end of the active vegetation of plants and organic parts of plants such as sprigs, conifer needles, 
barks and thin twigs fall a lot from the tree and the event of drought and keeping in the soil cover 
is existing again. 

The increase of the forest mosses (3.4-8.0 t/h) is connected to the continuation of it’s 
vegetation process. 

As looking at the green mass of herbs of the forest became 3.4-0.5 t/h, the activity of growth 
of herbs is lowered and drought is began. 

The resource of the forest litter was increased from 9.0 t/h to 24.5 t/h. The resource of the 
moisture of the soil is decreased as stopping of the melting of frost and the heating  in the A0, A1 
layer of the soil have decreased and this have infl uenced to the stopping of the forest litter to become 
resinous and reached to the situation to be accumulated. 

During this time, the total resource of the fuel on the soil cover of forbs pine forest became 
20.7-40.0 t/h. 

As looking at the above situation, the amount of the resource of fuel in the southern exposure 
of the mountain is more than the resource of the fuel in the northern exposure of the mountain by  
7-10 t/h and this shows that there are a lot of fi re seasons. 

Collected data on relationship between the percent of moisture in terrestrial combative 
matter and weather conditions make possible to estimate and predict the forest fi res. Except the 
data on the percent of moisture in terrestrial cover it is necessary to know the percent of moisture in 
conifer needle, strobes, bark and other litter-fall fractions. 

 It was established that during the fi re-hazardous period the percent of moisture in terrestrial 
combative matter was variable dependent on the period following the onset of vegetative growth. 
Thus the warm season of each year in the  mountainous region of northern part of Mongolia was 
conventionally divided into four pyrologically active phenologyc periods, namely: 

1st  period- until leaf initiation. This is  the most fi re-hazardous period when terrestrial cover 
fraction consists of grass rags and litter-fall. The percent of moisture in terrestrial combative matter 
at this period is as  follows: under pine-motley grass forests: conifer needles 4.0-14.6, bark 3.6-14.8, 
sprigs 2.5-16.6, strobes 2.8-19.1, mosses 3.9-34.2, litter 17.1-100.9, grass 6.1-167.3. In larch-motley 
grass forests the percent of moisture of combative matter was as follows: conifer needles 3.4-7.9, 
sprigs 4.6-15.6, strobes 4.4-10.6, mosses 19.9-155.9, litter 9.6-151.1, grass 6.6-136.5,  cowberry 
77.2-143.1. In birch-motley-grass forests: leaf 5.3-14.6, sprigs 6.1-24.8, litter 50.0-97.8, grass 7.8-
157.8. 

The 2nd     period from leaf initiation stage until the  standing of grass and  litter decay. From 
this stage  there spreading of  fi re becomes impossible. At this periods the  percent of  moisture in 
the fi re hazardous matter is the following: in pine grove: conifer needles 20.4-40.1, bark 13.2-32.3, 
sprigs 20.5-34.0, strobes 30-47.6, mosses 49.0-191.8, litter 64.1-198.4, grass 173.3-500.8,  cowberry 
88.7-139.7; in birch grove: leaf 10.2-283.0, sprigs 16.6-85.4, mosses 68.5-322.2, cowberry 112.8-
157.2, litter 63.4-149.7, grass 288.6-492.6.

 The 3 rd phenologyc period lasts until wilting of grass stand formed of  herbs  and sedge. 
Under  dry weather conditions, the spreading of fi re is surely  possible. The percent of moisture 
in combative matter at this period forms: in pine grove-conifer needles 9.3-29.3, bark 8.3-32.3, 
sprigs 19.2-33.5, strobes 33.0-45.6, mosses 33.6-116.5, litter 62.5-213.8, grass 185.2-226.3; in larch 
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grove: conifer needles 19.8-66.7, strobes 20.3-64.4, sprigs 20.0-30.0, mosses 106.4-227.4, cowberry 
120.2-134.9, litter 84.9-264.8, grass 21.4-323.7;  in birch grove: leaf 27.3-50.8, sprigs 33.9-57.9, 
mosses 119.4-205.2, cowberry 123.0-142.7, litter 83.1-191.8, grass 27.2-304.4. 

The 4th period  lasts from leaf-fall stage until the snow  cover setting. At this period the 
grass stand continues  dying off and wilting. The hazard of natural fi res is lowered though under 
conditions of dry long and warm autumn  great forest fi res can outbreak. The percent of moisture in 
terrestrial combative matter forms in pine grove: conifer needles 11.1-20.5, bark 14.3-21.3, sprigs 
13.8-18.8, strobes 12,5-34.3, mosses 37.1-96.1, litter 42.6-152.7, grass 167.3-185.5; in larch grove: 
conifer needles 11.5-47.7, strobes 13.3-30.1, sprigs 14.1-21.5, mosses 51.1-96.6, cowberry 112.9-
117.1, litter 39.2-168.9, grass 38.6-156.4;  in birch grove: leaf  23.3-26.6, sprigs 19.3-34.1, mosses 
74.7-104.7, cowberry 123.0-125.0, litter 103.0-154.5, grass 109.7-169.2. Birch and pine grove with 
grass cover are common for subtaiga mountain zone of  Northern Mongolia. As long as the absolute 
height above sea level reaches its maximum, taiga dark-conifer and larch grove become prevailing. 
The pyrologic characters of  these taiga forests don t noticeably vary during the fi re-hazardous 
season.   
 There are not a few occurrences of the crown fi re which is resulted from the ground fi re in 
the forest of Mongolia. In such condition the living tree and it”s organic parts become the basic 
object of the fi re.
We have analyzed the relation between total amount of tree fuel (P, kg) and a chest high diameter (D, 
sm.); total amount of the tree fuel (P, kg) and a height  (H, m.) by using the regression analyses 
Larch (Larix sibirica L.): P = 0.121 x D2.27, R2- 0.98. P = 0.011 x H3.45,    R2=0.95. 

Birch (Betula platyhylla Sukacz.): Ð = 0.124 x D2.38, R2 = 0.99. P = 0.036 x H2.82     R2=0.96  we got 
the equation with the expression type .  

We have classifi ed each sample trees by the organic parts and determined the extreme amount 
of fuel in detail. At the result of it, we found an equation that shows how the resource of the tree fuel 
of organic parts of trees depends on the chest high diameter and the height of the tree. Now let’s 
look at the each of fuel composition by the type of trees.  
Larch: Ð wood = 0.057 x D2.37, R = 0.99.    P wood = 0.0048 x H3.58,    R= 0.96 
            P bark = 0.036 x D2.01,   R = 0.98.    P bark = 0.0038 x H3.10,     R= 0.96                   
            P twigs = 0.036 x D2.20,  R=0.92.      P twigs = 0.0063 x H2.92,      R=0.84. 
            P conifer needles = 0.00028 x D3.11,   R=0.80. 
            P conifer needles = 0.000014 x H4.61,  R=0.75 

As for the larch, the extreme resource of the fuel of organic parts of trees is increased as the 
increase of the chest high diameter and their correlation coeffi cient is suffi cient (0.80-0.99). Also, 
when the height of trees increase it is revealed by the equation of the expression type and spreads 
by the curve with the similar characters. Correlation coeffi cient is 0.75-0.96. 

Pine (Pinus sylvestris):  
Ð wood = 0.089 x D2.38,   R =0.98,     P wood = 0.0020xH4.06,      R=0.95 
P bark = 0.069 x D1.73,     R=0.96.      P bark = 0.0044 x H2.96,       R=0.94 
P twigs = 0.016 x D2.50,    R=0.98.     P twigs = 0.00033x H4.24,    R=0.95 
P conifer needles = 0.0024 x D2.43,     R=0.95. 
P conifer needles =0.00015 x H4.09,    R=0.91 

 Birch:   Ð wood = 0.046 x D2.62.           P wood = 0.011 x H3.13 
                         P bark = 0.022 x D2.25.              P bark = 0.006 x H2.71   
                         P twigs = 0.036 x D2.20             P twigs = 0.014 x H2.50

             P foliage = 0.041 x D1.40.          P foliage = 0.023 x H1.60
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KOREA FOREST FIRE CHARACTERISTICS AND THE MAIN STUDY ACTIVITIES

Dong Hyun Kim*, Myun Bo Lee
Div. of Forest Fire Research, KFRI (Korea Forest Research Institute)

Keywords : Korea Forest Fire, Fire Characteristics, Spread Rate, Result of Fire Survey

Abstract

Ignition point, spread direction, and crown fi re characteristics were analyzed using 34 forest fi res 
broken out 2007. 45% forest fi res of investigated numbers were ignited in south, and southwest 
aspects and were spreaded to east, and northeast infl uenced by wind from west. 22 of 34 forest fi res 
initiated from surface fi re to crown fi re in average 100m distance from ignition point. Crown fi res 
were categorized as types; small DBH․high tree density, ridge, and valley. The characteristics of the 
spread of a forest fi re are generally related to the attributes of combustibles, geographical features, and 
meteorological conditions, such as wind conditions. The most common methodology used to create 
a prediction model for the spread of forest fi res, based on the numerical analysis of the development 
stages of a forest fi re, is an analysis of heat energy transmission by the stage of heat transmission.
When a forest fi re breaks out, the analysis of the transmission velocity of heat energy is quantifi able 
by the spread velocity of fl ame movement through a physical and chemical analysis at every stage 
of the fi re development from fl ame production and heat transmission to its termination. In this 
study, the formula used for the 1-dimensional surface forest fi re behavior prediction model, derived 
from a numerical analysis of the surface fl ame spread rate of solid combustibles, is introduced. 
The formula for the 1-dimensional surface forest fi re behavior prediction model is the estimated 
equation of the fl ame spread velocity, depending on the condition of wind velocity on the ground. 
Experimental and theoretical equations on fl ame duration, fl ame height, fl ame temperature, ignition 
temperature of surface fuels, etc., has been applied to the device of this formula. As a result of a 
comparison between the ROS(rate of  spread) from this formula and ROSs from various equations 
of other models or experimental values, a trend suggesting an increasing curved line of the exponent 
function under 3m/s or less wind velocity condition was identifi ed. As a result of a comparison 
between experimental values and numerically analyzed values for fallen pine tree leaves, the fl ame 
spread velocity reveals a prediction of an approximately 10% upward tendency under wind velocity 
conditions of 1 to 2m/s, and of an approximately 20% downward tendency under those of 3m/s. 
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WILDFIRE SITUATION AND MANAGEMENT 
IN INNER MONGOLIA OF CHINA

Shu Lifu, Zhao Fengjun, Wang Qiuhua 
Institute of Forest Ecology, Environment and Protection,

Chinese Academy of Forestry, Beijing 100091, China

Abstract: Wildfi re fi re prevention and controlling has evolved into an importance matter as a result 
of many factors. National and Provincial efforts have been made in the past 50 years in controlling 
and managing forest and grass fi res in Inner Mongolia. Taking Inner Mongolia‘s special geographical 
location, topography, climate and the distribution of forest sources into consideration, we have 
every reason to believe that forest fi res in Inner Mongolia have their own special aspects. The 
main measures to manage wildfi res are to raise public awareness through publicity and educational 
activities, manage wildfi re fi res by legislation, fi refi ghting team development, and mobilize the 
power of society to prevent wildfi res, reinforce the infrastructure construction and key fi re danger 
zones management. In the long time for future, how to manage the wildfi res effectively, decrease 
the load of fuel in the forest, and avoid large wildfi res occurrences are still the challenges we face 
in wildfi res management.

Keywords: Wild Fire, fi re hazards, Fire Distributions
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POST-FIRE SUCCESSIONS OF THE LARCH FORESTS IN MONGOLIA
Dorjsuren Ch.

Institute of Botany of Mongolian Academy of Sciences

In our investigations we distinguished surface fi res into the following three categories by their 
intensity: less, moderate and high.

Degree of fi re infl uence on the structure and functions of components of forest ecosystem 
depends on the intensity of a fi re.

During surface fi re with less intensity, forest stands are not seriously damaged. The vegetation 
cover of burnt area is characterized by quiet high similarity with the aboveground cover of forest, 
which is not damaged by fi re. In case of stronger fi re damaged forest Chamaenerion angustifolium, 
bushes, tuberous cereals and sedge expands. Within 2-3 years after fi re the vegetation cover is 
basically restored and in 5-8 years it differs in a little from pre-fi re vegetation. On those sites where 
upper soil layer is burnt, seedlings appear in 3-4 years, and their quantity reaches 3-5 thousand per 
ha area depending on the seed production of the stand.

During surface fi re with moderate intensity, trees are comparatively more damaged, bark of 
the trees produce fi re scar up to 3-4 m height and even some surface roots are damaged, therefore 
up to 20-30% of the trees dries out and almost all thin saplings completely damaged. Dominated 
layer of the trees in the stand is restored within 7-15 years after such fi re. After this type of fi re in 
the pseudotaiga Larch forests, there develops patches of regeneration and next generation of Larch 
forms. In the Larch forests of the Northeast Khangai and Eastern Khentei participation of the Birch 
admixture there is often. If fi res further do not repeat, gradual uneven-aged stands are formed and 
post-fi re generation is clearly distinguished.

During surface fi re with high intensity, almost all ground vegetation, shrubs and bushes, debris 
and forest fl oor burns. Thus occurs blackening of the ground into depth of 5-7 cm occurs especially 
in pseudotaiga Larch forests. The forest stand is strongly damaged by fi re. Especially damages 
lateral roots and surface roost of the trees. Due to physiological weakness trees are attacked by insect 
pests. In this way, steady surface fi re with high intensity often lead to full or nearly so destruction 
of forest stands. 

After high intensity fi re in the pseudotaiga Larch forests Larch stands form. Our long term 
observation between 1976 and 2002 conducted in the permanent sample plot in herbs-Rhytidium 
rugosum larch forests, have shown, that in the fi rst year after the fi re there comes a stage of „black 
burnt spot». Drying process of damaged trees occurs and pioneer species of herbaceous plants 
appears on the burnt area (Corydalis sibirica, Chamaenerion angustifolium etc.), and also some 
forest herbs grasses and cereals also come up. In the second year after the fi re the stage of „black 
burnt spot” ends and the new stage - „Marshantia polymorpha-Corydalis sibirica-grasses“ stage 
of successions begins which lasts about 4 years. Sixth year onwards burnt area of herbs-Rhytidium 
rugosum larch forest already starts developing cereal stage of succession which lasts about 15-20 
years. 

The full mineralization of a ground surface of after fi re creates favorable conditions for the 
growth and development of the seedlings. As a result, on the burnt site after surface fi re with high 
intensity where there is suffi cient seed production Larch stand restores itself by successful seeding.  
In 4-5 years seedling quantity already reaches several thousands per hectare.

After the catastrophic forest fi re in the subtaiga and taiga zones of the Northeast Khangai 
Larch, Larch-Birch and replacing Birch stands form.

Intensive spread of Chamaenerion angustifolium starts in the fi rst year after fi re in the 
fi re burnt Iris-herbaceous subtaiga Larch forests, and as a result in the next year Chamaenerion 
angustifolium stage of the forest vegetation regeneration spreads along with successful regeneration 
of Larch seedlings. Eight years after the fi re coenozic signifi cance of Chamaenerion angustifolium 
reduces and that of forest herbs and Calamagrostis obtusata increases and forms Calamagrostis 
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obtusata-Chamaenerion angustifolium-herbaceous community. The quantity of self-sowing of a 
Larch sometimes exceeds 5500 per hectare.

Our observation carried out between 1982 and 2002 in the permanent plot of burnt subtaiga 
mesophyte-herbaceous Larch forests of Eastern Khentei shows that the regeneration process of 
succession occurs through the following stages:

1. Black burnt spots, when there is a process of drying of damaged trees and appearance of    
Chamaenerion angustifolium and other species (duration 1 year);

2. Chamaenerion angustifolium - natural sowing of Larch occurs (duration of 4-6 years);
3. Grasses-Chamaenerion angustifolium - with intensive formation of larch seedlings (duration 

of 3-5 years);
4. Grasses-herbs - with the group closed young larch saplings (duration of 10-12 years);
5. Mesophyte-herbaceous young larch stand.
After the fi re favorable conditions for regeneration of Larch seedlings are created. As a result, 

on the burnt site, self-sowing of Larch seeds in the soil occurs in 1-2 years and after 6 years number 
of Larch seedlings reach 52 thousand per one ha (fi g. 6). In 2002, there has been counted 11928 
self-sown seedling of tree species per 1 ha where 7276 were Larch and 1632 were Birch seedlings.

Secondary Birch forests mixed with Larches are widely distributed in the Basin of River 
Onon. Such forests are rare in the Basin of River Kherlen.

Especially big harm is brought with catastrophic fi res in mountain-taiga forests. On the burnt 
site in the Larch and Siberian pine forest formed on the loosely permafrost-taiga soil, erosion process 
intensively goes on. All soil layer is washed off, thus the loose stony slopes with long time absence 
of trees are formed. On the major sites in the Basin of River Kherlen post-fi re originated loose stony 
slopes occupy about 5 % of the area of all mountain-taiga zones.

After high intensity fi re in the pseudo-taiga Larch forests Larch forest forms, but in the subtaiga 
Larch forests of the Northeast Khangai and East Khentei Larch, Larch-Birch, and even Birch forest 
forms due to their natural conditions of these forest-vegetational zones.
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FIRE IMPACT ON CARBON EMISSION AND COMPONENTS OF FOREST 
ECOSYSTEMS OF CENTRAL SIBERIA, RUSSIA

Ivanova G.A.

V.N.Sukachev Institute of  Forest SB RAS, Krasnoyarsk, Russia.

Carbon emissions from fi res in Scots pine forests of central Siberia vary interannually and can 
increase 3-4 times in exceptional fi re years as compared to the usual fi re seasons. Estimating fi re 
contribution to carbon budget should consider many factors, with vegetation type and fi re type 
and intensity among them. A number of experimental fi res aimed at modeling fi re behavior were 
conducted in central Siberian Scots pine stands as a part of “FIRE BEAR” project that deals with 
assessment of fi re infl uence on carbon balance, emissions, and forest ecosystem sustainability. 
Emission amount was found to depend on fi re intensity and weather. In the fi rst several years after 
fi re, the above-ground biomass carbon still appeared to be strongly controlled by fi re intensity. Later, 
the infl uence of burning intensity on organic matter accumulation was determined to decrease with 
time. Mineralization was recorded to increase and Scots pine stands with lichen and feather moss-
dominated ground vegetation became carbon sources in 3-5 years after burning, no matter what 
fi re intensity was. Increasing carbon emission from the forest stands with time can be attributable 
to that destructive processes caused by tree mortality and forest fl oor accumulation prevail over 
photosynthetic assimilation. Our long-term fi re experiment provided data on central Siberian Scots 
pine stand succession following fi re of known behavior. In Scots pine stand with ground vegetation 
dominated by small shrubs, lichen, and feather moss, the latter two components were found to 
degrade after fi re of any intensity. The initial vegetation succession stage appeared to depend on site 
conditions, pre-fi re forest type, as well as the last fi re type and intensity.    
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IMPACT OF FOREST FIRE ON CHANGES OF THE FOREST SHRUBBERY AND 
GRASS VEGETATION OF KHUBSUGUL REGION

D.Zoyo ( Ph.D)
Institute of Botany, MAS

 The Mongolian forest affected by fi re for last years. It source of forest ecosystem’s change. 
Recently, the southern part of Mongolian forest square decrease  by 13.4% every year. Also there 
have some natural causes such as  reduction of needle woods, decrease of forest resource. 
 In Turag, Noyon, Shagnuul, and Sevsuul’s forest herbs vegetation is predominated and 
in the mountain of the Borsog are dominated Poa- Vaccinium, in the Dalbaa Vaccinium -poa 
communities. 
 Shrubbery and grass vegetation coverage is so important composition elements in the 
forest. However, their development restricted in the natural forests. After the forest fi re, a positive 
and negative infl uences on the forest restore there are.
 We analyzed by sub-taiga zone of eastern shore of khovsgol lake’s forest shrubbery 
and grass plant differentiation of ecological coenoses groups. Thus, we classifi ed following three 
groups:

taiga1. 
forest-meadow2. 
forest-steppe’s plants occurred in eastern shore of the Khubsugul lake. 3. 

 The percent of forest – meadow plants in bunchgrass communities are high, the percent 
of taiga and forest-steppe vegetation is low. But the taiga plants in Poa- Vaccinium community are 
predominated. 
 The natural rehabilitation of pseudo-taiga larch forest is growing from larch. 
 Also, we investigated by succession of burnt forest shrubbery and grass vegetation in the 
Poa-Vaccinium pseudo-taiga natural larch forest and  burnt areas.
 The natural forest didn’t affect by fi re is situated in north side of the mountain range 
(51014’, 100051’). It is 1850 m above the sea level. Here is forest consists by I layer level: 3 (240-250), 
II layer level: 7 (160-170), productivity rate- Va and forest density - 0.6.  Average diameter of trees 13.4-
36.3m, average high 12.1-23.8m. The main species of tree in forest is Larix sibirica. Vaccinium 
uliginosum 4.0±1.0%, Rhododendron parvifolia 3.40±1.78%, Spiraea alpina 0.30±0.2%, Ledum 
palustre 0.20±0.1% are appeared in here. 
 The grass vegetation coverage - 46.80±7.4%, there are 23 species. Vaccinium vitis-idaea 
22.0±5.83%(100%), Festuca ovina 8.0±2.0%(100%), Equisetum pratense 2.10±0.78%(Ê-100%), 
Lathyrus humilis 4.5±1.57%(Ê-100%), Carex amgunensis 3.20±0.58%(Ê-100%), Aegopodium 
alpestre 1.0±0.2%(Ê-100%) are predominated in this forest (table 1). 

table 1
Vegetation succession of burnt larch forest of Shagnuul

Index

Natural forest
Medium 
intensive High intensive

Cover,% oc
cu

ra
nc

e 

Cover,% oc
cu

ra
nc

e

Cover,% oc
cu

ra
nc

e 

 M K M K M K
Total young trees 3,4±1,21 100 6,4±2,9 80   
0-10 ñm 1±0,55 60 6,4±2,69 80   
50 cm 2,4±0,75 100     
Shrub layer 7,9±2,23 100 7,4±2,67 60 15,45±4,91 90
Ledum palustre 0,2±0,12 40     
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Phododendron parvifolia 3,4±1,78 80 0,1±0,1 10 0,6±0,40 20
Vaccinium uliginosum 4±1,0 80 7±2,60 60 4,8±3,17 30
Spiraea alpine 0,3±0,20 40 0,05±0,05 10 0,3±0,21 20
Betula humilis   0,2±0,20 10 1,15±0,99 40
S. media     0,1±0,10 10
Ribes nigrum     1,7±1,49 20
Salix pseudopendandra     4±0,40 10
Dasiphora fruticosa     0,7±0,50 30
Rosa acicularis   0,05±0,05 10 2,1±1,47 40
Grass coverage 46,8±7,41 100 25,5±4,22 100 37±2,13 100
Vaccinium vitis-idaea 22±5,83 100 3±2,0 20   
Poa sibirica 0,3±0,12 60 1,35±0,46 80 1,05±0,46 70
Festuca ovina 8±2,0 100 5,95±1,42 100 10,8±0,73 100
Trisetum sibiricum 0,1±0,1 20   1,4±0,52 70
Ranunculus japonicas 0,2±0,1 40 0,05±0,05 10 0,8±0,29 50
Equisetum pretense 2,1±0,78 100 1,75±0,50 90 1,7±0,63 60
Vicia cracca 0,1±0,10 20   0,5±0,26 40
Aegopodium alpestre 1±0,27 100 0,95±0,20 90 3±0,26 100
Lathyrus humilis 4,5±1,57 100 0,55±0,34 30 1,55±0,41 70
Polygonum viviparum 0,3±0,2 40 0,2±0,13 20 0,9±0,23 70
Viola bifl ora 0,1±0,1 20 0,05±0,05 10 0,1±0,07 20
Peucedanum salinum 1,1±0,40 80 0,05±0,05 10 0,25±0,08 50
Campanula Turczaninovii 0,1±0,1 20 0,2±0,08 40 0,2±0,13 20
Carex lanceolata 3,2±0,5 100 1±0,52 40 1,8±0,65 60
Vicia baicalensis 0,1±0,10 20     
Hedysarum inundatum 0,1±0,10 20   0,3±0,08 60
Pyrola incarnate 0,2±0,12 40 0,1±0,07 20   
Calamagrostis obtusata   0,1±0,07 20 1±0,22 100
Bromus pumpellianus   1,3±0,47 80 0,2±0,20 10
Chamaenerion 
angustifolium   0,45±0,20 50 1,05±0,32 70
Sanguisorba offi cinalis   0,1±0,10 10 0,1±0,10 10
Poa pratensis   5,1±1,36 100 5,1±1,36 100
Carex amgunensis   2,9±1,43 70 0,5±0,34 20
Rubus arcticus   0,05±0,05 10   
Carex korshinskyi     0,4±0,30 30
Androsace septentrionalis     0,55±0,09 90
Gentiana grandifl ora     0,25±0,20 20
Carex selengensis     0,1±0,07 20
Potentilla strigosa     0,05±0,05 10
Hedysarum heglectum     0,1±0,07 20
Saussurea parvifolia     0,4±0,21 40
Trollius asiaticus     0,15±0,11 20
Stelleria graminea     0,45±0,12 70
Trisetum sibiricum     1,4±0,52 70
Carex rostrata     0,3±0,21 20
Polemonium racemosum     0,1±0,10 10
Silene sibirica     0,1±0,10 10
Adoxa moschatellina     0,1±0,10 10
Galium boreale     0,1±0,10 10
Moss and lichen cover       
Aulacomnium palustre 4,3±2,33 80 0,2±0,20 10 17,5±3,52 90
Cladonia amaurocraea 1,3±0,93 80     
Mnium sp.     0,3±0,3 10
Similarity coeffi cient of 
among the squares:       
Coenosis 73,24±4,09  57,64±3,52  63,37±3,66  
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Species composition 81,92±5,72  82,67±2,75  71,92±1,94  
Similarity compared with 
natural forest:       
Coenosis 100  58,2  42,88  
Species composition 100  61,2  44,2  

It is revealed the changes of disapper of shrubbery and grass vegetation coverage of dominant 
plants such as Ledum palustre, Rhododendron parvifolia, Spiraea alpina, Vaccinium vitis-idaea, 
Pyrola incarnata and occurance after the burnt. 
 Shrub layer more intensive grow after the fi re. However, shrubs such as Vaccinium 
uliginosum, Spiraea alpina occurance decreased after the fi re, Betula humilis, Ribes nigrum, Salix 
pseudopendandra, Calamagrostis obtusata, Poa pratensis, Androsace septentrionalis, Stellaria 
graminea are reapeared.
 Ecological coenoses groups after vary intensive fi re the percent of taiga plants is decreasing 
and increasement of meadow plant percent (table 2).

table 2
The comparison of ecological-coenosis groups of larch forest with Poa- Vaccinium 

community
E c o l o g i c a l 
coenoses group

Natural forest Medium intensive High intensive
Species Species Species

Number % number % number %
Taiga 13 57 12 46 12 27
Forest meadow 9 39 13 50 28 62
Forest steppe 1 4 1 4 5 11
Total 23 100 26 100 45 100

Meadow mesophytes such as, Ribes nigrum, Dasiphora fruticosa, Poa pratensis, Lathyrus 
humilis, Carex rostrata, Ranunculus japonicus, Polygonum viviparum, Stelleria graminea, 
Hedysarum inandatum are reappeared. 

Similarity coeffi cient of coenosis between natural larch forest and average intensive burnt 
forest is 58.20%, similarity coeffi cient of species composition is 61.2%, similarity coeffi cient of 
coenosis between natural larch forest and vary intensive burnt forest is 42.88%, similarity coeffi cient 
of species composition is 44.2%, which shows that vegetation cover after fi re is affected by fi re. 

The succession of Larch forest of pseudo-taiga belt’s bunchgrass groups  after intensive fi re 
will be changed into the   Vaccinium -poa communities and Poa- Vaccinium communities.

We revealed natural rehabilitation 34000 p/ha in natural forest, 64000p/ha in average 
intensive burnt square, and disappeared in vary intensive burnt squares.

Also, we defi ned pseudo-taiga larch forest rehabilitate by natural forest after the fi re. Thus, 
we have to protected study area from the forest fi re.

 
Conclusion

The forest regeneration and its vegetation dynamics related to frequency form and rate of 
fi re. Not intensive and average rate fi re slightly affected to the vegetation cover layer structure, 
composition and positively infl uenced to the next generation.

We have indicated that after intensive fi re in larch forest of pseudo taiga infl uenced to the 
conformity changes from mountain cranberry larch forest into the forbs community.

The pseudo-taiga larch forest after average, intensive fi re regenerated by own trees. Therefore 
it is important to protect this region from forest fi re.  
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ÈÇÌÅÍÅÍÈÅ ÐÀÑÒÈÒÅËÜÍÎÃÎ ÏÎÊÐÎÂÀ ÏÎÑËÅ ÏÎÆÀÐÀ
Â ÁÅÐÅÇÍßÊÅ ÇÀÏÀÄÍÎÃÎ ÕÝÍÒÅß 

Æ.Òóøèãìàà1

1ÌÀÍ, Èíñòèòóò Áîòàíèêè

 Ðåçþìå
Â ñòàòüþ âêëþ÷åíû äàííûå èññëåäîâàíèÿ èçìåíåíèÿ ðàñòèòåëüíîãî ïîêðîâà áåðåçíÿêà 

ïîñëå ïîæàðà è ëåñîâîññòàíîâëåíèÿ â Ñýëýíãèéñêîì àéìàêå Áàÿíãîëüñêîãî ñîìîíà â ïåðèîä 
2003-2007 ãîäà. Ïîñëå ïîæàðà áåðåçíÿêà â Çàïàäíîì Õýíòåé èìåþòñÿ 35 âèäîâ ðàñòåíèé, 
ñðåäíèé òðàâÿíîé ïîêðîâ ñîñòàâëÿåò 61.9%, êîýôôèöèåíò ñõîäñòâà ïî âèäîâîìó ñîñòàâó 
43.2% è ïî öåíîòè÷åñêîé çíà÷èìîñòè 5.4%.

Ïîñëå âûñîêîèíòåíñèâíîãî ïîæàðà áåðåçíÿêà ôîðìèðóåòñÿ íà ïåðâîì ãîäó «÷¸ðíàÿ 
ïëîùàäü», íà ïÿòîì ãîäó «âåéíèêîâî-êèïðåéíîå» ñîîáùåñòâî. Ëåñ âîññòàíàâëèâàåòñÿ 
ïîðîñëåâîé áåðåçîé è îñèíîé.   
Êëþ÷åâûå ñëîâà: âûñîêîèíòåíñèâíûé ïîæàð, ãàðü, êîíòðîëüíàÿ ïëîùàäü, êîýôôèöèåíò 
ñõîäñòâà ïî âèäîâîìó ñîñòàâó, ïî öåíîòè÷åñêîé çíà÷èìîñòè  

Ìåòîäèêà èññëåäîâàíèÿ:
Èññëåäîâàíèÿ èçìåíåíèÿ ðàñòèòåëüíîãî ïîêðîâà áåðåçíÿêà ïîñëå ïîæàðà ïðîâîäèëîñü 

íà ïîñòîÿííûõ ïëîùàäÿõ íàáëþäåíèÿ ìåòîäîì Ëåñíîãî áàçîâîãî èññëåäîâàíèÿ ÐÌÑÁÊÝ-èè 
(Ëåñà ÌÍÐ, 1983), îáðàáîòêà ìàòåðèàëîâ ïðîâîäèëàñü ñ ïîìîùüþ ïðîãðàììû ñòàòèñòè÷åñêîãî 
ðàñ÷åòà CENOZ-4 (Äîðæñóðýí, 1992).   

Ðåçóëüòàòû èññëåäîâàíèÿ:
Êîíòðîëüíàÿ ïëîùàäü íàõîäèòñÿ íà ñåâåðíîé ÷àñòè ãîðû Ìààíüò, Ñýëýíãèéñêîãî 

àéìàêà Áàÿíãîëüñêîãî ñîìîíà, 1076 ì íàä óðîâíåì ìîðÿ, ñ êîîðäèíàòàìè 49001’80’’ âîñòî÷íîé 
äîëãîòû è 10614’704’’ ñåâåðíîé øèðîòû.
 Êîíòðîëüíóþ ïëîùàäü âûáèðàëè ðÿäîì ñ ãàðÿì íà ðàññòîÿíèè 200 ìåòðîâ, â 
äîëãîâðåìåííî ðàñòóùèì âòîðè÷íîì ÷èñòîì áåðåçíÿêå. 

Ñîñòàâ êîíòðîëüíîé ïëîùàäè 10Á, ïîëíîòà 07, ïðîäóêòèâíîñòü IY.
Â êîíòðîëüíîé ïëîùàäè ñäåëàíî îïèñàíèå íà 16 ïðîáíûõ ïëîùàäÿõ 2 õ 2 ì, â ñðåäíåì 

âñòðå÷àëèñü 23 âèäà, âñåãî 53 âèäà ðàñòåíèé.  
 Ñðåäíèé ïðîåêòèâíûé ïîêðîâ 62.7%, ñõîäñòâî 16 ïëîùàäåé äðóã ñ äðóãîì ïî âèäîâîìó 
ñîñòàâó 74.6%, ïî öåíîòè÷åñêîé çíà÷èìîñòè  59.1%. 

Òèï ëåñà ðàçíîòðàâíî-îñî÷êîâûé ïîäòàåæíûé ïðîèçâîäíûé áåðåçíÿê. Â òðàâÿíîì 
ïîêðîâå ïðåîáëàäàþò Carex pediformis, Paeona anomala, Thalictrum minus, Equisetum pratense, 
Bromus pumpellianus. Ìîõîâîãî ïîêðîâà íåò.

Ãàðü íàõîäèòñÿ íà ñåâåðíîé ÷àñòè ãîðû íà ñêëîíå ñ óêëîíîì 120, 1068 ì íàä óðîâíåì 
ìîðÿ, ñ êîîðäèíàòàìè 49002’13’’ âîñòî÷íîé äîëãîòû è 106014’48’’ ñåâåðíîé øèðîòû.

Äðåâîñòîè äàííîé ïëîùàäè áûëè óíè÷òîæåíû èç-çà âûñîêîèíòåíñèâíîãî ïîæàðà â 
àâãóñòå 2002 ãîäà.

Âûñîòà îæîãà ñîñòàâëÿåò 6-7 ì.
Â 2007 ãîäó íà ïëîùàäêå 2õ2 ì â ñðåäíåì âñòðå÷àëîñü 9 âèäîâ, âñåãî 35 âèäîâ ðàñòåíèé. 

Ñðåäíèé ïðîåêòèâíûé ïîêðîâ 61.9%, ñõîäñòâî 16 ïëîùàäåé äðóã ñ äðóãîì ïî âèäîâîìó 
ñîñòàâó 28.5%, ïî öåíîòè÷åñêîé çíà÷èìîñòè 54%. Íà ïëîùàäêå 2õ2 ì ðàñòóò â ñðåäíåì 
0.25 øò. îñèíû íà îäíîì ãåêòàðå íàñ÷èòûâàëîñü 625 øò. îñèí. Íåáîëüøèìè êóðòèíêàìè 
âñòðå÷àþòñÿ Ceratodon purpurues.      

Ïðîåêòèâíûé ïîêðîâ Calamagrostis pseudophragmitis, Chamaenerion angustifolium 
äîñòèãàåò äî 21-23% è ôîðìèðóåò âåéíèêîâî-êèïðåéíîå ñîîáùåñòâî. Âñòðå÷àþòñÿ åäèíè÷íûå 
êóñòû øèïîâíèêà èãëèñòîãî, ñïèðåè èçâèëèñòîé.   
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Èçìåíåíèå ðàñòèòåëüíîãî ïîêðîâà áåðåçíÿêà ïîñëå ïîæàðà 
â Çàïàäíîì Õýíòýé (÷åðåç 5 ëåò)

Ïîêàçàòåëü Êîíòðîëüíàÿ 
ïëîùàäü

Ãàðü
2003 2004 2005 2006 2007

Ñðåäíèé ïîêðîâ ðàñòåíèÿ, % 62.7 22.3 55.6 46.2 52.6 61.9
×èñëî âèäîâ 53 39 36 34 37 35
Êîýôôèöèåíò ñõîäñòâà ñ 
ëåñîì, %
-ïî öåíîòè÷åñêîé çíà÷èìîñòè
-ïî âèäîâîìó ñîñòàâó

100

100

19.5

54.3

5.6

51.6

9.4

45.9

6.27

46.6

5.45

43.18

Ïðè ñðàâíåíèè äâóõ ïëîùàäåé êîýôôèöèåíò ñõîäñòâà ñ ëåñîì ñîñòàâëÿåò ïî âèäîâîìó 
ñîñòàâó 43.18%, ïî öåíîòè÷åñêîé çíà÷èìîñòè 5.45%. Êîýôôèöèåíò ïîêàçûâàåò, ÷òî íà ïåðâîì 
ãîäó ïîñëå ïîæàðà òðàâÿíîé ïîêðîâ òåðïèò ðåçêèå ñîñòàâíî-ñòðóêòóðíûå èçìåíåíèÿ.

Âûâîäû
1. Â Çàïàäíîì Õýíòýé ÷åðåç 5 ëåò ïîñëå âûñîêîèíòåíñèâíîãî ïîæàðà áåðåçíÿêà 

ôîðìèðóåòñÿ âåéíèêîâî-êèïðåéíîå ñîîáùåñòâî è Calamagrostis pseudophragmitis, 
Chamaenerion angustifolium äîñòèãàþò äî 21-23%. Ýòî ïîêàçûâàåò, ÷òî íà ïÿòîì ãîäó ïîñëå 
âûñîêîèíòåíñèâíîãî ïîæàðà áåðåçíÿêà íà÷èíàåòñÿ «çëàêîâàÿ» ôàçà ñóêöåññèè.

2. Ïîñëå âûñîêîèíòåíñèâíîãî ïîæàðà áåðåçíÿêà ôîðìèðóåòñÿ íà ïåðâîì ãîäó «÷åðíàÿ 
ïëîùàäü», íà ïÿòîì ãîäó «âåéíèêîâî-êèïðåéíîå» ñîîáùåñòâî. Ëåñ âîññòàíàâëèâàåòñÿ 
ïîðîñëåâîé áåðåçîé è îñèíîé.
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Summary
Vegetation cover change after fi re of birch forest in Western Khentei region

J.Tushigmaa
Institute of Botany, MAS

Key words: High-intensity fi re, burn, control area, factor of similarity fl oristic composition 
and coenotic rate

The given researches of change of a vegetative cover of a birch forest are included in clause 
after a fi re in Selengian aimag Bayangol soum during 2003-2007. After a fi re of a birch forest in 
Western Khentei there are 35 species of plants, the average grassy cover makes 61.9 %, factor of 
similarity fl oristic composition rate 43.2 % and coenotic rate 5.45%.

After a high-intensity fi re of a birch forest «the black area», on the fi fth year «âåéíèêîâî-
êèïðåéíîå» community is formed on the fi rst to year. The wood is restored by a birch and an 
aspen.
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FIRE EFFECT ON EASTERN MONGOLIAN GRASSLAND STEPPE

I.Tuvshintogtokh1 ,  M.Urgamal1, Ts.Chuluunbaatar1

(1 - Institute of Botany, Mongolian Academy of Sciences)

Keywords: Fire, ecology, species, ecosystem

Introduction: 
 Steppe comprises 65% of Mongolian land, of which 15,7% or 245,509 square meter is located 
in Eastern Mongolia. Vegetation in arid ecosystems is affected by grazing and fi re (Florentine, 
1999; Drewa and Havstad, 2001). There are many studies grazing effect on grassland but have not 
any study of fi re effect on steppe grassland in Mongolia. But in other countries the effect of grazing 
and fi re has been studied on spotty grassland communities (Waser and Price, 1981; Kelt and Valone, 
1995; Valone and Kelt, 1999; Ward et al., 2000; Drewa and Havstad, 2001; Westbrooke et al., 
2005).
 The role of prescribed fi re and/or wildfi re in promoting grass growth at the expense of 
woody vegetation has been well documented worldwide (Cook et al., 1994). A model was recently 
developed to predict ґthe direct consequences of prescribed fi re for most forest and rangeland types 
in the United States (Reinhardt et al., 1997). 
 Therefore, it is necessary to contact detailed research determining fi re effects on grassland.

This paper addresses the questions what is fi re effect also fi re and grazing effect together on 
steppe vegetation structure and composition, aboveground community biomass. 

Materials and methods
 We aim at determining the steppe fi re effects on steppe vegetation through contacting 
monitoring research. 

Study site and fi eld sampling
 Our study site is located in Tumentsogt soum, Sukhbaatar province (E47040`788``; 
N112024`187``), which is 500 km south-east from Ulaanbaatar (capital of Mongolia) and altitude of 
the area is 927 m. It is site that has most preserved eastern Mongolian steppe features with its high 
grass and high frequency of fi rebreaks. 

Temperate semi-arid continental monsoon climate characterizes the region. Annual mean 
precipitation is 230 mm, mainly from June to September. Annual mean temperature in this area 
is 0,5-0,6 0C and the annual wind speed is 3-4 m/sec (Batdelger et al., 2001). The soil type is 

chestnut. The vegetation represent in the 
study area typical tallgrass steppe,  with 
dominate Stipa grandis and  is the most 
widely distributed grassland community 
in the eastern Eurasia steppe region. 
Subdominants are this community Leymus 
chinensis, Cleistogenes squarrosa and 
Stipa sibirica. In the study site were 72  
vascular plant species in 54 genera and 26 
families. 
  
Figure 1. Location of study site
  

 We conducted steppe research in 2001-2003 and collected data. We have two study sites, 
each  100 m by 100 m. The one site has been fenced  in June 2001 for evaluating  fi re effect  and 
another one has not fenced  for evaluating fi re and grazing effect. Each sites were separated in to 
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5 plots. In the summer 2001, when were collecting data all 10 plots were used under moderately 
grazing and were not  burned, all plots were same conditions (Fig. 2).
 We experimented to burn plots in the spring and autumn when dry-fi re season. 
We collected data 1-10 July in 2001-2003 were using the line-point transect method each 25 m 3 
line transect for each plot. Every 25 cm  we were collected data and were determined coverage of 
species every 5 m along the transect. Aboveground biomass was sampled during 10-15 July each 
year by clipping all plants within 0,25 m2 quadrate, dried and weighed. The dry mass per quadrate 
averaged over the eight blocks was used to estimate the aboveground community biomass.

Table 1.  Study plots by different variations of grazing and burned 
Name of 

plot
Situation 

of 
grazing

Situation of burned Name of 
plot

Situation 
of grazing

Situation of burned

NGS-1 none burned in the 
spring 2002

GS-1 grazing burned in the spring 
2002

NGA-1 none burned in the 
autumn 2001

GA-1 grazing burned in the 
autumn 2001

NGS-2 none burned in the 
spring 2002 and 
2003

GS-2 grazing burned in the spring 
2002 and 2003

NGA-2 none burned in the 
autumn 2001 and 
2002

GA-2 grazing burned in the 
autumn 2001 and 
2002

NGC none none GC grazing none
 
Data analyses   
 Were compared the differences in total vegetation coverage, litter, bare ground, 
aboveground biomass of community, coverage of dominant species of three-year-old and of 10 
plots. Calculated and processed data in program  were produced using access.

Results
1. Coverage   
 Figure 4 is showed that in 2001 year when all plots were same conditions (grazing and 
no burned) vegetation coverage was higher  in GC and GA-2 plots. In 2002, after one site was 
fenced and were burned plots by different variation (tab.1) was changed this regularity, vegetation 
coverage was higher value in the fenced site than the grazed site. In the fenced site vegetation 
coverage was  65,1% of  the control plot and 53,1-56,1% was of burned plots. In the grazed site 
vegetation coverage was changed same fegularuty too. Highest value of vegetation coverage was in 
NGC  plot (no grazing and no burned).  
 In 2003, vegetation coverage decreased in the all plots, becuase this year dryer than 2002. 
If were comparing plots each other in 2003, we can see next results. In the fenced site vegetation 
coverage was  lower in NGS-2, NGA-2 plots with two time burned and higher in NGC, NGS-1, 
NGA-1 plots with no or one time burned. In the grazing site vegetation coverage was lower than 
fenced but was observed same principle, if was compared each other plots. Figure 4 is showed that 
coverage of GC plot was lower than NGC, but similar results in NGS-2 and NGA-2 plots.
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Figure 2. Total coverage of Stipa grandis 
 community  a/ Vegetation cover  (%)
 b/ Litter cover (%) c/ Bare ground (%)

 
Our results were showed that inverse correlation was between litter coverage  and bare ground. 
After fi re litter was disappeared and bare ground was increased. The lowest mean of bare ground is 
13,6% in NGC plot and the highest mean is 59,1% in GS-2 and GA-2 plots (grazing and two times 
burned). Bare ground was increased 3 fold after one time burned and 3,8 fold after two times burned 
but by grazing 1,3 fold. In the grazing site bare ground was increased 2 fold after one time burned 
and 2,6 fold after two time burned. Litter was highest (32,4%) in  NGC plot and 1,3 fold higher than 
GC plot,  2 fold higher than NGS-1, NGA-1 plots.
 We were determined coverage of all species of this community. In this paper were considered 
dominant species. We found fi re effect on the coverage of species steppe community.
 

 Figure 3. Plots NGA-2 (burning) and 
NGC (no burning), in different variation of 
burned

Stipa grandis (P.Smirn.) is perennial 
fi rm-bunch grass of Gramineae that mainly 
dominated in typical steppe of Mongolia. 
It is dominant of this community. The 
result was indicated that coverage of Stipa 
grandis  reduced 1,5-2 fold after two 
times burned (NGS-2, NGA-2) and next 
year after one time burned was  increased 
(NGS-1, NGA-1) in the fenced site (Fig. 
5, a). In the grazing site coverage of Stipa 
grndis was decreased in the all plots. But 
after fi re population of Stipa grandis was 
refreshed. It is mean that senil plants 
were decreased and verginil plants were 
increased (Tuvshintogtokh, 1997). 
 Leymus chinensis (Trin.) Tzvel. is 
perennial rhizome-grass and subdominant 
of this community. Figure 5 (b) is showed 
that coverage of Leymus chinensis was 

increased after fi re. In 2002, it was increased in all burned plots except no burned plots (NGC, GC). 
It is related that vegetative buds that are located deep in the soil and its not damaged by fi re and it 
has good vegetative regeneration.
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 Cleistogenes squarrosa (Trin.) Kehg. is a loose-bunch grass and subdominant of this 
community too. Resent study is indicating that coverage of Cleistogenes squarrosa was increased 
after the fi re (Fig. 5, c). In 2003, coverage of Cleistogenes squarrosa was increased in NGS-2, 
GS-2, GA-2 plots, decreased in NGC, GC plots and almost was not changed in NGA-1, GS-1, GA-1 
plots.  It is show that Cleistogenes squarrosa quickly regenerated by a large number of vegetative 
buds, although it is easily damaged by fi re too. 
 
3.2. Biomass
 Our result is showed that in 2002, control plots (no burned) has high biomass with comparing  

burned plots. On the contrary were comparing 
control plots each other biomass of no grazing 
plot has higher 1,5 times than grazing plot. In 
2003, in the fenced site highest biomass is in 
NGS-1 plot (18,9 c/ha) and  NGC plot (17,2 c/
ha). Biomass was increased in plots with one 
time burned and no grazing (NGS-1, NGA-1) 
and was decreased in other all plots. In no 
fenced site biomass of all plots lower than no 
grazing plots and lowest (7,7 c/ha) of them is 
in the two times burned plot (GA-2). 

Figure 4.  Total biomass of Stipa grandis community
 
Conclusions: 

The steppe vegetation after fi re is almost or completely disappears. The plants composition and 1. 
land cover is decreasing. Related with that open land areas is increasing (after fi rst year of fi re 
such open land areas in 2 times and if fi res occurs each 2 year then increasing in 3 to 4 times), 
the land cover gets less dense and decrease in total vegetation biomass.
After fi re the regeneration of plant coverage starts going on rapidly. The coverage of the 2. 
plants increases by 2,6-3 times. After the fi re grass and forbs increase and ¿åòýí áà ñººãíèé 
regeneration is relatively slower. After fi res happening every year, the regeneration of ¿åòýí is 
gets less by 1,2-1,5 times.
Depending from plant bio morphological features after the fi re the plants composition, richness 3. 
and coverage the composition of the steppe land cover and composition can change. The 
dominating plants of Àëàã ºâñ-òîì õÿëãàíàò, such as Stipa grandis öººð÷, Leymus chinensis 
áîëîí Cleistogenes squarrosa will increase. After many years of fi res and impact from pasturing 
the genuine Dornod Mongolian òîì õÿëãàíàò steppe with  óíàãàí õýýð õèàãò will probably 
change into õàçààð ºâñò á¿ëãýìäëýýð.
After the fi re the content of Ca+Mg in soil will increase by 2 times and it will be more into 4. 
carbonate and dynamic decrease of content of P2O5 and during spring time the content of K2O 
will be increased, in decreasing of other components.
The impact from fi re into steppe ecosystem is directly depends from intensity of fi re. During very 5. 
intense fi re the total amount of biomass (materials to burn), dryness, wind speed and direction 
will have direct impact.
But history says, that fi re was one of the main components to have impact into ecosystem. The 6. 
steppe fi res has important role into preservation of ecosystem balance and stability. It has positive 
impact in terms of intensifi cation of substance and energy exchange, recovery of zenopoulations 
and increasing of plants composition and presentation.
Therefore, the contact occurrence of steppe fi res in contrary has very positive effect into steppe 7. 
ecosystem if it is happening once in 4 or 5 years.
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ROLE OF SHRUB SUCCESSIONS IN THE PROCESS OF ISLAND FORESTS 
DEGREDATION IN MONGOLIA 

Dugarjav Ch.1, Bazha S.N.2, Gunin P.D.2, Drobyshev Yu.I.2,

1 Institute of Botany MAS, Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia
2 Institute of Ecology and Evolution RAS, Moscow, Russia

According to the latest researches, 8.7% of Mongolian territory is covered with forests (Mongolian 
State Yearbook, 2004). Among the forest ecosystems, there dominate larch forests (60%); spruce, fi r 
and cedar comprise about 25%; and pine forests together with secondary small-leaf forests – 15% 
(Ecosystems of Mongolia, 2005). It is reasonable to consider scientifi c estimation of condition, 
dynamics, and resource potential of the boreal forests on the southern edge of their distribution in 
Mongolia as one of principal problems of modern ecology. Ways to resolve this problem comprise 
a wide circle of fundamental scientifi c tasks, which contents is determined by a peculiar role of the 
forests in question in existence of the whole spectrum of ecosystems belonging to this Palearctic 
region.

Climate warming leads to progressive melting of permafrost grounds along the entire southern forest 
border where island forests are spread. Because life maintenance of the forests depends directly 
on permafrost presence as an important source of water supply, its melting and disappearing can 
start quick and uncontrolled declining ecological positions of the forests in Northern Mongolia and 
Southern Siberia up to forest massifs collapse on vast territories. After that we cannot exclude a 
possibility for the Central-Asian deserts coming to the north. Thus the problem of state and dynamics 
(both natural and anthropogenic) of the island forests in Mongolia concerns another problem, namely 
maintenance of stability of the whole structure of ecosystems along southern boundaries of the taiga 
biom of the eastern part of Asia. Its resolving is determined by scientifi c prognoses of dynamics and 
quality of water input into big rivers, signifi cant part of which belong to the basin of Baikal lake – 
the object of International heritage under UNESCO.

The main anthropogenic factor affecting forest ecosystems is wildfi res (only 8-9% of them have a 
natural cause). Natural outbreaks of insects increase fi re threat in forests affected. Clear cutting is 
second factor after wildfi re. Results of our inventory of forest ecosystems in Mongolian part of the 
Baikal Lake basin show that territories with strong and severe disturbance compose 14550 km2, 
or 20% of the total forests cover. For the last 15 years 250 thousand hectares of felled forest plots 
have accumulated without a natural reforestation. Disturbed forestlands are covered sometimes 
with birch and aspen.

Such high rates of forest cover declining allow to predict possible catastrophic changes in regional 
ecology relating mainly with alteration of water keeping and water regulating functions of deforested 
areas. Though annual outfl ow volume can remain the same, its structure becomes unfavorable for 
the environment and economy. If fresh cutting plots comprise about 5% of the total water-gathering 
ground, then surface solid runoff increases by 9-10 times. Wildfi res are not less dangerous for water 
balance. Forest cover decreasing by 10% leads to an increase of annual surface runoff to 15-25 mm. 
This fraught with the following negative phenomena: processes of soil erosion and consequently 
an increase of surface solid runoff volume; quick passing of fl ood waters that becomes apparent in 
sharp raising of water level and fl ood of fl ood-lands, sometimes with catastrophic consequences; 
shortening of underground water supply for rivers, which much shoal in mean water.

Up to now the problem of the Boreal forests successions in Mongolia has not been studied specially. 
Earlier in literature there was pointed out that on felled spots and burned areas in these forests 
the coniferous stands recover according to a classic variant, i.e. through tree species alteration. 
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Long-derivative birch forests appear frequently, and sometimes steppe communities take place 
of forests. However, instead of classic variants, here forest stands eliminated by human activity, 
turn into pure or mixed dense bushes composed by xerophyte, xeromesophyte, and mesoxerophyte 
species such as Amygdalus pedunculata, Spiraea aquilegifolia, Armeniaca sibirica, Betula fusca, 
Dasiphora fruticosa, Caragana spinosa, C. Bunge, and C. microphylla. The next usual stage is 
turning the bushes into steppe communities. For resent years deforestation processes have leaded 
already to such replacement on 30% of the territory. Then under unfavorable conditions the steppes 
are replaced by deserts.

Wildfi res have affected about 684 000 hectares of Mongolian forests. Especially strong anthropogenic 
infl uence was on island forests that can recover after burning with coniferous species on 30% of the 
initial area; with birch and aspen – on 43%; with non-forest ecosystems – on 4%; and on 23% they 
lose their forest features for a long time (Dorjsuren, 1990; Tsedendash, Dugarjav, 2005). As a result, 
the southern border of coniferous forests in Mongolia has complex character.

At the Boreal belt of the forest-steppe zone in the southern part of Selenga low-mountain region 
between Khangai and Khentei mountains only fragments of true virgin climax coniferous forests 
remain. These relic forest stands are on ancient sands along river valleys (Selenga, Orkhon, Khara), 
and on low-mountains that are conserved. Pine and larch stands comprise all the age stages – from 
undergrowth to over mature. Besides, there are separate trees and stumps of the climax stage about 
300 years old with diameter to 1 meter. Having as an etalon the spatial and age structure of the relic 
pine forests, we can present the modern forest fund of the Boreal belt as the following successional 
series: a) derivative and original pure and mixed coniferous forests; b) derivative coniferous-leaf 
forests; c) short-derivative and long-derivative sub-climax leaf forests. One can suggest that clear 
cutting, wildfi re, and arid trend of successional processes result in more “island” spatial pattern of 
derivative forest stands among forest-steppe.

Regression of pine and larch forests was studied at the southern border of their area – in 
Eastern Khangai, Selenga low mountains and Western Khentei. The forests grow in river terraces 
and intermountain hollows on chestnut sandy and loamy soils. Standard research methods of forestry 
and geobotany were used. Complete geobotanical descriptions in forests and shrubs were made 
on research plots 400 m2, and in steppe – on plots 100 m2. For each tree we measured height and 
diameter, and for each bush – height and diameter, and stem number, as well as biomass aboveground. 
The present condition of a community was analyzed comparing fl oristic composition, abundance, 
and vitality of its species. Communities developing at the same elevation and on similar relief, we 
unifi ed into one succession row. The complete succession row comprises 5 major stages: I – native 
forests (I a – developing without cuttings; I b – effected by some cuttings), II - small-leaved forests 
with native tree species, III - small-leaved forests without native tree species, IV – bushes without 
any trees, V – desertifi ed steppes.

During successions fi rst one can observe some increase of plant species number, but on 
fi nal stages it declines. Composition of dominant species naturally changes. A forest stand loses 
pines, which at fi rst is replaced by Ulmus and than by Caragana and Juniperus. Into plant cover 
desert species begin to enter such as Thymus gobicus, Kochia prostata, Corispermum mongolicum, 
Agriophyllum pungens, and in some cases Ephedra sinica. The phytomass dynamics can be shown 
as a U-shaped curve with left branch three times higher then right one. Pine or larch sparse forest 
produces biomass minimum 20 ton/ha. Elm forest that has replaced pines or larch produces about 4 
ton/ha, and Caragana – 0.8 ton/ha. Pure Caragana bush produces up to 3.6 ton/ha. At the next stage 
leading role comes to Thymus gobicus with phytomass 0.1 ton/ha. Finally, the last stages of pine 
forests succession show signifi cant increase of phytomass (7.2 ton/ha for Juniperus communities 
that arose on the place of forests).

Regression of pine and larch forests at the southern border of their area can be considered 
as irreversible because of passing the following stages: absence of coniferous trees and their 
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undergrowth at all the stages beginning with III; absence of undergrowth of any tree species and 
vital trees at all the stages beginning with III; at the fi nal stages bush or grass communities form.

In many cases, wildfi res destroy or badly damage forest stands, but don’t cause serious harm 
to shrubs, which can survive and recover from their underground parts. Usually forest areas after 
wildfi res (even not very signifi cant) are subject to cutting, so possibility increases for shrubs to 
grow their power and abundance. This, in turn, creates new diffi culties for recovering of forest trees. 
Moreover, strong heating of grounds can relieve permafrost melting under forest stands.

Taking into consideration all the factors, we can recommend combining forest wildfi re combat 
with artifi cial reforestation in Mongolia.
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VEGETATION FIRE PROBLEMS IN MONGOLIA

Bayartaa Nyamjav
Program expert- Forest management at the “Conservation and Sustainable Management of Natural 

Resources Program,GTZ, Mongolia

ABSTRACT
Mongolia is trying to advance its economy and resources on the principles of sustainable 
development and management. This is very urgent in the fi eld of forestry since the continuing 
process of deforestation, climate change and forest mismanagement present serious problems and  
current scale of  wildland fi res is detrimental to the long-term sustainability of country’s forest and 
grassland ecosystems. 
Vegetation fi res are one of the serious problems of Mongolian forests; annually they bring a 
mammoth damage to the environment. For example, the National emergency and management 
agency revealed that there were 1985 disasters during the fi rst seven months of 2007. As result, the 
damage accounted for 195.7 billion tugriks, 124 people died, 1013 dwellings burnt,  1103.9 thousand 
hectares were covered by forest and fi eld fi res and 3.1 thousand livestock were lost. By the type of 
disasters, there were 182 forest fi res, 1692 fi res and six rabies cases, one case of sheep pox and 10 
cases of anthrax registered. Besides the direct damage including losses of wood and wildlife and 
expenditures for forests regeneration, there is indirect damage in the form of atmosphere emissions 
of various burning products, such as aerosols, greenhouse gases, carcinogens. If the formed fi re 
situation in Mongolia will continue at the same pace, it can lead to the ubiquitous degradation of the 
vegetation complex of the country. Thus, assurance of the minimizing the fi re risk and losses due to 
wildland fi res becomes a conditioning factor of further socio-economic and resource development 
of Mongolia. 
Wildland fi re disaster risk is conditioned by a number of natural and social factors. These factors, 
differing temporally and spatially,  and their complicate interaction impart the fi re its unique shape 
and character. Fire management experts emphasize three primary factors that affect fi re impacts: 
fuels build-up in the wildlands, the interface with human activity, and the combination of drought and 
weather conditions. As it is known, climate is determined by the dynamics of solar radiation income 
depending from the latitude, by the level above the sea, the atmosphere circulation redistributing  
the heat and atmosphere humidity, etc. The humidifi cation of the area depends not only from the 
precipitation volume and temperature but also from the transportation of the moisture and its 
accumulation in soil under the effect of the landscape and composition of the overburden. Climate, 
relief and overburden condition the character of the vegetation cover burning during the wildland 
fi res. The population density is connected with the climatic conditions, the character of vegetation 
cover and some social and economic factors and consequently with the number of ignition sources. 
The accumulation of fuels in the forests and steppes presents a danger of fi re ignition during the 
fi res season. One of the methods here to overcome this situation is the use of news technologies 
and equipment, including prescribed burning. Humans are the principal cause of vegetation fi res. 
And in this case, the management methods can be used including legislation, education and training 
assisting to raise awareness of population about the fi re role in nature and the ability of population 
to prevent many of fi re disasters. Nature as also one of the fi re caused can be managed in a lesser 
extent but here international cooperation, utilization of  experience, e.g. of indigenous peoples can 
bring some results.
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SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION OF LIGHTNING FIRE AND 
FORECASTING MODEL FOR DAXING’ANLING REGION1 

Tian Xiaorui, Zhao Fengjun
The Research Institute of Forest Ecology, Environment and Protection, Chinese Academy of 
Forestry, State Forestry Administration’s Key Open Laboratory of Forest Protection  Beijing  

100091
e-mail: tianxr@caf.ac.cn 

Abstract  Lightning is a important fi re resource in Daxing’anling region, China (119.60 ° - 127.02 
° E, 47.05 ° - 53.56 ° N) . daily fi re weather index (FWI) component indexes were calculated based 
on the observations of 10 weather stations in the study area from 1990-2006. The observations of 
weather station include daily maximum temperature, daily minimum humidity, precipitation in 24-
hour (20:00 - 20:00), average wind speed. The weights of weather stations are determined according 
to the distances between each weather station and the study area center (122.6655 ° E, 51.0137 ° 
N). Then the averages of FWI component indexes are calculated for the study area for analyzing its 
relationship with lightning fi re occurrence. There are a total of 591 wildfi res in the Daxing’anling 
region from 1990-2006, in which 359 lightning fi res accounting for 60.7 percent. 70% of lightning 
fi res distribute in the area 121 ° - 125 ° E, 51 ° - 53 ° N. average burned area of each lightning fi re 
is 797.37 ha, and  burned forest 581.67 ha. Lightning fi res occurred in the deciduous conifer forest, 
deciduous broad-leaved forest and grassland accounted for 71.9%, 2.5% and 17.3% respectively. 
Lightning fi res occurred in the period from April to September and mainly in May to August. June 
is the month with most lightning fi re (105 fi res) from 1990-2006, which account for 29.7%. It is 
followed by July, 28.3% lightning fi res. During 1990-2006, the lightning fi re season get longer in 
overall. From 1990-1998, lightning fi res occurred in the period from April 24 to July 26, but in 1998-
2006 lightning fi re season extended to the end of September. All lightning fi res occurred in August 
and September are in the years from 1998-2005. Air temperature and precipitation have infl uences 
on lightning fi re occurrence. If there are a higher month-average of daily maximum temperatures 
and less month-precipitation, lightning fi res will increased signifi cantly. Month-averages of fi ne 
fuel moisture code (FFMC), duff moisture code (DMC), drought code (DC) and FWI in dates from 
April to September when lightning fi re occurred are 90.3, 69.6, 287.4 and 24.7 respectively, which 
are higher than those averages from 1990-2006.  A probability forecasting model of lightning fi re is 
established on the base of lightning fi re occurrence probability and daily fi re weather index.

Key Words  lightning fi re, forecasting model, Daxing’anling region
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REMOTE SENSING METHODS FOR FIRE DETECTION AND
BURNT AREA ESTIMATION

M. Erdenetuya (PhD)*, N. Elbegjargal **, M. Odbayar***
* Component coordinator, NGIC project, MNE, 

** Remote sensing expert, ***Head of RS/GIS division, ICC/NRSC 
m_erdenetuya@yahoo.com, n_elbegjargal@yahoo.com, m_odbayar@yahoo.com  

ABSTRACT
Mongolian nature and geography, its economic and social specifi c features account for its 

considerable vulnerability to natural disasters. According to the statistical data, in Mongolia 25-30 
different meteorological disasters happened and one third of which reaches hazardous and their 
damages counting up to 5-7 billion tugrigs (Mongolian currency) annually. 

Mongolia is one of the most steppe and forest fi re prone countries in Asia due to its less 
humidity, dry climate and strong winds the driest seasons. According to studies, 55.3% of the 
country’s territory is referred to a forest and steppe fi re-risk zone. Under the conditions of the country 
the probability of forest and steppe fi res drastically rises in dry spring and autumn periods. 

However, Mongolia has a large territory, low density population and weakly developed 
infrastructure, so the satellite data is much convenient to detect and monitor the natural disasters 
such as, drought dzud, forest and steppe fi res, dust storms etc., in order to prevent from and reduce 
both of ecological and economical damages and to supply the main requirement of sustainable 
development, which is the basic tendency of Mongolian development in 21th century.
 Use of NOAA – AVHRR (Advances Very High Resolution Radiometer) data for fi re 
monitoring in Mongolia began since 1996 at Information and Computer Center (ICC) and developed 
the methodology for detection and monitoring of active fi res and mapping of the burnt areas over 
whole territory of Mongolia.

Under Dutch Government funded “National Geoinformation center for Natural Resources 
Management (NGIC)” project, started from December 2006, activities we are receiving MODIS 
data from TERRA and AQUA satellites, which consists 250 m spatial resolution data and specifi c 
fi re product at 1 km resolution.
 In this study we included some active fi re detection and monitoring methodologies using 
different remote sensing data sources, implemented at the ICC and/or NGIC and their results.

USED DATA and METHODS1. 

The forest and steppe fi re detection methodology using NOAA – AVHRR 1 km resolution 
data was developed from 1996 at ICC and the methodologies were upgraded and applied for NOAA 
series satellites by timing. The active fi res are determined based on thermal bands information and 
ground refl ectance values of satellite data, i.e. the fi re spots are mostly identifi ed by different band 
combinations.
 In November 2007 we have installed the MODIS/HRPT receivers and regularly receiving 
MODIS data from TERRA and AQUA satellites. Each satellite is covering the Mongolian territory 
2 times a day. The MODIS sensor has 36 channels with 250m, 500m and 1 km spatial resolution and 
generates the fi re products are generated based on the temperature anomaly values.

After spring and autumn forest and steppe fi re stopped fully we are producing the burnt area 
map over whole territory of Mongolia. Main method for burnt area mapping used simple digitizing 
techniques of the burnt areas using GIS software. 
 In real time we generating value added fi re maps with rough estimation of active fi re area 
such as, width and length of burning area in unit of kilometers.

The statistical data on number of fi re occurrence and burnt area from 1963 to 2007 was 
analyzed for estimation fi re risk zones and fi re occurrence trend.
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RESULTS2. 

Forest and steppe fi res statistics2.1. 

Forest and steppe fi re detection technology was applied and servicing for decision makers 
and end users through website as well. According to the fi re statistical data from NEMA we analyzing 
the trend of fi re occurrence and burnt areas.

Figure 1. Forest and steppe fi re statistical data, 1963 – 2005

The result shows that in 1996 and 1997 years were occurred biggest fi res and over 10-12 
million sq.km areas suffered by fi res. 

Hot spots of the active fi res2.2. 

The hot spots from NOAA–AVHRR data can be generated only at 1km spatial resolution 
and we use its SWIR channel and of course, it makes diffi culty or cannot detect the fi re spots with 
weaker intensity and smaller scale.          

   À.                                                           B.

Figure 2. A. Fire map of Batshireet, Khentii aimag, NOAA 18 satellite, 11 April 2007
B. Active fi re of Khentii aimag, MODIS image, 13 April 2008

 
At the MODIS data we can see the fi re spots in more detailed scale and even in truth color 

composite image we can clearly distinguish the smog from the fi re.
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 Burnt area maps2.3. 

Both NOAA and MODIS data are able to use for burnt areas mapping purpose with certain 
accuracy. The 250 m MODIS data provides to improve the burnt area mapping accuracy, therefore 
we are working on development of technology for fi re mapping at 250 m resolution.

   A.                                                          B.

Figure 3. À. Burnt area map of Mongolia, NOAA data, 1996
B. Burnt area of Khentii aimag, 13 April 2008

Frequency of the burnt areas2.4. 

According to the burnt area maps overlapping analysis we have generated 10 years fi re 
frequency map and calculation result shows that the fi res occurred with frequency of 1 – 6 years and 
21 per cent of total burnt areas were frequented over 3 years.

Figure 4. Fire frequency map of Mongolia, 1996 – 2005

CONCLUSIONS3. 

The active fi re and burnt area mapping technologies have been implementing and  
upgrading year by year and servicing to the related ministries, agencies and other 
organizations are being operationalized.    
The use of MODIS satellite data will improve the technologies for active fi re 

      detection and also the burnt area accuracy.
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WILD LAND FIRE IMPACTS ON THE ATMOSPHERE, OZONE DEPLETION,
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ABSTRACT
First of all I have considered in this paper a micro meteorological aspects of the wild land fi re, then 
its impact mechanism  on the atmosphere, ozone depletion, global warming and climate change. In 
order to do it we need to know the total burned area, and what kind of species have destroyed by 
the forest fi res, how much biomass burned and what type and amount fi re emissions produced etc. 
I divided the burn severity into next classes: lightly burned, moderately burned, severely burned. I 
have discussed here how to measure troposphere  ozone. Some of the important aspects of the fi re 
emission are the radiative forcing and aldedo. Albedo is the ratio of the light refl ected by an earth to 
that received by it.  An ozone layer measurements main parameters are an aerosol index, refl ectivity, 
erythemal UV, UV irradance.   

Wild land fi re emissions reach a upper troposphere and lower stratosphere and ii has an impact the 
meteorological aspects such as cloud composition, earth surface refl ectivity, albedo,  Because of 
this impact average precipitation decrease on that area where wild land fi res are frequent. It has an 
effect on the desertifi cation.  It is evident especially in the transition zone of steppe to mountain 
–boreal forests.
I should like to suggest that  should select a sample area about 1 km2 which fairly represent the 
typical Mongolian forest. We should burn it deliberately in order to measure the fi re emissions. And 
it should be sample parameters to calculate a fi re emissions on the other territories.    
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RETROSPECTIVE CHRONOLOGY OF LARGE-SCALE FOREST FIRES
 IN THE BAIKAL REGION

V.I.Voronin
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We reconstructed the history of forest fi res for six stands of mixed pinewoods in the Baikal 
region (East Siberia, Russia). We found traces of 56 forest fi res, which occurred in the past four 
centuries. Besides the scars on the trees, we also used the reduced growth of the trees after a forest 
fi re. As an indication we took the 250% change in the mean ring width for 5 years compared with 
the previous 5 years (Veblen et al., 1989). From 64 fi re-scared specimens (samples) and six tree-
ring investigations we could deduce 40 forest fi res within the last three centuries, which occurred 
simultaneously at two or more of the investigated sites. 

On the basis of these investigations we found sixteen periods of important fi re activity from 
1669 to 2003. The mean time between the fi res varies from 9 to 22 years, depending on forest type 
and human activity. Whereas in the 18th century the mean time interval between two fi res was 19.25 
years, it is only 11.75 years in the 20th century. 

Based on correlation and spectral analysis, the occurrence of forest fi res depend strongly on 
the precipitation during May and June. For these precipitations two major cycles are found (from 
1892- 2007) one with duration of 60 (61-62) and, superimposed a cycle of 3 to 4 years. This agrees 
well with the occurrence of forest fi res in the 20th century. 

Based on our research we may estimate future forest fi re activity. According the cyclic 
decrease of summer precipitation we should expect the highest fi re activity in the years 2012-15, 
when the minimum of summer precipitation is reached. 

The next increase of fi re activity is expected for 2008, followed by the years 2010 and 2011. 
For the years 2012 to 2015 we might see a transition to the two-year cycle as in the years 1950-60 
and on the threshold to the 20th century, when forest fi res occurred every year in the whole region 
of southern Baikal. 
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FOREST FIRE HISTORY IN NORTHERN MONGOLIAN FORESTS

Baatarbileg N and Oyunsanaa B*

Department of Forestry, National University of Mongolia, Mongolia
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Natural fi re is really not that orderly, because of many factors such as vegetation type and 
physiographic site tend to have their own characteristic return interval. Tree-ring study can give 
long-term historical fi re regimes of forest trees. We hypothesized that different growth rates of 
tree are depends as a result of natural or human caused disasters, such as fi re events. In this study 
we tested it by determining growth rate and fi re events in the eastern shore of Lake Hovsgol forest 
and Bugant region of Selenge province, Mongolia. The long-term fi re history and seasonality over 
the past 400 years (AD 1559-2005) is inferred from the mixed-aged Siberian larch (Larix sibirica) 
and Scotch fi ne forest (Pinus sylvestris) forest at the some area of Central Mongolian forest. The 
largest reductions in growth occurred over most of study forest during the 1720s to 1770s, 1860s to 
1890s and 1940s to 1970s. Recruitment increased overall tree density in the sampling area during 
this period, which suggests a period of increased tree to tree competition might have lead to these 
reductions in growth. In the last 15 to 30 years growth indices had increased throughout the Hovsgol 
forest. Tree-ring analysis shows that fi re frequency varies in larch stands and fi ne stands. The earliest 
fi re recorded in the scars was in 1596, while the most recent scars were dated 1997. The major fi res 
occurred in the eastern shore of Lake Hovsgol forests in 1709, 1771, 1805-1806, 1850, 1867, 1894, 
1904, 1924-1925, 1937, and 1997.
In the Bugant region forests due to difference of forest structure, species composition, slope aspect, 
climate condition, therefore in our study area not many fi res occurred in the last century. However, 
in the end of last century, in Bugant area many fi res occurred such as in years of 1996, 1997, 2000, 
2002, 2004 and 2007 (Computer Information Center, 2007). 

Result of fi re seasonality analysis in Hovsgol and Bugant sites indicated that 83 % of total fi res 
occurred in spring. 
From this fi re study, we conclude that earlywood fi res (spring) were dominating in our study area. 
More studies are necessary to characterize fi re severity pattern, and more importantly, to understand 
the cause of this pattern and its effect on post-fi re vegetation response. Also there is no long-period 
historical precedent of fi res cited; therefore we cannot compare long-term fi re years with other 
places in the country. However, this study produced valuable tree growth and fi re chronologies 
around 1596-2007 years in northern Mongolia.
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TRENDS IN FOREST FIRE OCCURRENCES IN MONGOLIA
N. Erdenesaikhan1., Ts.Chuluunbaatar2

(1 - Researcher, Environmental Consulting Company ENVIRON)        
(2 - Institute of Botany, Mongolian Academy of Sciences)

ABSTRACT 

Climatic conditions of temperate zones of the North East Asia, where located Mongolia, create 
two distinct fi re seasons: spring dry season, which continue from February to end of May and 
autumn dry season, which is between October to November. Historical records show wildfi res in 
Mongolia occur within these two seasons and are originated mostly from human various activities. 
The author made analysis on spatial and temporal dimensions of wildfi re occurrences in Mongolia 
based on statistical data of 1981-2007 periods. These dimensions include start and end dates of fi re 
occurrences; location and areas burnt, damages and recorded causes. The result shows increased 
numbers and damages per fi re season to the environment as well as considerable time extensions of 
two fi re seasons. Graph 1 shows recorded wildfi re occurrences in last 43 years from 1963 to 2007 
as well annual forest and steppe areas burnt. The trend line shows almost three times increased 
occurrences from the starting period. 

Graph 1. 

In some years, two seasons are merged thus bringing high impacts to forest and grassland ecosystems. 
Graph 2 describes the dates of fi rst and last fi re occurrences in each of fi re seasons given time 
series. Dates of fi rst and last fi re occurrences in a year are ever going to both begging and end of 
this particular year throughout the times series data.  Obvious trends of merging the boundaries of 
both fi re/dry seasons in a year can be seen at this graph. End of April, whole May and at the latest 
case beginning of June in Mongolia is the start of the natural vegetation phenological cycle and 
vegetation grow to maturity in July until the third decade of August. Considering the time series of 
recorded fi re occurrences and the phenological cycle of Mongolia, one can conclude from graph 2 
that the dry conditions, which is facilitate vegetation fi res are increasing annually. 

WILDFIRE OCCURRENCES AND BURNT AREAS IN MONGOLIA (1963 - 2006)
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Fire start dates, Mongolia 1981-2007
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Graph 2. 
                      
The extended dry seasons with no or little precipitations plus uncontrolled human activities 
make the situation worse in recent years and therefore proactive policies from the government 
becoming crucial. The author also assessed the current policy with regard to forest fi res and made 
recommendations for improvement of the national forest management policies.                     
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SPECIFICS OF RESTORATION OF BURNT SITE
IN THE SUBTAIGA CONIFEROUS FORESTS

J.Bat-Erdene (Ph.D), 
Asst.prof., Department of Forest, Water and Landscape Architecture,

 School of Agro-Biology, State University of Agriculture

 a. Specifi cs of restoration of burnt forest with usable timber yield

Burnt site with usable timber yield is accounted as forest site to be reforested after logging. 
Logging of such trees is similar with logging of normal standing trees, however employs harder 
condition. The reason is that middle aged forest stand is left with 2-3 times more stumps compared 
to mature forest stand after logging. Therefore basic condition to select technology to restore burnt 
forest with usable timber yield is number of stump per 1 ha and their diameter.

In the region where this research was conducted /Sub-district of Selenge, District of Eg-
Khantai, Forest-vegetational province of Southern Za-Baikal/, it is more effective to conduct 
restoration by preparing soil in parts between stumps without plucking them. Soil preparation was 
done for three variants, namely, row bottom, row turn-ups, and sparse plain surface and reforestation 
was conducted by 3 years old seedlings of Scotch pine and Siberian larch.

Restoration has been carried out by transplanting 3 years old 100 seedlings for each species 
of Larix sibirica and Pinus sylvestris for each of the 3 variants. Unit site of each variant is 2.1 m2 
and research was conducted for 3 consequent years. Survival after the fi rst winter was estimated as 
below.

Survival rate (%) of 3 years old seedlings (Pinus sylvestris, Larix sibirica) 
transplanted to burnt forest site for restoration purpose

Table 1.

Research 
date

Row bottom Row turn-ups Sparse plain surface
Scotch pine Siberian larch Scotch pine Siberian larch Scotch pine Siberian larch 

Spring Autumn Spring Autumn Spring Autumn Spring Autumn Spring Autumn Spring Autumn

1 9 9 6 .
IX.9 60.0 60.0 95.0 90.0 - - 20.0 8.0 31.0 30.0 46.0 41.0

1 9 9 6 .
IX.17 65.0 61.0 86.0 79.0 10.0 7.0 21.0 17.0 25.0 23.0 39.0 30.0

1 9 9 6 .
IX.10 38.0 36.0 94.0 88.0 6.0 5.0 18.0 5.0 9.0 8.0 26.0 19.0

Average 
54.3 52.3 91.6 85.6 8.0 6.0 19.6 10.0 21.6 20.3 37.0 30.0

Above table shows that spring survival of Scotch pine seedling after winter is superior to other 
variants by 32.7-46.3% and autumn survival by 32.0-46.3%, and spring survival of Larix sibirica 
after winter is superior to other variants by 54.6-72.0% and autumn survival by 55.6-75.6%.

b. Specifi cs of restoration of burnt forest with non-usable timber yield 
Non-usable timber yield includes natural saplings and man-made stands with fi rst class 

age. Their diameter doesn’t cross 10-12 cm and height 1-4 m. Selected site was burnt in moderate 
intensive fi re during early 90s, and bigger Scotch pines were logged and forest type is subtaiga 
forest with sedge-open herbs on alluvial sand.

Here soil preparation was done for three variants, namely, row bottom, row turn-ups, and 
sparse plain surface and reforestation was conducted by 2 years old seedlings of Scotch pine.
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Survival rate (%) of 2 years old seedlings (Pinus sylvestris) transplanted to burnt 
forest site for restoration purpose

Table 2.

R e s e a r c h 
date

Row bottom Row turn-ups Sparse plain surface
Scotch pine Scotch pine Scotch pine

Spring Autumn Spring Autumn Spring Autumn
1996.IX.10 45.0 45.0 14.0 12.0 10.0 8.0
1996.IX.18 51.0 50.0 5.0 4.0 11.0 10.0
1996.IX.11 21.0 20.0 2.0 - 20.0 16.0
Average 39.0 38.3 7.0 5.3 13.6 11.3

 Above table shows that spring survival of Scotch pine after winter is superior to other 
variants by 25.4-32.0%, and autumn survival by 27.0-33.0%.
Soil of burnt forest with non-usable timber yield could be prepared by using the following machines 
and mechanisms depending on tree diameter.

For the soil preparation of burnt forest with trees up to 1 m it is advised to use PKL-70 plow A. 
and bull-dowser of DT-75 tractor,
For the soil preparation of burnt forest with trees up to 2 m it is advised to use PKL-70 plow B. 
and strip cleaner MPR-2 machine,
For the soil preparation of burnt forest with trees up to 2-4 m it is advised to use MPR-2 C. 
machine and stump plucking KM-1 machine.

In addition to this, it is possible to conduct reforestation and restoration by mechanical and manual 
method without using PKL-70 plow on the prepared site by above method. After soil is cleaned, 
reforestation could be carried out in spring and autumn, and even it could be done in the next year 
along with soil preparation.
It is most suitable to plant 3.0-3.5 thousand seedlings per 1 ha in case of conducting reforestation 
via seedlings on the burnt site in the forest-vegetational province of Selenge.
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PRESCRIBED FIRE EXPERIMENTS IN CENTRAL SIBERIA, RUSSIA

Kisilyakhov Ye.K.1, E.N.Valendik1, S.V.Verkhovets1, J.G. Goldammer2

1 V.N. Sukachev Institute of Forest, Russian Academy of Sciences, Siberian Branch, Krasnoyarsk, 660036, Russia
2 Global Fire Monitoring Center (GFMC), Fire Ecology Research Group, Max Planck Institute for Chemistry, c/o 

Freiburg University / United Nations University, 79110 Freiburg, Germany

In Russia understory burning and prescribed burning on logged areas are prohibited for 
use. All forest fi res starting on forested areas and logged sites obligatory should be suppressed 
immediately. Starting from 1996 experimental prescribed fires in slash fuels in Siberia have 
been conducted under the auspices of the Russian-American Central Siberian Sustainable Forest 
Management Project. High load of slash fuels is the main cause of logged areas high fi re danger. 
Removal of natural forest and slash fuels using broadcast burning on logged areas starting from 
1996 by 2001 in area summed more than 900 ha in Krasnoyarsk Region (Central Siberia) allow to 
solve 3 main issues.  First, logged area fi re danger fully disappears during 2-3 years and it is very 
low during 5-10 years after prescribed burning. Second, prescribed burning creates conditions for 
natural and artifi cial regeneration. The last involves planting seedlings or sowing seeds. Third, 
prescribed fi re exclude soil erosion inherent in mechanical treatment and strengthen fi reweed 
growth favoring the development of coniferous seedlings. Along with fi res starting from logged sites 
wildfi res in forests damaged by pests represent big problems for foresters and forest fi re fi ghters. 
Mechanical treatment and prescribed fire were used to restore a mixed conifer stand (Picea-Abies-
Pinus) following mortality from an outbreak of Siberian moth (Dendrolimus superans sibiricus). 
Fire has been demonstrated to be an effective method of reducing woody debris and eliminating sod, 
but the random nature and timing of wildfires often do not create conditions favorable for conifer 
regeneration. Following treatment, the potential for wildfire was reduced and the area was suitable 
for either natural conifer regeneration or planting without further mechanical site preparation. Fires 
in wildland-urban interface have great potential to be catastrophic due to high forest fuels load after 
many years of intensive suppression policy. Experimental prescribed understory burns had been 
carried out to decrease surface fuel load and to remove regeneration thickets having high potential 
for crown fi res. It was established that creation of park like forest stand without regrowth and 
understory with minimal surface fuel load near populated areas will help to exclude catastrophic 
forest fi res. 

Special rules and guidelines for prescribed burning have been developed and published in • 
cooperation with regional forest management enterprises. 
Crews of foresters and fi refi ghters have been trained during these experiments. • 
A range of demonstration plots of prescribed burning was established to serve for long-term • 
monitoring of postfi re succession. 
These plots will be integrated into the Eurasian Fire in Nature Conservation Network as well • 
as in the Fire Paradox demonstration plot network. 
The cooperation with these networks will allow further studies of both prescribed burnings • 
(fi re danger, fi re behaviour, fi re effects) and long-term fi re successions in Siberian forests. 
The results will be important to extend to other regions of the Russian Federation.• 
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 NEW ASPECTS FOR A WILDLAND FIRE DISASTER RISK ASSESSMENT 
IN MONGOLIA

Abstract

Stefan Teusan, M.Sc. Forestry
Global Fire Monitoring Center (GFMC)

Georges-Koehler-Allee 75
79110 Freiburg, Germany

In Mongolia, frequent forest fi res cause major economic losses. Not only do timber yields per hectare 
decrease, but also wood quality is negatively affected in large areas of economically signifi cant 
forests. In addition, the induced mortality to natural forest regeneration or forest plantations is a 
special problem in areas where tree regeneration or artifi cial reforestation is especially diffi cult 
due to highly-specifi c ecological conditions. Thus, forest fi res have a direct effect on forest land 
distribution by transforming forests into steppe ecosystems. This process might be irreversible if 
climate change will signifi cantly alter precipitation patterns and reduce the total annual rainfall. 

The purpose of a fi re risk assessment is to defi ne the probability of ignition as determined by the 
presence and activity of causative agents. A wild land fi re risk assessment also has to include an 
acceptable fi re risk (i.e., the potential economic and ecological loss a society or local community is 
willing to accept for a forested or protected area). 

In Mongolia, the ignition sources are due to lightning and human negligence. Analysis confi rms 
that anthropogenic fi res are caused by campfi res of hunters and timber harvesting crews, escaping 
agricultural fi res set by farmers to burn fi elds for seeding preparation, and pure negligence (e.g., 
discarded cigarettes). Forest crimes are especially damaging (i.e., poaching, illegal fi shing, pine 
nut collection, or the illegal cutting of trees). These infractions are frequently due to poor rural 
populations seeking extra income. Other forest crimes are well-organized activities on the part of 
commercial enterprises seeking to maximize profi ts while evading government taxes and regulations. 
A change of attitude in forestland use entitlement would have a very positive effect on reducing the 
frequency of fi re in Mongolian forests.

Currently forest fi re hazards are classifi ed by forest inventory teams into fi ve classes (1 = very high, 
5 = very low). The classifi cation is done for each sub-compartment based on tree species, tree age, 
an estimate of dead woody material, and aspect. It is an expert-based classifi cation which is entered 
into the forest taxation database in the Forest and Water Research Center. Currently this classifi cation 
is rarely used for practical forest fi re pre-suppression planning or active fi re suppression. Innovative 
concepts for fi re prevention and suppression are being elaborated with newly established Forest 
User Groups or in cooperation with international development projects. The introduction of fuel 
models and fuel load assessment, based on sampling methods (e.g. transects), will be the next step 
for the establishment of an integrated fi re management in Mongolia. 

There has been a large amount of research on fi re ecology in Mongolia over the last 30 years. The 
research publications and documentation are mostly available only in the Mongolian and Russian 
languages. A systematic analysis of this research and its publication in English will be a great asset 
for the international fi re research community. The introduction of new international concepts of fi re 
ecology and fi re management will also benefi t the country. With the classifi cation of fuel models the 
currently static perspective of forest stands will be replaced by dynamic concepts (i.e., fi re driven, 
fi re maintained forest stands). The current classical forest inventory techniques do not suffi ciently 
integrate these aspects.  
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Given the fact that Mongolia’s population is sparse and widespread; human resources are not readily 
to directly fi ght directly wild land fi res. Concepts to increase the passive fi re resistance of forest 
stands are an important approach for the future. The reduction of the fuel load by prescribed fi re 
or by pre-commercial thinning for decentralized renewable energy power plants (e.g., heating and 
electricity) is a natural option for Mongolia. Active fi re suppression needs the improvement of local 
fi re suppression capacities (i.e., Forest User Groups and Forest Concessions) and a new zoning 
concept to effi ciently dispatch fi re crews from the National Emergency Management Agency and 
local authorities.
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WILDFIRE MANAGEMENT IN RUSSIAN FEDERATION

By Nikolay A. Kovalev,  Eduard P.Davidenko, Andrey M.Eritsov
 (Aerial Forest Fire Center of Russia “Avialesookhrana”)

    The total forest area in the Russian Federation is about 1.2 billion ha. More than 60% 
of this area is protected. Forest fund of Russia divided into four monitoring zones depending of 
economical value and its location. All activity in forest management including forest fi re prevention 
and suppression has given to the regions of Russia according to the new Forest Code of Russia 
beginning January 2007 an except  of  activities in Forests of Moscow region that belong and are 
managed under the jurisdiction of the Federal Forest Agency. In Russia an average of about 20 000 
to 30 000 forest fi res are burning annually. The number of forest fi res year after year increased on 
the average by 2000-3000 for each decade. About 80% of the fi res are caused by humans. Russia is 
one of the countries where the number of fi res started due to human activities is highest. The reason 
of that is a shortage of education of the public, as well as liberal measures of punishment for those 
violating fi re safety rules in forests as required by laws. Therefore public education and awareness 
building is one of the primary tasks of the forest service within their mandate and activities of 
forest protection. Prophylactic measures on prevention of spreading of forest fi res require a large 
labor force and special techniques. Therefore these measures are implemented mainly by forest 
enterprises and aviation divisions. These measures include creation of forest edges composed of 
less fl ammable and fi re resistant species, fi re breaks and fuel breaks, mineralized stripes along roads 
and removal of debris along roads.
   In the Far East and Baikal region prophylactic prescribed burning of the grass layer is implemented 
in spring time in order to reduce highly fl ammable surface fuels that contribute to the spread of 
wildfi res into forests.

 Only 15-20% of the fi res start from lightning. Every year the area burnt by fi res makes 
up 1.5 to 3.0 million ha on the protected territory. According to monitoring data based on remote 
sensing an additional area of 2-5 million ha is burned annually (Northern territories, forest tundra, 
tundra). In the Russian Federation forest fi re management is considered to be one of the most 
important tasks in forestry and according to the new Forest Code the Federal Forest Agency provides 
a corresponding control  of provided by the regions of Russia wildfi re management operations.  
Wildfi re Monitoring System based on Remote Sensing that operated by the Aerial Forest Fore 
Center of Russia “Avialesookhrana” is a main tool for the control.  The system was developed by 
the company beginning from 1993 and provides now days following data:

daily reports on forest fi res based on regular reports from the regions;• 
data of resources involved to the fi re management;• 
weather data, including weather forecasts;• 
maps of the Russian Federation (large fi res, colour-mapped numbers of burning fi res, • 
numbers of occurred fi res, growth in the burned area per day;
 lightning detection information;• 
comparative data on areas of large fi res as based on  space imagery and information • 
from the regions.

The Monitoring System Developed by the Federal Forest Agency of Russia provides wildfi re activity 
in the Neighbouring countries as well. Thus, according to the monitoring data several cases have 
been pointed this year when fi res escaped from Russian territory to Mongolia and from Mongolian 
territory to Russia. So it is required to set joint programs and agreements between Russian and 
Mongolian forest agencies to provide information exchange about acting forest fi res in neighboring 
territories  and fi re management assistance as well as  to share modern wild fi re management 
technologies.
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OBJECTIVES OF THE EU FIRE PARADOX RESEARCH PROJECT
IN MONGOLIA AND RUSSIA 

Leonid Kondrashov, 
Pacifi c Forest Forum, Russia

Fire Paradox is A European fi nanced integrated project on fi re management with duration of 48 
months (2006-2010). The Fire Paradox consortium and its extension in the frame of specifi c 
measures in support of international cooperation includes 36 partners from 11 European countries 
and 6 non-European countries The main goal of Fire Paradox is to set the basis for new fi re 
management policies and practices in Europe in order to prevent the disastrous social, economic and 
environmental consequences of wild fi res in the Mediterranean Basin. The ambition of the project 
participants is to contribute through their research to develop tangible, operational contributions 
to reduce the impacts of large-scale or high-severity forest fi res. From 2007 Russia and Mongolia 
are included into the frames of the Project with the tasks to create a net of demonstration sites of 
prescribed burning application; materials for training fi re management specialists. The fi rst fi re 
experiment is planned to implement in Mongolia in 2008. 
Wildland fi res are the main problem for many countries threatening human life and property. On 
the other hand, man always used fi re as a tool in regulating his relations with nature and traditional 
fi re utilization is well known in many states of the world. Understanding this is a very important 
aspect in making decisions in integrated wildland fi re management – from the management practice 
(prescribed burning) to the origin and spread unplanned fi res (wildland fi res) and the application of 
fi re in suppressing wildland fi res. Thus managed fi res establish borders for wildland fi res controlling 
their extension, intensity and impact. This is the main approach directed to the creation scientifi c and 
technological foundations for the new practice and policy under conditions of integrated wildland 
fi re management and elaboration of the application strategy.
The Fire Paradox project is concentrated on 3 main fi elds of interconnected actions – investigations, 
designs and their spread. First of all, the fi re mechanisms and process modeling are investigated 
– from physics to biology and social sciences with the use of experimental methods and methods 
of selective observation. Collected scientifi c and technical knowledge will allow developing 
technological basics including fi re model, temporal and spatial variability of fuels and weather 
conditions and potential ecological and socio-economic consequences. The spread includes the set 
of collected information and demonstration experiments focusing on the raise of public knowledge, 
professionals training and students with the use of new communication and training technologies 
and networks, as well as introduction of new practical decisions, policy and legislation documents 
based on the results of Fire Paradox project. 
In the frames of the Project in Mongolia and Russia the work on studying of accumulated experience 
of fi re fi ghting is realized. In 2007 the expeditions for selecting experimental sites in Mongolia and 
Russia were conducted, investigated the results of prescribed burning in Russia. Experimental site 
selected in Mongolia is a pine stand located in Tunkhel soum. Climatic conditions determined the 
most favorable period to hold the experiment at the end of May - beginning of June. The goal of 
the experiment is the reduction of fi re danger with the use of controlled fi re. The result is: removal 
of surface fuels thus reducing the possibility of high intensity fi re origination. The experiment is 
implemented by Global Fire Monitoring Center, Pacifi c Forest Forum, GTZ- Mongolia, Mongolian 
specialists and researchers. The effectiveness and safety of managed fi re has been demonstrated. 
All the participants received all technical explanations and preliminary training. The results of the 
current experiment are included in the comprehensive report of Fire Paradox project and could be 
taken into account by other stakeholders.
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ÓÄÊ 630
ÏÐÎÅÊÒ “FIRE PARADOX” È ÅÃÎ ÐÅÀËÈÇÀÖÈß Â ÌÎÍÃÎËÈÈ

Ë.Ã.Êîíäðàøîâ., É.Ã.Ãîëäàììåð., Ö.×óëóóíáààòàð., Ø.Òîéçàí., Í.Áàÿðòàà,
ÀÍÎ «Òèõîîêåàíñêèé ëåñíîé ôîðóì», Öåíòð ãëîáàëüíîãî ïîæàðíîãî ìîíèòîðèíãà, Ïðîåêò 

ÃÒÖ-Ìîíãîëèÿ, Èíñòèòóò áîòàíèêè ÌÀÍ
ÀÍÍÎÒÀÖÈß
Îäèí èç êðóïíåéøèõ ëåñîïîæàðíûõ ïðîåêòîâ Åâðîïåéñêîãî Ñîþçà, ðàññ÷èòàííûé íà ïÿòü 
ëåò äî 2011 ã. Ñ 2007 ã. â ñôåðó ðåàëèçàöèè ïðîåêòà âêëþ÷åíû Ðîññèÿ è Ìîíãîëèÿ ñ çàäà÷àìè 
ñîçäàòü ñåòü äåìîíñòðàöèîííûõ ó÷àñòêîâ ïðèìåíåíèÿ ïðåäïèñàííûõ âûæèãàíèé, ìàòåðèàëîâ 
äëÿ ïîäãîòîâêè ñïåöèàëèñòîâ óïðàâëåíèÿ ïîæàðàìè. Ïåðâûé ëåñîïîæàðíûé ýêñïåðèìåíò 
ïðîâåäåí â Ìîíãîëèè â 2008 ã. 

     Ïðèðîäíûå ïîæàðû ÿâëÿþòñÿ îñíîâíîé ïðîáëåìîé äëÿ ìíîãèõ åâðîïåéñêèõ ñòðàí, 
óãðîæàÿ ÷åëîâå÷åñêîé æèçíè è ñîáñòâåííîñòè ñ êàòàñòðîôè÷åñêèì âîçäåéñòâèåì, îñîáåííî 
â çîíå ñîïðèêîñíîâåíèÿ ãîðîäñêèõ è ñåëüñêèõ òåððèòîðèé. Ñ äðóãîé ñòîðîíû, ÷åëîâåê 
âñåãäà èñïîëüçîâàë îãîíü â êà÷åñòâå èíñòðóìåíòà ðåãóëèðîâàíèÿ ïðèðîäû, à òðàäèöèîííîå 
èñïîëüçîâàíèå îãíÿ èçâåñòíî âî ìíîãèõ ðåãèîíàõ Åâðîïû. Ïîíèìàíèå ýòîãî ïàðàäîêñà 
ÿâëÿåòñÿ î÷åíü âàæíûì äëÿ íàõîæäåíèÿ ðåøåíèé ïðè èíòåãðèðîâàííîì óïðàâëåíèè 
ïðèðîäíûìè ïîæàðàìè. Ýòà êîíöåïöèÿ òðåáóåò ðàññìîòðåíèÿ ðàçëè÷íûõ àñïåêòîâ îãíÿ 
– îò åãî èñïîëüçîâàíèÿ â êà÷åñòâå ïðàêòèêè ïëàíèðîâàíèÿ óïðàâëåíèÿ (ïðåäïèñàííûå 
âûæèãàíèÿ) äî âîçíèêíîâåíèÿ  è ðàñïðîñòðàíåíèÿ  íåçàïëàíèðîâàííûõ ïîæàðîâ (ïðèðîäíûõ 
ïîæàðîâ) è èñïîëüçîâàíèÿ îãíÿ â òóøåíèè ïðèðîäíûõ ïîæàðîâ. Òàêèì îáðàçîì, óïðàâëÿåìûå 
ïîæàðû óñòàíàâëèâàþò ãðàíèöû äëÿ ïðèðîäíûõ ïîæàðîâ, êîíòðîëèðóÿ èõ ïðîñòðàíñòâåííîå 
ðàñïðîñòðàíåíèå, èíòåíñèâíîñòü è âîçäåéñòâèå. Ýòî – îñíîâíîé ïîäõîä, íàïðàâëåííûé 
íà ñîçäàíèå íàó÷íîé è òåõíîëîãè÷åñêîé îñíîâ äëÿ íîâîé ïðàêòèêè è ïîëèòèêè â óñëîâèÿõ 
èíòåãðèðîâàííîãî óïðàâëåíèÿ ïðèðîäíûìè ïîæàðàìè è ðàçðàáîòêè ñòðàòåãèè äëÿ ïðèìåíåíèÿ 
â Åâðîïå. Ðàññìàòðèâàþòñÿ òðè îñíîâíûå îáëàñòè âçàèìîñâÿçàííûõ äåéñòâèé – èññëåäîâàíèÿ, 
ðàçðàáîòêè è èõ ðàñïðîñòðàíåíèå. Â èññëåäîâàíèÿõ ïðîåêò êîíöåíòðèðóåòñÿ íà ïîíèìàíèè 
ìåõàíèçìîâ è ìîäåëèðîâàíèè ïðîöåññîâ, ñâÿçàííûõ ñ îãíåì, îò ôèçèêè äî áèîëîãèè è 
îáùåñòâåííûõ íàóê ñ èñïîëüçîâàíèåì ýêñïåðèìåíòàëüíûõ  ìåòîäîâ è ìåòîäîâ âûáîðî÷íîãî 
îáñëåäîâàíèÿ. Ñîáðàííûå íàó÷íûå è òåõíè÷åñêèå çíàíèÿ ïîçâîëÿò ðàçðàáîòàòü îñíîâíûå  
òåõíîëîãè÷åñêèå îñíîâû, âêëþ÷àþùèå ìîäåëü ïîæàðà, âðåìåííóþ è ïðîñòðàíñòâåííóþ 
èçìåí÷èâîñòü ãîðþ÷èõ ìàòåðèàëîâ è ïîãîäíûõ óñëîâèé è ïîòåíöèàëüíûå ýêîëîãè÷åñêèå è 
ñîöèàëüíî-ýêîíîìè÷åñêèå ïîñëåäñòâèÿ. Äëÿ ðàñïðîñòðàíåíèÿ òàêæå áóäóò èñïîëüçîâàòüñÿ 
ïîëó÷åííàÿ èíôîðìàöèÿ è äåìîíñòðàöèîííûå ýêñïåðèìåíòû, ôîêóñèðóþùèåñÿ íà ðàçðàáîòêå 
ñòðàòåãèé ïîâûøåíèÿ çíàíèé  ó îáùåñòâåííîñòè, îáó÷åíèè ïðîôåññèîíàëîâ è ñòóäåíòîâ ñ 
èñïîëüçîâàíèåì íîâûõ êîììóíèêàöèîííûõ è îáó÷àþùèõ òåõíîëîãèé è ñåòåé, à òàêæå äëÿ 
âíåäðåíèÿ íîâûõ ïðàêòè÷åñêèõ ðåøåíèé, ïîëèòèêè è çàêîíîäàòåëüíûõ àêòîâ, â îñíîâå 
êîòîðûõ ëåæèò ðåçóëüòàòû ðåàëèçàöèè êîíöåïöèè ïðîåêòà ïî óïðàâëåíèþ ïðèðîäíûìè 
ïîæàðàìè.
     Â ïðîåêòå «Fire Paradox: Èííîâàöèîííûé ïîäõîä èíòåãðèðîâàííîãî óïðàâëåíèÿ 
ïðèðîäíûìè ïîæàðàìè, ðåãóëèðóþùèé ïðîáëåìó ïðèðîäíûõ ïîæàðîâ ìåòîäîì 
èñïîëüçîâàíèÿ îãíÿ: îáúÿñíåíèå  ïîæàðíîãî ïàðàäîêñà» ïðèíèìàþò ó÷àñòèå 36 ïàðòíåðîâ 
áîëüøèíñòâà ñòðàí Åâðîïû, â òîì ÷èñëå èç Ôðàíöèè, Èñïàíèè, Ãåðìàíèè, Èòàëèè, Ãðåöèè. 
Ïðîåêò ðàñïðîñòðàíÿåòñÿ íà Ðîññèéñêóþ Ôåäåðàöèþ è Ìîíãîëèþ, ãäå â ðàìêàõ ïðîåêòà 
çàïëàíèðîâàíû èññëåäîâàíèÿ è ýêñïåðèìåíòû, ñâÿçàííûå ñ ïðåäïèñàííûìè âûæèãàíèÿìè. 
Ôèíàíñèðîâàíèå ïðîåêòà ïðåâûøàåò 11 ìëí. åâðî. Ðåçóëüòàòû ïðîåêòà ïðåäïîëàãàåòñÿ 
èñïîëüçîâàòü â ðàçðàáîòêå ïðàâèë, íîðì è çàêîíîäàòåëüíûõ àêòîâ, â èçìåíåíèå ïîëèòèêè 
èñïîëüçîâàíèÿ óïðàâëåí÷åñêèõ ðåøåíèé â óïðàâëåíèè ïîæàðàìè, îöåíêå ðèñêà è  ïðèìåíåíèè 
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êîììóíèêàöèîííûõ òåõíîëîãèé.         Ïîëó÷àåìûå ðåçóëüòàòû ÿâëÿþòñÿ èòîãîì ñëåäóþùèõ 
ìåðîïðèÿòèé ïî ïðîåêòó – èññëåäîâàòåëüñêàÿ ðàáîòà, òåõíîëîãè÷åñêèå ðàçðàáîòêè è 
èííîâàöèîííàÿ äåÿòåëüíîñòü; ñîçäàíèå äåìîíñòðàöèîííûõ îáúåêòîâ ïðåäïèñàííûõ 
âûæèãàíèé, îáó÷àþùåé äåÿòåëüíîñòè ïðîâåäåíèÿ è âíåäðåíèÿ ïðåäïèñàííûõ âûæèãàíèé 
è òåõíîëîãè÷åñêèõ íîâèíîê, ïðèìåíåíèå íîâûõ óïðàâëåí÷åñêèõ ðåøåíèé è ïëàíèðîâàíèÿ, 
ðàñïðîñòðàíåíèå íîâûõ çíàíèé ñðåäè ðàçëè÷íûõ ñëîåâ íàñåëåíèÿ.
      Â ðàìêàõ ïðîåêòà â 2007 ã. áûëà îðãàíèçîâàíà ýêñïåäèöèÿ äëÿ îòáîðà ñîîòâåòñòâóþùóþ 
ó÷àñòêîâ äëÿ ïðîâåäåíèÿ ëåñîïîæàðíîãî ýêñïåðèìåíòà. Ìîíãîëüñêèå ëåñà ñîñðåäîòî÷åíû 
âäîëü õðåáòîâ Õàíãàé, Õåíòè, Õóâñãóë è Ìîíãîëüñêîãî Àëòàÿ, èãðàÿ âàæíóþ ðîëü â çàùèòå 
âîäíûõ è ïî÷âåííûõ ðåñóðñîâ, ñîõðàíåíèè ýêîëîãè÷åñêîãî ðàâíîâåñèÿ â ðåãèîíå è ñòîêà 
óãëåðîäà. Ëåñíîé ôîíä Ìîíãîëèè ñîñòàâëÿåò 19.0 ìëí ãà, èç êîòîðûõ 8.5% ïîêðûòî äðåâåñíîé 
ðàñòèòåëüíîñòüþ. Ëåñíûå è ëóãîâûå ïîæàðû ÿâëÿþòñÿ îñíîâíîé ïðè÷èíîé äåãðàäàöèè ëåñîâ 
è ðàñïðîñòðàíåíèÿ ñòåïåé. Êîëè÷åñòâî ïðîéäåííûõ ïîæàðàìè ëåñîâ åæåãîäíî óâåëè÷èâàåòñÿ 
ñ 90-õ ãîäîâ ïðîøëîãî âåêà. ×ðåçâû÷àéíî êðóïíûå ïîæàðû çàðåãèñòðèðîâàíû â Ìîíãîëèè 
â 1968,1969, 1977, 1978, 1985-1987, 1991, 1992, 1996-1998, 2000-2002 ãîäàõ. Íàèáîëåå 
ïîæàðîîïàñíû ëèñòâåííè÷íûå è ñîñíîâûå íàñàæäåíèÿ, íàõîäÿùèåñÿ ó ïîäíîæèÿ ãîð è 
ðàñòóùèå íà ïî÷âàõ ñåçîííîãî ïðîìåðçàíèÿ (Larix sibirica, Pinus sylvestris). Ýòè íàñàæäåíèÿ 
ðàñïðîñòðàíåíû íà ïðåäãîðüÿõ Õåíòå, Âîñòî÷íîãî Õåíòå è Õóâñãóëà, õàðàêòåðèçóþùèõñÿ 
êîíòèíåíòàëüíûì êëèìàòîì. Ñòàòèñòèêà ïîêàçûâàåò, ÷òî áîëüøèíñòâî ïîæàðîâ 
êîíöåíòðèðóåòñÿ â öåíòðàëüíîé è âîñòî÷íîé ÷àñòÿõ ëåñîïîêðûòîé ïëîùàäè, ÷òî îáúÿñíÿåòñÿ 
íàëè÷èåì êðàéíå âîñïðèèì÷èâûõ ëèñòâåííè÷íûõ è ñîñíîâûõ ìàññèâîâ è íàëè÷èåì áîëåå 
àêòèâíîé äåÿòåëüíîñòè ÷åëîâåêà. ×ðåçâû÷àéíûå ïîæàðíûå ñåçîíû âûçûâàþòñÿ äëèòåëüíûìè 
çàñóõàìè. Â òàêèõ óñëîâèÿõ ïîæàðû ãîðÿò ñ àïðåëÿ ïî èþëü. Ñðåäíèé ïîæàðíûé ñåçîí èìååò äâà 
ïèêîâûõ ïåðèîäà: âåñíîé ñ ìàðòà ïî èþíü (80% âñåõ ïîæàðîâ) è îñåíüþ ñ ñåíòÿáðÿ ïî îêòÿáðü 
(5-8%). Ëåòîì ïîæàðû ñëó÷àþòñÿ äîâîëüíî ðåäêî èç-çà ñèëüíûõ äîæäåé (2-5%). Îòìå÷àåòñÿ 
øèðîêîìàñøòàáíîå îïóñòîøåíèå ëåñîâ. Íàêàïëèâàþùèåñÿ ïîñëåäñòâèÿ íåëåãàëüíûõ ðóáîê, 
îòñóòñòâèå óñòîé÷èâîãî ëåñîóïðàâëåíèÿ âî ìíîãèõ ÷àñòÿõ ñòðàíû, äîëãîñðî÷íûå ïîñëåäñòâèÿ 
íåðàöèîíàëüíîé ýêñïëóàòàöèè è áîëüøîãî ÷èñëà èñòî÷íèêîâ âîçãîðàíèÿ ñòàëè ïðè÷èíîé 
îáùåé äåãðàäàöèè ëåñîâ ñòðàíû. Â Ìîíãîëèè âîçìîæíîñòè óïðàâëåíèÿ ëåñàìè ñíèçèëèñü 
â ðåçóëüòàòå ýêîíîìè÷åñêèõ è ïîëèòè÷åñêèõ èçìåíåíèé. Ìíîãèå ïîæàðû â ëåñàõ è ñòåïÿõ 
ãîðÿò, íå âñòðå÷àÿ ïðîòèâîäåéñòâèÿ ñî ñòîðîíû âëàñòåé.
     Ýêñïåðèìåíòàëüíûé ó÷àñòîê ïðåäñòàâëÿåò ñîáîé ñîñíîâîå íàñàæäåíèå, ðàñïîëîæåííîå 
â ãîðàõ Àäæíàè â ñóìå Òóíõýëü àéìàãà Ñåëåíãå (48° 44’ N, 106° 38’ E). Òåððèòîðèÿ ñóìà 
Òóíõýëü ñîñòàâëÿåò 4788 êì2. Öåíòð ñóìà ðàñïîëîæåí â 160 êì ê ñåâåðó îò Óëàíáàòîðà, 
ñòîëèöû Ìîíãîëèè, ò â 201 êì îò àéìàãà Ñåëåíãå. Ýêñïåðèìåíòàëüíûé ó÷àñòîê âûáðàí â 20 
êì ê þãî-âîñòîêó îò äåðåâíè Çóíõàðà è 12 êì ê çàïàäó îò öåíòðà ñóìà Òóíõýëü. Ýòà ëåñíàÿ 
çîíà ðàñïîëîæåíà â áàññåéíàõ ðåê Õààðà è Îðõîí è îêðóæåíà ãîðàìè Íîéîí (1527 ì) è Õàòàí, 
îòíîñèòåëüíî íåâûñîêèì ãîðíûì õðåáòîì. Íåáîëüøèå ðå÷êè Áàéÿíãîë, Ìåõåðò, Àäæíàé è 
äðóãèå îáòåêàþò ýêñïåðèìåíòàëüíûé ó÷àñòîê. Õàðà ÿâëÿåòñÿ ñàìîé áîëüøîé ðåêîé ýòîé çîíû. 
Åå äëèíà 291 êì, à âîäîñáîðíûé áàññåéí ñîñòàâëÿåò 15000 êì2. Ðåêè Ñóãíóãóð, Òóíõýëü è 
Áàéÿí âïàäàþò â ðåêó Õààðà. Ðå÷íàÿ âîäà øèðîêî èñïîëüçóåòñÿ äëÿ êóëüòèâàöèè. 
Ñðåäíåãîäîâàÿ òåìïåðàòóðà â çîíå õðåáòà Õåíòå ðàâíà -2.0°C. Â èþëå íå âûøå + 18 ãðàäóñîâ, 
à ÿíâàðå íå íèæå -22 ãðàäóñà. 90 äíåé â ãîäó ÿâëÿþòñÿ îòíîñèòåëüíî íå õîëîäíûìè, îäíàêî 
òåïëà íå õâàòàåò äëÿ ðîñòà ðàñòèòåëüíîñòè. Îñàäêè ñîñòàâëÿþò â ñðåäíåì 300 ìì â ãîä, çèìîé 
íàáëþäàåòñÿ ñíåæíûé ïîêðîâ. Òåïëûé ñåçîí â ýòîé çîíå (âûøå +10 ãðàäóñîâ) íà÷èíàåòñÿ â 
ñåðåäèíå ìàÿ è ïðîäîëæàåòñÿ 110-130 äíåé äî òðåòüåé äåêàäû ñåíòÿáðÿ. Ñèëüíûå äîæäè 
ëåòîì íå ïðîíèêàþò ãëóáîêî â ïî÷âó, â ñåðåäèíå èþíÿ âûïàäàåò ÷óòü áîëüøå 5 ìì, â êîíöå 
èþíÿ âûïàäàåò áîëåå 10 ìì. Ñåçîí äîæäåé çàêàí÷èâàåòñÿ â êîíöå àâãóñòà. Äîìèíèðóþùåå 
íàïðàâëåíèå âåòðà ñ çàïàäà èëè ñåâåðî-çàïàäà îò ðåê, õîëìîâ è ãîð â äîëèíû è íèçèíû. Ñðåäíÿÿ 
ñêîðîñòü âåòðà ðàâíà 1.5 ì/ñåê. Âåñíîé ñ àïðåëÿ ïî ìàé ñðåäíÿÿ ñêîðîñòü âåòðà äîñòèãàåò 2.4-
2.5 ì/ñåê. Ìàêñèìàëüíàÿ ñêîðîñòü âåòðà îòìå÷àåòñÿ â ìàðòå è àïðåëå, êîãäà îíà äîñòèãàåò 17-
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22 ì/ñåê. Ó÷åò âåòðîâîãî ðåæèìà î÷åíü âàæåí ïðè ïðîâåäåíèè ëåñîïîæàðíîãî ýêñïåðèìåíòà 
Ãîðíî-òàåæíûå äåðíîâûå ïî÷âû â ñîñíîâîì ëåñó ñ òðàâÿíèñòîé ðàñòèòåëüíîñòüþ. Ýòè ïî÷âû 
äîìèíèðóþò íà þãî-çàïàäíîì è ñåâåðî-çàïàäíîì ñêëîíàõ ýêñïåðèìåíòàëüíîãî ó÷àñòêà. 
Áóðûå ïî÷âû äîìèíèðóþò íà þæíûõ ñêëîíàõ ãîð, íå ïîêðûòûõ äåðåâüÿìè. 
     Ýêñïåðèìåíòàëüíûé ó÷àñòîê ðàñïîëîæåí â þæíîé ïðèðîäíîé çîíå.

Òèï ëåñà:   Ñîñíîâûé ëåñ ñ ðàçíîòðàâüåì â ãîðíîòàåæíîì ïîÿñå
Ñîñòàâ ëåñà:   7 Pinus 3 Betula
Ïîðîäû äåðåâüåâ:  Pinus sylvestris L., Betula platyphylla Sukacz.
Êëàññ âîçðàñòà äåðåâüåâ: Pinus sylvestris L., – êëàññ âîçðàñòà  5 (100 ëåò)
    Betula platyphylla Sukacz. – êëàññ âîçðàñòà  5 (50 ëåò)
Ñðåäíÿÿ âûñîòà:  Ñîñíà – 17m, áåðåçà – 11m 
Ñðåäíèé äèàìåòð:  Ñîñíà – 24cm, áåðåçà – 12cm 
Áîíèòåò:   4, ïëîòíîñòü – 0.4
Çàïàñ íà 1 ãà:             90m3; âñåãî: 2430m3 

Âñòðå÷àþòñÿ êóñòàðíèêè: Spiraea media, Rosa aciculari. Òðàâÿíèñòàÿ ðàñòèòåëüíîñòü âêëþ÷àåò 
Carex amgunensis, Trisetum sibirica, Thalictrum minus, Artemisia tanacetifolia, Calamagrostis 
obtusata, Geranium sibirica, Elymus sibirica, Lespedezia dahurica, Zerna pumpelliana. Ãðóïïàìè è 
ó÷àñòêàìè âñòðå÷àþòñÿ Rhytidium regosum. Íà ïîâåðõíîñòè äîñòàòî÷íî ãîðþ÷èõ ìàòåðèàëîâ, 
âêëþ÷àÿ òîíêèå âåòêè, øèøêè, èãîëêè, ëèñòüÿ è êîðó.
     Öåëüþ ýêñïåðèìåíòà ÿâëÿåòñÿ ñíèæåíèå ïîæàðíîé îïàñíîñòè ñ ïîìîùüþ èñïîëüçîâàíèÿ 
êîíòðîëèðóåìîãî îãíÿ. Ðåçóëüòàò: óñòðàíåíèå ñ ïîìîùüþ îãíÿ ïîâåðõíîñòíûõ ãîðþ÷èõ 
ìàòåðèàëîâ, ÷òî ñîêðàùàåò âîçìîæíîñòü âîçíèêíîâåíèÿ ïðèðîäíîãî ïîæàðà âûñîêîé 
èíòåíñèâíîñòè. Ýêñïåðèìåíò ïðîâåäåí ãðóïïîé ñïåöèàëèñòîâ Öåíòðà ãëîáàëüíîãî ïîæàðíîãî 
ìîíèòîðèíãà. Áûëà ïîêàçàíà áåçîïàñíîñòü è ýôôåêòèâíîñòü èñïîëüçîâàíèÿ êîíòðîëèðóåìîãî 
îãíÿ. Ó÷àñòíèêàì  îáúÿñíåíû âñå òåõíè÷åñêèå äåéñòâèÿ ïî ïðîâåäåíèþ ýêñïåðèìåíòà. 
     Ðåçóëüòàòû íàñòîÿùåãî ýêñïåðèìåíòà ÿâëÿþòñÿ î÷åíü âàæíûìè äëÿ îðãàíèçàöèé è âåäîìñòâ, 
ëåñîïîëüçîâàòåëåé, êîòîðûå íåñóò îòâåòñòâåííîñòü çà ëåñà. Îíè ìîãóò èñïîëüçîâàòü ýòè 
ðåçóëüòàòû â ñâîåé ïëàíîâîé ðàáîòå, âêëþ÷àÿ îõðàíó è çàùèòó ëåñîâ, çåìëåïîëüçîâàíèå, 
ýêñïëóàòàöèþ ëåñíûõ íàñàæäåíèé, ëåñîâîññòàíîâëåíèå.

1.  Ôîòî ýêñïåðèìåíòàëüíîãî ó÷àñòêà                                                 
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2. Êîñìîñíèìîê ýêñïåðèìåíòàëüíîãî ó÷àñòêà
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First Central Asian Forest Fire Experiment 
Tunkhel Soum, Selenge Aimag, 4-6 June 2008

Associated with the First International Central Asian Wildland Fire Joint Conference and Consultation 
“Wildland Fires in Natural Ecosystems of the Central Asian Region: Ecology and Management 

Implications” 2-3 June 2008, Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia 

Final Draft of Experiment Setup: 4 May 2008 

Rationale and Introduction 

Mongolian forests are found along the Khangai, Khentii, Khuvsgul and Mongol Altai ranges, three 
watersheds that are playing an important role in protecting water and soil resources, maintaining the 
ecological balance of nature in the region and playing also an important role in carbon sequestration 
and thus in the protection of the regional and global climate. 

Mongolian forests in the prevailing arid climate, which is typical to Central Asia, have a relatively 
moderate growth and slow natural regeneration. The forests are very sensitive to insect infestations, 
diseases and human activities, notably non-sustainable forestry operations. 

As of 2005 the Mongolian forest fund is 19.0 million ha and of which 13.2 million ha or 8.5% of the total 
territory is covered with forest trees (National report of Ministry for Nature and Environment, 2004-
2005). 

Sustainable use, restoration and protection activities of forest ecosystem should be implemented under 
the forest management plan. They should be closely coordinated and based on forest ecological 
balance and principles to promote social and economic development in a sustainable way. 

Forest fires and fires in grasslands (steppes, degraded former forest ecosystems) are a major cause of 
forest degradation and steppization. The amount of forests burned annually is increasing since the 
1990s. Extremely large fires occurred in Mongolia in the following periods: 1968-1969, 1977-1978, 
1985-1987, 1991-1992, 1996-1998, 2000-2002 (Enkthur et al., 2005; Figure 1). 

Figure 1: Forested areas damaged by fire from 1980 to 2005. Source: 
GFMC database; Bayartaa et al. (2007) 
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Figure 1: Forested areas damaged by fire from 1980 to 2005. Source: 
GFMC database; Bayartaa et al. (2007) 
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Rationale and Introduction 

Mongolian forests are found along the Khangai, Khentii, Khuvsgul and Mongol Altai ranges, three 
watersheds that are playing an important role in protecting water and soil resources, maintaining the 
ecological balance of nature in the region and playing also an important role in carbon sequestration 
and thus in the protection of the regional and global climate. 

Mongolian forests in the prevailing arid climate, which is typical to Central Asia, have a relatively 
moderate growth and slow natural regeneration. The forests are very sensitive to insect infestations, 
diseases and human activities, notably non-sustainable forestry operations. 

As of 2005 the Mongolian forest fund is 19.0 million ha and of which 13.2 million ha or 8.5% of the total 
territory is covered with forest trees (National report of Ministry for Nature and Environment, 2004-
2005). 

Sustainable use, restoration and protection activities of forest ecosystem should be implemented under 
the forest management plan. They should be closely coordinated and based on forest ecological 
balance and principles to promote social and economic development in a sustainable way. 

Forest fires and fires in grasslands (steppes, degraded former forest ecosystems) are a major cause of 
forest degradation and steppization. The amount of forests burned annually is increasing since the 
1990s. Extremely large fires occurred in Mongolia in the following periods: 1968-1969, 1977-1978, 
1985-1987, 1991-1992, 1996-1998, 2000-2002 (Enkthur et al., 2005; Figure 1). 

Figure 1: Forested areas damaged by fire from 1980 to 2005. Source: 
GFMC database; Bayartaa et al. (2007) 
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Figure 1: Forested areas damaged by fire from 1980 to 2005. Source: 
GFMC database; Bayartaa et al. (2007) 
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The highest forest fire hazard is found in the submontane larch (Larix sibirica) and pine (Pinus 
sylvestris) stands growing on seasonally freezing soils. These stands are distributed on Khentee, East 
Khentee and Khuvsgul foothills that are characterized by an extremely continental climate. Forest fire 
statistics of the 1990s reveal that the majority of fires burned within the central and eastern parts of the 
forested area. This can be attributed to the predominance of highly fire susceptible (highly flammable) 
pine and larch stands. Moreover, economic activities are much higher here as compared to other parts 
of the region. Extreme fire seasons are caused by long droughts. Fires burn from April to July under 
such conditions. The average fire season has two peaks. One peak is during spring (from March to mid 
June) and accounts for 80 per cent of all fires. The other fire peak falls within a short period in autumn 
(September to October) and accounts for 5 to 8 percent of all fires. In summer, fires occur very rarely 
(only 2 to 5 percent of the total) because of heavy rains. 

Despite the inconsistency of data for forest and non-forest vegetation affected by wildfires the Global 
Fire Monitoring Center (GFMC) has recorded large-scale devastation of forests. The cumulative effects 
of illegal logging, the lack of sustainable forest management in large parts of the country, including the 
long-term effects of forest exploitation under the Soviet rule, and the consequences of increased 
ignition sources have resulted in an overall degradation of forests in the country. 

Needs for the Development of Fire Management Capabilities in Mongolia and Neighbouring 
Countries of Central Asia

In Mongolia as well as in the neighbouring countries of Central Asia the fire management capabilities of 
authorities have declined as a consequence of the economic and political transition. Many of the fires 
in forests and steppes are burning without any response.  

The results of this study are very important for economic entities and user groups that are possessing 
forest lands under certain agreements. They use them for planning activities to use non timber forest 
resources, protect from forest fire and harmful insects, carry out restoration activities and study the 
possibilities on the use of forest lands, forest composition and forest species. 

The Experimental Site 

The main study area is a mountain pine tree forest stand located in Ajnai hills, in Tunkhel Soum of 
Selenge Aimag (48° 44’ N, 106° 38’ E) 

Climate
1

Mongolia is located in the northern hemisphere, surrounded by high mountains, which isolate the 
territory from seas and oceans. Thus there is less precipitation with much changes of air temperature. 
However the territory is separated from oceans still the Arctic, Atlantic and Pacific Ocean air flow 
comes to the area. They are influenced by the continental climate of Mongolia and stays in clockwise 
cyclone in warm seasons and in counter-clockwise cyclone in cold seasons of the year. Due to this 
extreme continental climate repeated natural dryness is observed and it happens in spring and 
autumns and even in summer sometimes. Therefore fire threatens Mongolia around the year except 
winter. However with certain weather characteristics such as temperature, moisture and wind speed 
that mostly influence on fire ignition, spread and stretch fire forecast for risky seasons can be 
determined. 

Geography

Total territory of Tunkhel Soum, Selenge Aimag, is 4788 km
2
. The Soum center locates in 160 km to 

the north of Ulaanbaatar, the capital of Mongolia and in 201km to the south of Selenge Aimag. 

The fire experiment study site we selected is in ca. 20 South East of Zuunkharaa village center and  12 
km West of Tunkhel Soum center. This forest area is located in the river basins Kharaa and Orkhon 
and surrounded by mountains Noyon (1527m) and Khatan, which are relatively low mountain ranges in 
the far West of Khentee range. 

                                                     
1
 The references for this section were “Agricultural Weather Forecast of Mongolia” (1977, 1997), “Mongolian 

Climate” by Jambaajamts (1989), and “Mongolian Physico-Geography” by Sh.Tsagmid (1969). 
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Hydrography

Bayangol, Meheert, Ajnai and other small rivers of Nariin Davaa mountains flow around the study site. 
Kharaa is the biggest river in the area. The length of this river is 291 km and the river catchment area 
is 15,000 km

2
. Sugnugur, Tunkhel, and Bayan rivers that start from Lower Khentii range flow to Kharaa 

river, so the width of the river extends through the deep bottom and the valley gets wider. The river 
water is widely used for cultivation. 

Weather

Average annual temperature around these branch mountains of Khentee range of this region is -2.0°C 
degrees. It is not more than +18°C degrees above 0°C in July and not below than -22°C in January. 
There are approximately 90 days that are not cold. It means that it is relatively cool in summer and less 
cold in winter if compare to river valleys. However warmth is not enough for vegetation growth. 
Precipitation is in average 300mm annually and relatively thick snow layer stays in winter. 

Annual average air temperature is -1 to -3°C in areas of 1000m above sea level and 0 to 1°C in 
steppes and river basins. January is the coldest month of the year in all areas, monthly mean air 
temperature ranges between -20.7 to -5.2°C. The warmest month is July and the mean air temperature 
ranges between 18.2 to 20.8°C. 

However the air temperature reaches below zero in the first ten days in October in valleys between 
Khentii range mountain chains and it gets above 0°C by the mid of April. Here almost 220 days are 
cold. 

The warm season in this area with more than 10 degrees above zero starts in middle of May and lasts 
for 110 - 130 days until the third decade of September. 

Precipitation is varying between the different areas of the territory. Temporary heavy rains in summer 
do not penetrate well deep into soil. The soil take 80% of the rainfall of 6 - 10 mm. Rainfalls with more 
than 5 mm occurs in mid June, and rainfalls of more than 10 mm start in last June and end in late 
August of the year. In most years the moisture provision during the warm season in this area is 60–
70% of the total annual precipitation. The mean annual precipitation is 309 mm. 

Wind conditions

Dominating direction of wind is from west or northwest from rivers, high areas and mountains to valleys 
and lower areas. The mean wind speed is 1.5 m per second. In spring in April to May the mean wind 
speed reaches 2.4 to 2.5 m/s. 

Wind conditions have to be taken into consideration when organizing forest fire fighting. Wind is 
influenced by atmospheric conditions, airflows, and by regional specific characteristics. The counter 
clockwise cyclone is based in southern Mongolia and stable in winter, therefore wind is mostly 
moderate; while in spring and autumn central latitude wind fronts are coming in and out from north and 
south, so the weather is not stable and affected by winds. Near-ground wind directions are determined 
by the local topography. For instance, directions of valley winds of rivers located along northwest to 
southeast are mostly from northwest or southeast, but directions of valley winds of river located along 
west to east are from west or east. It shows that physico-geographical settings of the area are very 
important for wind directions. North Western wind dominates around the year. Wind frequency reaches 
40 - 70% and the average wind speed is approximately 2.2 m/sec. Days with snowstorms are in 
average 2.4 per year, the maximum is 5.1. There are in average of 10 days with dust storm per year. 
Mean wind speed in Khentii mountainous area reaches 2.1-3.5 m/sec. Wind speed is stronger from the 
first 10 days of March till June comes and snow or dust storms occur. The maximum wind speed 
occurs in March and April and it reaches 17 - 22 m/sec. Days with dust storms are 15 - 26 days in 
average and days with snow storms are 5 - 8 per year in average. 

Soils

Mountainous taiga turf soil occurs in pine tree forest with grass and herb in mountainous taiga belt 
where the study site has been chosen (Ogorodnikov, 1981). Mountainous taiga turf soil occurs in the 
study site along a belt from the outskirt of the forest and dominates in southwestern and northwestern 
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slopes. This area belongs to Khentii region by the Mongolian soil classification. There is a vertical soil 
zonation in the region: dark brown and brown soil dominates in the height of up to 1400 meter; dark 
mountain soil in 1400 - 1600m, and mountainous forest grey and mountainous turf taiga ashy soil seen 
in up to 1800 - 2000 to 2200m. Mountainous meadow peaty thin soil is distributed on flat tops of 
mountains, and brown and dark brown soil dominates in southern slopes of mountains that are not 
covered with trees. 

Forest and vegetation

The study site is located in Khentii-Chikoin circle of southern natural zone according to the Mongolian 
forest and vegetation zonation map (source: Forest map of Mongolia, 1982). 

Forest type:    Pine forest with grass and herb in mountainous taiga belt  
Forest composition:   7 Pinus 3 Betula
Tree species:   Pinus sylvestris L., Betula platyphylla Sukacz.
Tree age classification & age: Pinus sylvestris L., – Age class 5 (100 years) 

Betula platyphylla Sukacz. – Age class 5 (50 years) 
Average height:   Pine – 17m, Birch – 11m  
Average diameter:  Pine – 24cm, Birch – 12cm  
Bonitet:    4, Thickness – 0.4 
Reserve per hectare:  90m

3
; Total reserve: 2430m

3

Young adult:   Height: 2 m; 2000 pcs/ha 
Composition:   4 Pinus, 3 Populus, 3 Betula
Species:   Pinus sylvestris L., Populus tremula L., Betula platyphylla Sukacz.
Reserve:   Pinus 1701 m

3
; Betula 729m

3

Shrubs like Spiraea media, Rosa acicularis occur in the area. Grassy vegetation cover is 60 - 70% and 
Carex amgunensis, Trisetum sibirica, Thalictrum minus, Artemisia tanacetifolia, Calamagrostis 
obtusata, Geranium sibirica, Elymus sibirica, Lespedezia dahurica, Zerna pumpelliana quite common. 
Rhytidium regosum occur in groups (5 - 60%) as well as in patches (20 - 25%). Fuel loads like thin 
twigs, cones, needles, leaves, and barks are found on ground surface. 

Objectives of the Demonstration Experiment Using Controlled Fire for Wildfire Hazard 
Reduction

The main objective of the experiment is to demonstrate that the use of controlled fire in feasible to 
reduce the hazard of a wildfire, which would damage and further degrade a pine forest. The effect of a 
controlled fire is to consume the surface fuels (needle and grass layer, twigs, branches). A reduced 
fuel layer will reduce the potential of a wildfire of high intensity. 

Procedures of the Demonstration Experiment Using Controlled Fire in Tunkhel Soum 

Following the international expertise, and particularly the experience of the Global Fire Monitoring 
Center (GFMC), the fire will be set by the GFMC team to demonstrate the safe and efficient use of a 
controlled fire. Participants will be instructed in the technique of controlled burning. 

For some visual information on the use and effects of controlled burning see the Annexes. 
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Photo Credits (in the following Annexes) 

All photographs not credited below are authorized and copyright ( ) by GFMC. 

Figures 7-10: Quickbird satellite sensor (Courtesy  DigitalGlobe) 

Figures 11 and 16: Sukachev Institute of Forest, RAS, Krasnoyarsk, Russia 
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Annex I – Photographs of the Experimental Site 

Fig.1. View from the stand to open hill sites degraded by 
illegal logging and fire 

Fig.2. View of the stand 

Fig.3. View of the stand, dominated by grass-shrub 
understory 

Fig.4. View of the stand, with occasional larger woody 
fuels

Fig.5. View of the ridge between the experimental stand 
and the neighbouring stand 

Fig.6. View of the ridge between the experimental stand 
and the neighbouring stand 
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Annex II –Satellite Images and derived 3-D Views of the Experimental Site 

Fig.7. Satellite image (Quickbird) of the experimental stand 

Fig.8. Satellite image provided by Google Earth 
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Fig.9. Three-dimensional view of the experimental stand (from West) 

Fig.10. Three-dimensional view of the experimental stand (from South) 
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Annex III – Photographs of Examples of Similar Situations and Controlled Burning Experiments 

Fig.11. High amount of combustible materials (“fuels”) 
on the forest floor represent a high hazard of intense 

and severe fires (Central Siberia) 

Fig.12. Example of a high-intensity fire in a Pinus 
sylvestris stand in Central Siberia 

Fig.13. Result of high-intensity crown fires in Yakutia 
(1991) 

Fig.14. Result of high-intensity crown fires in 
neighbouring Buryatia (2003) 

Fig.15. Result of high-intensity crown fires in 
neighbouring Buryatia (2003) – a similar situation as 
compared to the experimental stand near Tunkhel 

Fig.16. Low-intensity fire in Siberia: With low fuel loads 
fires of low to moderate intensity are “cleaning” the 

forest and do not kill the trees 
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Fig.17. Setting a controlled fire in a pine stand 
along a small fire line (controlled burn by GFMC, 

Germany, 19 February 2008) 

Fig.18. Controlled burn in a Scotch Pine stand conducted by 
GFMC, Germany (19 February 2008) 

Fig.19. Results of controlled underburning: The 
fuels on the ground are reduced; the wildfire 

hazard (the expected intensity of uncontrolled fire) 
is reduced (GFMC, Germany, 19 February 2008) 

Fig.20. Ignition of lichen layer (Cladonia spp.) in a Central 
Siberian pine stand (Pinus sylvestris). FIRESCAN, 

Krasnoyarsk Region, July 1993) 

Fig.21. Another successful controlled burn in 
Krasnoyarsk region (1993) 

Fig.22. Open pine stand regularly burned in the Transbaikal 
region (Chita). This stand is quite safe against an unwanted 

and destructive fire. 
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Fig.23. Ignition tool: The drip torch Fig.24. Hand tools: Backpack pumps and fire swatters 

Fig.25. Setting a controlled fire in a pine 
stand with a gas burner (controlled burn by 

GFMC, Germany, February 2008) 

Fig.26. Controlled fire burning against the wind 
(by GFMC, in Brazil, 1981) 

Fig.27. Profession personal protective 
equipment for firefighter safety 

Fig.28. Demonstration of a controlled burn in a pine plantation (for 
forestry students; by GFMC, in Brazil) 
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The Forest Fire Situation in Mongolia 

Abstract

Forests occupy about 11 percent of Mongolia’s territory. Despite the low forest cover the forest 
ecosystems are considered a key asset of the ecological wealth and the well-being of people in the 
country. Diverse environmental and ecological conditions have resulted in the development of a 
variety of forest ecosystems. Disturbances in these sensitive ecosystems deserve detailed 
investigations to prevent damages to nature and society. On the background of tremendous losses of 
forests through fires, the forest conditions and issues of forest protection considering the role of fires, 
their causes, the system of monitoring and managing forest fires and measures to prevent fires are 
elaborated. Mongolia’s government initiatives are directed to improve the situation with the forests, 
and their disturbances as a whole. An essential legal regulation has determined the ratio between 
financial means provided for the protection of the environment and income received from the use of 
natural resources. Some 85 percent of income from forests must be directed to forest protection and 
restoration. 

1. Introduction

Mongolia is a country with small forest resources, but the forest’s importance is seen from the fact that 
the country occupies tenth place by area of forestland and first place by forest area per capita in the 
Asia region. About 92 percent of the total original forested area of 17.5 million hectares is currently 
growing trees, while 8 percent is not. Management of forest resources in Mongolia suffers from several 
weaknesses such as unregulated use, overuse, and inadequate protection. As a result, the important 
causes of forest degradation and deforestation are fire, overgrazing, mining activities, improper 
commercial logging, illegal collection of wood for construction and for use as fuel, hay making in forest 
steppes, complacency in enforcement of forest rules and regulations and damage by pests and 
diseases. Forest fires, by far, have had the most serious impacts on the forest of Mongolia. Forest 
fires are mostly incendiary, caused by herders and collectors of antlers.  

Wildfires constitute a major factor that determine spatial and temporal dynamics of forest ecosystems. 
About 4 million ha are disturbed to varying degrees, either by fire (95 percent) or by logging (5 
percent). On the average, 50 to 60 large forest fires and 80 to 100 large steppe fires occur annually. 
The recent increase in the number of fires is related to anthropogenic causes. The most obvious 
consequence of frequent and intense fires is the loss of forested land. The current fire pattern is 
affecting 14 percent of this resource annually. 

This paper characterizes the forest situation and discusses the merits and demerits of the existing fire 
management system in Mongolia trying to identify the most useful measures for building an efficient 
fire management organization. 

2. Mongolian Environmental Status 

2.1 Geographical Location and Land Surface 

Mongolia is a land-locked country which covers an area of 1 564 118 km2 on the southernmost fringe 
of the Great Siberian boreal forest and the northernmost Central Asian deserts and vast steppes 
bordering the Russian Federation in the north and the People’s Republic of China in the east, south 
and west. According to size, Mongolia is the seventh largest country in Asia and among the biggest of 
the land-locked ones (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1: Geographic location of Mongolia.Source: 
http://worldatlas.com/webimage/countrys/asia/mn.htm)

The Mongolian environment has a large variety of features. The northern part of the country is covered 
by forested mountain ranges. The southern part encompasses desert, desert-steppe and steppe areas 
with low mountain and rolling hills characterized by sparse vegetation cover. The western part is made 
up of a cradle of snow-capped high mountains and glaciers, and the eastern part consists of an area 
of vast plains and wild heaths. About 81% of Mongolian territory is situated higher than 1000 m a.s.l., 
the lowest and highest points being at 532 m and 4374 m, respectively (Tsedendash, 1998). Besides, 
one third of Mongolian territory consists of desert steppe zones. 

2.2 Basic Natural Belts and Zones 

Mongolia can be divided into six natural belts and zones (UNDP, 1998): Alpine belt, Mountain Taiga, 
Mountain Forest Steppe belt, Arid Steppe, Desert Steppe and Desert zones. These belts and zones 
differ from each other on the basis of their soil quality and plant and animal species which, in turn, are 
adapted to different habitats and climate conditions characteristic to each of these belts or zones. 

The Alpine belt of the Mongolian Altai, Khangai and Khentii mountainous regions, with their perpetual 
snow, glaciers, traces and signs of ancient ice covers, has been well preserved due to a constantly 
cold climate and strong winds. The area is inhabited by some endangered animal species. These are 
the Wild Mountain Sheep (Ovis ammon), Siberian Ibex (Carpa sibirica), Snow Leopard (Uncia uncial),
Rock Ptarmigan (Lagopus mutus), and Altai Snowcock (Tetraogallus altaicus). The respective plant 
species are the Dwarf Siberian Pine (Pinus pumila), Ptilagrostis mongolica, and White Gentiana 
(Gentiana algida).

The Mountain Taiga belt comprises about 5 percent of the Mongolian territory in the Khuvsgul and 
Khentii mountain ranges in the northernmost part of the country and experiences a relatively cold and 
humid climate with an annual precipitation of close to 300 to 400 mm. Due to a short warm period, the 
growing season is not long enough for many plant species. Forests in this belt are dominated by the 
Siberian Pine (Pinus sibirica) and the Siberian Larch (Larix sibirica), and are inhabited by animal 
species registered in the Mongolian Red Book, such as the Musk Deer (Moschus moschiferus), Elk 
(Alces alces), Lynx (Lynx lynx), and the Eurasian Otter (Lutra lutra). 

The Mountain Forest Steppe belts extend through the Mongolian Altai, Khangai, Khuvsgul mountain 
massifs and borders on the Mongolian Taiga belt which is in the southernmost fringe of the Great 
Eastern Siberian Taiga. One specific feature of the Mountain Forest Steppe is that the back slopes of 
the mountains facing the north, northeast and northwest are covered with different species of forest 
and woody plants whereas their front slopes facing the east, south and southwest are densely covered 
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by the steppe plants almost up to the sharp ridges of the mountains, giving an impression of sharp 
boundaries of habitats of the mountain forest and steppe species. The Mountain Forest Steppe belt 
encompasses 25% of Mongolian territory and is inhabited by such globally endangered animal species 
as the Manul (Felus manul) and the Black Grouse (Lyrurus tetrix), and plants threatened by extinction 
such as the Mongolian Pheasant’s Eye (Adonis mongolica) and Saussurea involuctur.

The Arid Steppe zone with an area of approximately 20% of the country’s territory comprises the 
entire Eastern and Central Mongolian flat plain extending as a tapering zone thousands of kilometres 
westwards to the northwestern fringe of the Khangai mountain range called Khankhokhii. The 
Mongolian steppe is part of the great plain which starts from the Danube river in Hungary and includes 
the Puszta, sweeping towards the east up to the Manchurian steppe in Eastern Asia. The vegetation 
of the Mongolian steppe is dominated by Xerophyta, several species of Caragana, Artemisia frigida
and many forms of feather grass. Mongolian Gazelles (Procapra gutturosa), roaming and grazing in 
herds of several thousands, can also be spotted in this area. 

The Desert Steppe zone includes the Depression of the Great Lakes, the Valley of Lakes and the 
Middle and Eastern Gobi Lowlands. This area belongs to the semi-arid zone which has an annual 
precipitation of 100 to 200 mm, loose soil and fewer species of animals and plants compared to the 
zones, northwards. The Desert Steppe is a habitat for such animal and plant species like the Asiatic 
Wild Ass (Equus hemionus), Saiga Antelope (Saga tatarica), Black-tailed Gazelle (Gazella 
subgutturosa), Houbara Bustard (Chlamydotic undulate), and Caragana bungei.

The Desert zone is located in the southern and southwestern parts of Mongolia and has a severe 
climate with annual precipitation of less than 100 mm and high diurnal temperature fluctuation. The 
Desert zone is an area of extremely unique physical formations of changing contrasts like hills, 
hillocks, rolling heaths and sand dunes. It contains deposits of ancient flora, fauna and mineral 
resources, and provides a habitat for threatened animal species such as the Wild Camel (Camelus 
ferus bactrianus), Gobi Bear (Ursus arctos gobiensis), and Mongolian Agama (Stellio stoliczkamus). 
Plant species found in such habitats include Populus diversifolia, Potanin’s Trumpet Flower (Incarvillea
potaninii), Ammopiptanthus mongolicus, Halimodendron halodendron, etc. 

2.3 Climate and Climate Change 

The main characteristic of the climate of Mongolia are sunny days, long and cold winters, low 
precipitation and large annual, seasonal, monthly and diurnal fluctuations in air temperature. The 
average mean temperature recorded in January is -34°C in the plateau and depressions but extreme 
temperatures have been recorded between -50°C and -56°C. In the northern mountains the average 
mean temperature in the warmest month is between +15°C and +20°C but again, extreme 
temperatures have been recorded of +35°C to +41°C, depending on the area. The total annual 
precipitation in mountainous regions averages to about 400 mm, in the steppe from 150 to 250 mm 
and in the desert steppe less than 100 mm. About 75 to 85 percent of the precipitation falls during the 
three summer months. 

The Mongolian territory is demarcated along the mountains in the north and down through the plateau 
semi-desert where it reaches a drop in elevation in the southernmost part of the Gobi desert. 
Accordingly, there is more precipitation in the north and less in the south, as well as, drier, warmer and 
more windy weather in the south. Although, Mongolia has many warm and sunny days in autumn, the 
air temperature starts to fall in September. In the north, the mean daily temperature falls below 10°C in 
the first week of September. But in the desert the mean daily temperature falls below 10°C around the 
end of September. The mean daily temperature reaches 0°C in the north during the first week of 
October, and in the south, at the end of October. 

Climate change is expected to have significant effects on the re-growth and productivity of forests. 
Climate scenarios indicate that the forest area might decrease due to expansion of the steppe and 
desert zones. The high mountains, tundra and taiga regions are expected to decrease by 0.1 to 5% in 
2020 and 4 to 14 % in 2050. The area of the forest steppe may decrease by as much as 3 percent in 
the first quarter and 7 percent in the second quarter of the 21st Century (MAP-21 1998). The forest gap 
model (FORET) was used to estimate future changes in the species composition and productivity of 
specific sites. Biomass dynamics of the main species in northern forests, larch, cedar, pine and birch, 
were calculated according to the GCM climate change scenarios, in which carbon dioxide would be 
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doubled. The result shows that the total biomass might decrease by 27.2 percent for larch, 5.1 percent 
for birch, 35.3 percent for Siberian pine, and 4.2 percent for Scotch pine (Batsukh 2004). 

2.4 Soils

The harsh continental climate, rugged mountains, Central Asian steppes and deserts have created 
specific conditions for the formation and distribution of a variety of soil types in Mongolia. The lower 
latitude steppe, desert-steppe and desert zones extending throughout the southeastern, southern and 
southwestern parts are characterized by an extremely dry climate and sparse vegetation and contain 
the arid-steppe’s brown, the desert-steppe’s grey brown and the real desert’s grey brown soils. The 
northern high regions with sufficient moisture supply contain grey soils of the mountain and mountain 
forest steppes, or the brown soil of the mountain steppes, and the mountain taiga’s cinder-like soil. 
Soil formation and distribution are affected by a variety of conditions like climate, landscape forms 
(including slope steepness) and exposition. 

Mongolian soil is divided into two soil-bio-climate regions: northern and southern, belonging to special 
regions of Central Asia. The northern mountainous region is generally characterized by dark brown 
and brown soils. Because the quality of the soil is good, this region harbours twice or three times the 
number of species as comparatively found in the Gobi desert region. The southern, southwestern and 
western parts of the country contain light chestnut, light grey and grey steppe soils (UNDP 1998). 

2.5 Water 

Mongolia has comparatively high levels of surface and ground water resources. The rivers of Mongolia 
belong to the inland drainage basins of the Arctic Ocean, the Pacific Ocean and Central Asia. The 
higher and middle Selenge, the biggest river in the country, and parts of the Yenissei River which start 
from Mongolia belong to the Arctic Ocean drainage basin. In the northern and western mountainous 
part of Mongolia, the water network is of high density. The southern, central and southeastern parts of 
the country have few rivers and other water resources and they are usually situated in depressions 
without any outflows. Mongolia has 3 811 rivers and streams with a total length of 67 000 km, over 
3 000 big and small lakes with a total volume of 500 cubic kilometres, about 6 900 springs with steady 
flows, over 190 glaciers with a total size of about 540 square kilometres and over 250 mineral water 
springs which form specific water ecosystems. 

Rain, ground water, snow and glaciers are the main water sources of rivers. It is common that in the 
north-south and east-west directions, rain is the more important source for the rivers, while the amount 
of snow water flow decreases. The ground water resources in the country are spread unevenly and 
from north to south the chemical components of the water change and mineralization increases. It is 
caused by the changes in climate, as a decrease in precipitation from north to south, increases the air 
temperature and evaporation. Therefore, southern parts of the country have sparse vegetation and 
fewer species of animals (Munkhzorig, 2002). 

3. Characterization of the Forests and their Governance 

3.1 Distribution of Forests and Abundance of Forest Species

The forests are mainly located in the northern parts of the country, basically within the Khangai and 
Khentii ranges and Khobsogol region. Mongolian forests are located on the very brink between the 
Siberian taiga (Trans-Baikal forest area) and the Central Asian steppe zones, functioning as a 
separator of taiga and steppe. They play an important role in the maintenance of naturally balanced 
water conditions in rivers and streams, in the prevention of soil deterioration, in the amelioration of the 
climate as well as in the preservation of the permafrost in its ecologically important form. Due to their 
Central Asia hard continental origin forests in Mongolia have low capacity of natural regeneration and 
they are very sensitive to forest fire, insects and human forest use. Non-forest lands of almost 1.4 
million hectares consist of southern mountain slope sites, pasture and grass haying sites, sub-alpine 
areas, etc. Figure 2 provides an overview of the structure by land cover types of the forest lands. 
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                                                     Total Forest Land Area 
                                                            19 166 100 ha 

                                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                                      
  Coniferous and Deciduous               Saxaul forests                              Non-forest area 
     forests   13068500                             4 592 100                                     1 505 500 
                                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                            Hay fields, sun-exposed 
                                      Forest areas                                                                        mountain slopes 
                                       17 660 600                                                                              127 000 
                                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                             Lakes, rivers, marshes   
    Area covered by forests                  Area not covered by                                          121 100 
               13 448 100                              forests  4 212 500                                                                          
                                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                    Nurseries 
                                                                                                                                         200 
                                                                                                                                                                      
     Natural       Shrubs     Fire damaged     Sparse         Logged  Areas to be    Sub-alpine / Tundra 
     forests                             forests             forests          areas     reforested              areas 
 12 840400    607 700           717 100       2 892 700     202500      405500                114100 
                                                                     
                                                                                                                                     Forest belts 
                                                                                                                                          100 
   Figures in ha 

Figure 2: The forest structure of Mongolia. Source: Water and Forest Resource Center 2007 

Besides biophysical attributes of land cover the forests of Mongolia have been structured by functional 
categories, which can be characterized as follows: 

1. Strictly Protected Forest Zones include the strictly protected sub-alpine forests and those parts 
of the protected highland areas which have already been included in the network of the 
established Protected Areas. Forests in the Strictly Protected zone are to be managed to maintain 
their ’’natural features” and their “ecological balance” though, inexplicably, the law allows 
protection and suppression measures against fire and pests, both of which are important natural 
influences in the renewal and regeneration of boreal forest. These forests cover up to 48.2% of the 
country’s total forested area. 

2. Protected Forest Zones include natural forest and woody plant reserves in the green sub-zones, 
forest in Buffer zones, all saxaul (Haloxylon ammodendron) forests, forest in oases and on 
mountain slopes steeper than 30 degrees. Forests in this category cover 45% of the total forested 
area.

3. Utilization Forest Zones include all other forests, excluding those mentioned in the other two 
categories; these zones consist of forests where selective timber cutting and logging are allowed. 
These forests make up over 6.8% of Mongolian forests. 

Mongolian forests contain about 140 species of trees, shrubs and woody plants. The most important 
coniferous and broadleaved species are listed in Table 1. 
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Table 1: Distribution of forest stock by leading tree species in Mongolia. Source: 
Tsogtbaatar (2002) 

Tree Species 
Coniferous

Standing Stock
(m3)

Siberian larch Larix sibirica 1 026 860 600 
Scotch pine Pinus sylvestris 92 606 000 
Siberian pine Pinus sibirica 163 960 400 
Spruce Picea obovata 3 688 100 
Fir Abies sibirica 375 700 

Broadleaved 
Birch Betula platyphylla 86 162 900 
Poplar Populus sp. 2 120 600 
Aspen Populus tremula 1 390 200 
Willow Salix sp. 544 700 

Total 1 379 181 700 

The standing volume averages to over 100 m3 ha-1 ranging from 19 m3 ha-1 for willow, 65 m3 ha-1 for 
birch to about 140 m3 ha-1 for Siberian larch and pine, respectively. Mean age by tree species has 
been estimated at about 40 years for the broadleaved species and over 120 years for the coniferous 
tree species. The crown coverage is about 0.53 on the average (Tsogtbaatar 2002). 

3.2 Legal and policy framework 

Rules on forestry in Mongolia were first adopted in 1925, which then became the Forest Law in the 
1930s. Since 1995, the Mongolian parliament has adopted about 25 environmental laws, covering 
various aspects of land use, environmental protection, air, plants, animals, forests, toxic substances, 
environmental impact assessment, wildlife protection, and protected areas, etc. (Government of 
Mongolia, 2002). 

The Forest law, enacted in 1995 and amended in 2007, provides the basic framework for the 
protection, proper use and regeneration of Mongolia’s forests. According to this law the state owned 
forest land and forest resources are subject to leasing or allocation to economic units, organizations 
and to groups of citizens. The law regulates the roles and responsibilities of government agencies and 
as well as citizens. Mongolia is also signatory of international treaties with important implications for 
forest management. 

A National Forest Policy was prepared in 1998. It focused on forest utilization, forestry resources 
conservation and social welfare concerns. The forest policy was revised through the National Program 
on Forestry (Non Timber Forest Products) in 2001 and the National “Green Wall” Program in 2005. 
These policy documents clearly represent state policy to shift its priorities away from utilization of 
forest resources towards conservation, protection and reforestation. The National Program on Forestry 
priorities are institutional restructuring, forest fire and pest management, reforestation and enhancing 
the quality and efficiency of timber processing. The National “Green wall” priorities are building totally 
3 000 km long green zones between desert and steppe eco-zones from western to eastern regions of 
Mongolia with the aim to combat desertification and sand movement (Ykhanbai, 2004). 

Structure and Powers of the Government Agency in Charge of Forestry 

The new legal provisions laid down in the Forest Law of 2007 are regulating the establishment and 
tasks of a Forestry Agency. 

- A government agency responsible for forestry (referred to as “Government Agency” 
hereinafter) and forestry units within the Aimags and in the capital city will be established 
within the departments responsible for nature and environment. They shall operate under the 
jurisdiction of the Member of Government in charge of nature and environment. 

- If so required, inter-Soum or Soum forestry boards, or forestry officers at some Soum 
Governor Offices may be installed to provide technical and methodological support in the 
implementation of national forest protection, utilization and reproduction policy at the local 
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level, and in organizing the transfer of forest parcels to partnerships, economic entities and 
organizations for possession on a contractual basis. 

- The Government Agency shall have the following powers: 
o based on forest resources available, prepare proposals on annual harvest resources 

for approval by the Central Government Authority; 
o organize the implementation of the decisions of relevant state and government bodies 

on forest utilization, protection and reproduction; 
o approve Soum and Duureg management plans and organize implementation thereof; 
o organize works at central and local levels to reforest logging areas, burns, infested 

and diseased tracts, to forest semi-desert, desert and steppe areas, and to establish 
forest belts; 

o plan forest ecology-economic evaluations and have them approved; 
o provide nationwide technical guidance and coordination to the work of establishing 

tree and shrub seed banks and forest nurseries, and growing seedlings and  saplings; 
o provide technical guidance to local forest partnerships, economic entities and 

organizations; 
o distribute the budget allocations for forest protection and reproduction, monitor and 

report use of funds; 
o develop and have approved the methodologies, norms and standards for forest 

protection, rational utilization and reproduction; 
o monitor changes in forest resources, maintain the forest databank and supply 

information;
o provide all-round support and assistance to the participation of domestic and foreign 

organizations in forest protection and reproduction activities; 
o develop model programmes and management plans for use by Partnerships, 

economic entities and organizations in their forest protection, utilization, and 
reproduction activities, approve guidelines and manuals for their formulation (Law of 
Mongolia on Forest 2007 Article 13)  

Fire Prevention and Control 

- Aimag, capital city, Soum and Duureg governors shall formulate fire prevention and control 
programmes and take measures to secure the requisite allocations in the local annual 
budgets. 

- Partnerships, economic entities and organizations shall self-finance the fire protection 
activities in their tenure forests. 

- A working group decreed by Aimag, capital city, Soum or Duureg governor, or the 
government fire fighting authority shall determine the cause of the fire, damages inflicted and 
expenses incurred to control the fire. 

- Citizens, partnerships, economic entities and organizations shall abide by the following 
requirements for fire prevention and control: 

o refrain from starting fire in the open air and ensure that such fire, if unavoidable, and 
its ashes as well as matches and cigarettes are completely extinguished in the fire 
seasons from 20 March to 10 June and from 20 September to 10 November; 

o in the fire danger periods, notify the respective environmental ranger and provide 
him/her with fire prevention warranty for logging, extraction of non-timber resources, 
trekking, outings and other activities; 

o strictly fulfil the provisions of Article 7 of the Law on Forest and Steppe Fire 
Prevention1.

- Governors of all levels shall use their legitimate powers to mobilize the requisite human and 
technological resources and promptly take fire control measures while citizens, partnerships, 
economic entities and organizations shall comply with the rulings of the governors (Law of 
Mongolia on Forest 2007 Article 23). 

3.3 Recent Changes of Mongolian Forests 

Socio-economics: According to a survey of human impact on ecosystem in Mongolia during the last 
100 years, it is seen that some 40% of all forests in Mongolia have been impacted at some level or 
                                                     
1 Law on Forest and Steppe Fire Prevention, published in Issue No. 11 of 1996 of the State Bulletin. 
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another; 684 000 ha have not regenerated after fire damage and 250 000 ha after clear cutting; 
1 737 000 ha of coniferous forests have been replaced by birch and poplar, 159 000 ha by steppe and 
sand / stones, and 1 230 000 ha by low-quality coniferous forests. Cold-resistant taiga forest has been 
shrinking; and 16 percent of forest ecosystems have been replaced by non-forest ecosystems. 
Reports indicate that between 1974 and 2000 forest cover of an area of about 1.6 million ha was lost 
(Krasnoshekov et al., 1992). 

The annual volume of logging, which was about 2.2 million m3 in the mid 1980s, fell to about 0.86 
million m3 in 1992 and the harvest in the year 2000 was only 0.5 million m3. This fall is partly due to the 
influence of institutional and policy changes involving privatization of production enterprises and 
decentralization of decision-making power. But partly it is also due to the supply constraint caused by 
the reduction in the area of designated utilization forest from about 5.8 million ha in 1985 to 2.4 million 
ha in 1990, and further to 1.19 million ha in 1996. This is due to re-classification of some of the 
utilization forests as protected areas. Also, the Forest Law of Mongolia prohibited clear cutting of 
natural forests and prescribed selective cutting as of 1995 (Tsogtbaatar, 2002 ).  

Between 1940 and 2002, a total of 45.8 million m3 of round wood was harvested from more than 
320 000 ha, and annually about 395 500 ha were affected by forest fire and 101 100 ha of forest area 
damaged by insects and pests since 1980. Between 1996 and 1997 alone, 5.0 million ha were 
affected by forest fires, and within them nearly 500 000 ha forests were completely burnt and lost their 
ecological function.  

In the period from 1995 to 2000, besides the Law on Forests the Mongolian Parliament adopted the 
Law on Fees for Timber and Fuelwood Harvesting, the Law on Forest Fire Prevention, and the Law on 
Quotas of Export Custom Tax on certain goods. But, relevant laws and regulations have not 
succeeded due to a lack of appropriate institutional restructuring and privatization of the forestry sector 
during the period of economic transition. In the past few years, silvicultural thinning has been reduced. 
Its annual rate reached less than 500 ha. Clearcuts covered about 1 000 ha annually. The salvaged 
trees have been used for sawn timber and fuelwood for local citizens (Forest Policy Statement 2001). 

Since 1971, reforestation activities have been regulated by the State Central Plan and Directive. 
Reforestation activities totalling 100 300 ha cover only 30% of all logged area in the country. For 
example, reforestation and afforestation activity implemented annually covered about 3 900 ha in 
1980-2000, 4 600 ha in 1996-1999, and 8 200 ha in 2002 (Tsogtbaatar, 2002). Due to financial 
constraints, activities on combating desertification and soil erosion and raising of seedlings have not 
met present needs. 

The logged timber supplies domestic demand for wood and timber products. An assortment of woody 
products were once exported in small quantities, but forest enterprises, timber-harvesting companies, 
and wood-processing factories are at a standstill due to old, outdated machinery, equipment, and 
inappropriate industrial processing technology. This is reflected in the fact that in 1989, products of the 
forestry sector amounted to about 4.7 percent of the gross domestic product (GDP); by 1998 this rate 
had declined to 0.25 percent (Tsogtbaatar, 2002). 

Faced with the problem of dwindling forests and its ecological consequence, the government has 
given emphasis to forest conservation in recent 10 to 15 years, with the objectives of conserving bio-
diversity, maintaining ecological balance, protecting wildlife, enhancing beneficial influence of forest, 
and controlling desertification. Some 17.1 million ha, about 10.9 percent of the Mongolian territory, 
have been declared as protected areas. Of this, some 8.4 million ha are designated forest lands (The 
World Bank 2003). 

Illegal logging: Today the government of Mongolia established quotas for sawn timber and fuelwood 
on the level of 0.04 and 0.6 million m3 correspondingly. This approximately is a half of wood used in 
the country, the rest is accounted for by the illegal cutting (Kondrashov, 2005). The government 
approved the law on the import of wood trying to balance demand and supply. Currently about 65 
percent of logged wood is used by the poorest and economically disadvantaged groups of the 
Mongolian population in agricultural and urban regions for heating and cooking, for which there is no 
alternative. The result of this is the acceleration of the forest destruction. If there will be no other 
source of energy, then under today’s level of deforestation the serious shortage of the fuelwood will be 
felt by the end of this decade. 
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Constant monitoring, maintenance of law and order in forestry is the responsibility of environment 
inspectors and foresters in Aimags (provinces) and Soums (districts). All inspectors are supervised by 
the State Inspection Bureau. Overcoming illegal logging is the main task of these authorities.  

The government introduced some measures to decrease the illegal wood turnover including: 

1. Certification code for transportation of commercial timber and fuelwood between the Aimags 
and cities; 

2. Revised license to cut commercial and fuelwood; 
3. Revised law articles connected with planning and allowable cut volumes; 
4. Established sector inspection of illegal cuttings; 
5. Involved NGOs and citizens in logging monitoring; 
6. Government support to community based forest management approaches 

The government tries to combine the efforts with the activities of the civil society beginning to 
understand that the forests and their sustainable development is one of the main economic pillars of 
the country. 

In recent years, illegal logging in the forest, associated trade and corruption attracts a lot of attention of 
the worldwide, therefore “Forest Law Enforcement and Governance” (FLEG) action started to 
implement.  

FLEG - At the national and international level participating countries assumed the role of strengthen 
coordinating actions to combat illegal logging and transboundary illegal trade, and associated 
corruption for sharing information and experience and for reporting progress on implementation, 
including e.g. through a peer review mechanism. 

At the Ministerial Conference on Forest Law Enforcement and Governance in St. Petersburg, Russia, 
representatives of the Governments from Europe and North Asia (ENA region countries) and from 
other participating countries as well as the European Commission considered sustainable managing 
their forests and enforcing their forest laws and that good governance and law enforcement are 
prerequisites of sustainable forest management and further underlining that, while taking into account 
their international obligations, all countries have the sovereign right to manage and utilize their forest 
resources to meet their national policy objectives, recognizing that forest law enforcement and 
governance issues have local, national, transboundary, regional and global implications and then all 
these countries accepted and approved the St. Petersburg Declaration on 25 November 2005. 

The Mongolian Government acceded to the St. Petersburg Declaration on 25 November 2005 
therefore now Mongolia is responsible for developing its national Forest Law, resolution and policy on 
the Forestry and consisting with International conventions and negotiations. 

For implementing St. Petersburg Declaration: 

A. Nationally, within the ENA region
1. Policy framework 
2. Legislation system  
3. Institutions and Capacity Building 
4. Sustainable Forest Management  
5. Rural Development, Livelihoods and Poverty Alleviation 
6. Trade and Customs framework  

B. International level
1. Implementing Forest-related Policies  
2. Trade and Customs  
3. Research  
4. Collaborative Implementation Actions. Strengthen coordinating actions to combat illegal 

logging and transboundary illegal trade, for sharing information and experience and for 
reporting progress on implementation, including e.g. through a peer review mechanism, of the 
St. Petersburg Declaration and indicative list of actions. 
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For the implementation of the St. Petersburg Declaration, support of Donors and multilateral 
cooperation is very important. Participating countries at the Ministerial meeting are starting to 
implement the provisions of the Declaration. 

The Mongolian Parliament approved the new version of the Forestry Law in May 2007 and started 
actions as implementing new law and to advertise on the right way to governmental and 
nongovernmental organizations, local citizen and all current organizations. Also we organized the 
advance FLEG workshop on illegal logging, its reason, associated trade and corruption and 
opportunities to overcome obstacles in the local level. 

The GTZ program on the “Conservation and sustainable management of natural resources” organized 
five “Forest Law Enforcement and Governance” workshops. 

4. Forest Fire Situation in Mongolia 

4.1 Fire Environment, Fire Regimes and Ecological Role of Fire 

Occurrence of forest fires depends on forest type, precipitation distribution, and availability of fire 
sources. Forest fire statistics for the period 1963 to 1997 reveal that the majority of fires burned within 
the central and eastern parts of the forested area. This can be attributed to the predominance of highly 
fire susceptible (highly flammable) pine Pinus sylvestris and larch Larix sibirica stands. Annual 
precipitation ranges from (200) 250 to 350 mm. Air temperature fluctuations can amount to 90°C, with 
the summer maximum being +40°C. Snow cover is usually not more than 10-15 cm deep. Summer is 
the season of the lowest precipitation that usually occurs as heavy showers. Moreover, economic 
activities are much higher here as compared to other parts of the region.  

The average fire season usually has two peaks. One peak is during spring from March to mid June 
and accounts for 80 percent of all fires. Fires start in late March and early April, immediately after 
snow melt when forest fuels are drying rapidly on southern- and western-facing slopes. Intensive solar 
radiation removes water from the topsoil by evaporation, and the remaining water flows from elevated 
sites downhill and accumulates in depressions because it cannot penetrate deeply into frozen soils. 
Spring fires are thus most common in stands on these elevated dry landscape elements and in those 
where herbs and small shrubs form a loosely compacted living ground cover layer. The other fire peak 
falls within a short period in autumn from September to October and accounts for 5 to 8 percent of all 
fires. 

Steppe fires often invade the adjacent forest-steppe and sub-taiga zones. High fire danger is largely 
due to the prevalence of light-needled conifers in stands adjacent to steppe areas. These are mainly 
pine stands with mixed herbaceous ground cover, which are characterized by high fire danger in 
spring and autumn. In the mountain forest belt, especially in the high elevations, lightning fires are 
most common. Lightning storm activity increases considerably at the end of May and in early June. 
However, lightning fires are more rare in larch and Siberian pine stands of the mountain taiga 
(Chuluunbaatar, 2001). 

Wildfires constitute a major factor that determine spatial and temporal dynamics of forest ecosystems. 
Out of the total of ca. 17.5 million ha of forest land, 4 million ha are disturbed to varying degrees either 
by fire (95 percent) or by logging (5 percent). In one of the most sparsely populated countries in the 
world, it is difficult to get accurate data on fire causes (Goldammer, 2002). It is known, however, that 
during the main fire seasons no natural fire causes exist. The recent increase in the number of fires 
per year is related to the opening of markets once highly controlled or restricted. The vast majority of 
fires are not deliberately set to clear land; rather, it is a function of carelessness.  

Fires start for three reasons: 
1. Antler collection starts in the bitter cold of February when fire is simply a survival tool; 
2. Sparks from vehicle exhaust pipes in remote forests;  
3. Tracer bullets left by the Russian military have entered the game hunting market and are used 

to hunt elk for the blood antlers. 
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Figure 3: Forest in Northeast Mongolia degraded by illegal logging and fire. Photograph 
2007: GFMC. 

Figure 4: Forest patterns in Northeast Mongolia are also shaped by past logging 
activities involving large-scale clearcuts and fire. Former pine-dominated stands are 
replaced by pioneers species such as birches and poplars. Photograph 2003: GFMC. 
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Figure 5: The presence of remnant mature trees and regeneration is indicating that the 
denuded, grass-dominated mountain lands of Nothern Mongolia are potential forest sites. 
The regeneration is killed by recurrent grass fires. Photograph 2003: GFMC. 

Figure 6: Open pine forests with limited impacts of illegal logging are quite resilient to 
frequent surface fires. The recurrent surface fires reduce the fuel loads and leave behind 
a forest in which the risk of high-intensity and high-severity is reduced. Photograph 2003: 
GFMC.
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The current fire pattern is affecting 14 percent of this resource annually. The short growing season and 
low growth capacity of the trees means that these damaged forests may take 200 years or more to 
regenerate and develop to a state comparable to the situation before the outbreak of fire. In addition to 
their commercial value, the forests are a precious ecological resource. They contain the sources of 
virtually all rivers in the country including the inflow to Lake Baikal (Russia), the largest fresh water 
lake in the world. They protect soil, rangelands, provide habitat for wildlife and serve as windbreaks. 
Figure 3 shows the area damaged by fires in Mongolia for the previous 25 years. 

Figure 7: Forested areas damaged by fire from 1980 to 2005. Source: GFMC database; 
Bayartaa (2006) 

It becomes clear that after 1995 when the transition restructuring of economy was at the full swing and 
management abilities of the government were weakened, the area damaged by fires had increased. In 
addition, winters and springs from 1996 to 1998 were extremely dry and were lacking snow in most 
areas of the country. From late February to early June of these years, Mongolia suffered from large-
scale forest and steppe fires that devastated large parts of the country. During these fire episodes 
29 people died, 82 people were injured and 11 700 livestock were killed. Also, 218 family houses, 1 
066 communication facilities, 750 fences and 26.3 million ha of pasture and forest burned. The total 
costs of property losses amounted to 820.2 million MN¥ (Mongolian Tughrik). Ecological and 
economical damage were estimated as 1 850.5 million MN¥ (December 1999 value: ca. $US 1.8 
million). Despite new laws and regulations since then, the average data on damage by forest fires has 
been far greater over that in the earlier decades. 

4.2 Mongolian Fire Management Organization 

In 1969 the Mongolian Fire Protection and Aerial Patrol Service was established to provide early 
detection and rapid initial attack on fires, based on a Soviet-style aerial detection and airborne 
firefighting program. The Service was staffed by 200 to 300 smokejumpers and helicopter rappellers, 
including a fleet of helicopters for helitack and tactical aerial support. The aerial forces operated out of 
seven bases distributed throughout the fire-prone regions of northern Mongolia. Smokejumpers on 
routine aerial patrols detected a high percentage of the fires and handled approximately 90 percent of 
the suppression workload. In the early 1990s, when the communist government and Soviet financial 
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support abruptly disappeared, the Mongolian aerial program sharply declined. At present, the country 
cannot afford to maintain and fly their aerial patrol aircraft. The decline of the aerial program through 
the mid-1990s resulted in a “fire suppression void” and greatly contributed to the horrendous losses 
experienced in the 1996 and 1997 fires. 

Immediately following the 1996 fires, Mongolia received assistance from international organizations. 
The German government initiated an Emergency Fire Aid project in the northern and eastern parts of 
the country between October and December 1996. In February of 1998, the German and Mongolian 
governments signed an agreement to start an Integrated Fire Management (IFM) project to be 
implemented over three years (1998-2000). A primary task of the project was the establishment of a 
fire management plan compatible with the protected area goals and the responsibilities of the local 
communities (Goldammer, 2002). 

The Mongolian government has since been working to find long-term solutions to improve fire 
management. In a first step, the parliament passed a law designed to organize and improve firefighting 
efforts at all levels. The Law on Forest Fire Prevention and Control of 1996 provides detailed 
requirements for the setting up of forest fire prevention and control organizations at local and central 
levels. In support of the state’s responsibilities in the area of forest fire prevention and control, the 
owners / managers of forest and other land have the following responsibilities: 

• They are required to provide professional technicians or forest rangers to patrol and protect 
forests 

• They must control the use of fire within their areas 
• They must undertake fire prevention measures as required 

The law shall also regulate civil and criminal penalties for violation of provisions in the law, or causing 
fires, or creating a risk of fires. These provisions and their efficient implementation are very important 
to the conservation of the forest environment. 

Emergency Response Organization: The State Emergency Commission is chaired by the Deputy 
Prime Minister and has overall responsibility for dealing with a fire emergency situation. This 
commission consists of representatives from all the ministries. The Chief of the Civil Defence 
Committee is the Deputy Chair of the State Emergency Commission. The mission of the Civil Defence 
Committee is to protect human lives and properties from natural disasters. In a wildfire emergency 
situation, the Civil Defence Committee is responsible for all operational aspects of fire suppression 
efforts.  

The provincial branches of the Civil Defence Committee do not have full-time employee staff. Civil 
Defence representatives are in a reservist status and are activated in a civil defence capacity only in 
the event of an emergency incident. The Civil Defence organization includes approximately 200 
smokejumpers based in seven northern provinces. It also includes approximately 100 specialized 
rescue personnel who are trained firefighters. 

In response to an emergency fire situation, the State Emergency Commission must declare a state of 
emergency. Special coordination groups will be established in local areas impacted by the fire 
situation to direct suppression efforts and provide humanitarian relief as needed. During the fire 
emergency in last 40 years the military and police forces were mobilized to fight the fires as numerous 
local people. Border troops near Russia were also mobilized. All available resources were mobilized in 
the fire suppression effort, which on a daily basis ranged from 3,000 to 10,000 firefighting personnel 
and from 1,000 to 3,000 vehicles. Local individuals were conscripted to fight fire and were organized in 
crews under the leadership of military personnel or other officials. 
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Figure 8: Northern Mongolian “moonscape” – a result of accelerating illegal exploitation 
and fire. Photograph 2007: GFMC. 

Figure 9: Investigation of a truckload of illegally cut timber. Photograph 2007: GFMC. 
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Figure 10: The local economy of many Soums in Mongolia’s North is dependent on 
illegal logging and sawn timber production – economies that are fragile and not 
sustainable. Photograph 2007: GFMC. 

Fire-Station of National Emergency Management Agency 

Action Direction of the Fire-station: It directed to implement the Law on the fire fighting and 
emergency, keeping the safely situation of the population, State, organizations and enterprises and to 
sustain the economical development of the State. 

Monitoring department on the fire fighting and prevent:  Nowadays, department of the fire analysis 
of the Fire-station under the State Emergency reaching to the hot point of the fire and detecting the 
reason of the it in the centre or local place as soon as possible. It analyzes the sample materials from 
the fired place. They research all the fire criminals, its reason and situation in the State for each 
month, season and year. Also they work on chemical, electric and heating analyses of substance and 
materials, which send by citizen, organizations and enterprises.  

When there will be fire the heating transition reacts with water and it secretes poisonous substances to 
human health. Now they are working on the research of poisonous substance and materials.  

Prioritization Criteria for Resource Commitments: Priority fires for the limited suppression 
resources were determined based on the fire's proximity to population centres and threat to National 
Parks and Strictly Protected Areas. Due to the limited resources available and the number and 
magnitude of active fires, it was determined that some remote fires would have no suppression 
activity. 

Intelligence Gathering: The Ministry of Nature and Environment maintains a very modern Information 
and Computer Centre that compiles environmental data. This includes meteorological, water quality 
and pollution data.  

Among a number of earth observation sensors the National Ocean and Atmospheric Administration 
(NOAA) series satellites are used. They are used for monitoring the development of natural disasters, 
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such as wildfires, floods, as well as meteorological phenomena, etc. There are four major advantages 
of using NOAA series satellites for fire detection and fuel mapping (early warning) (Erdenesaikhan, 
1999): 

1. Spectral Resolution. The Advanced Very High-Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) sensor 
on board of NOAA satellite acquires data in 5 spectral channels. The Spectral location of 
Channel 3 (3.55-3.93 µ) coincides with the radiation of maximum intensity from a black 
body with a temperature 780 to 800K, and is therefore well suited to the detection of 
elevated heat sources, which indicate the presence of active fires. Channels 4 and 5 
(near-infrared channels) are located in the thermal infrared part of electromagnetic 
spectrum where all radiation is emitted by the earth surface according to its temperature 
and radiation and used for estimation of cloudiness, cold surface of the earth. Channels 1 
and 2 are in visible and near-infrared parts of the electromagnetic spectrum where all 
radiation is reflected sunlight and widely used for estimation of vegetation cover. 

2. Spatial Resolution. Resolution of AVHRR data is 1.1 km2. Although the resolution is rather 
low, due to very high sensitivity of the channel-3 to the hot sources, even 50 m long fire 
fronts can be detected in the steppe. Full (1.1 km) and lower resolution (4 km) data can be 
recorded and transmitted directly from the satellite in the High Resolution Picture 
Transmission (HRPT) for selected areas of the world within a radius of 2 500 km from a 
receiving station. 

3. Frequent temporal coverage. Currently, there are 2 NOAA satellites in complementary 
near-polar orbits, NOAA-12 and NOAA-14, one crossing over Mongolia at local solar 
times of approximately 07:30 and 19:30, and the other at 02:30 and 14:30. The orbital 
characteristics are such that with two satellites in operation, the possibility exits for twice 
daily and twice nightly coverage at any point in Mongolia. 

4. Overpass time. The current afternoon, approximately 14:30 overpass time of NOAA-14 is 
the best available in terms of fire detection and monitoring in Mongolia 

Large fires were detected by the Information and Computer Center (ICC) on 23 April 2006 on the base 
of satellite data (classification by the NOAA AVHRR) (http://www.fire.uni-
freiburg.de/GlobalNetworks/CentralAsia/CentralAsia.html). The images in Figure 4 show a time series 
of fires burning in 2006 in the foothills of the mountains that separate Russia (north) from Mongolia 
(south). 

The recent fire danger situation in forest and steppe zones challenged staff of the National Remote 
Sensing Centre to test and improve their operational technology to quickly process and transfer fire 
locations and other data to disaster related and administrative organizations. Fire events are grouped 
in forest as well as other wooded and other land. During the wildfire emergency, fires are mapped 
daily using computerized satellite imagery. The fires are then numbered and listed by province and 
county with the latitude and longitude indicated for each. The map and list are sent daily to the Civil 
Defence Commission and the Ministry of Nature and Environment. Another service that the computer 
center provides are meteorological data for the Mongolian Hydrometeorological Service, Weather 
Modification Centre "Khuryn Shim". 

Other fire situation intelligence data are gathered through information from the field. Generally, this 
information is two days old by the time it is received in Ulaanbaatar. There is no radio communication 
from the fires to the local command centres. Information from the fires is carried by people on 
horseback or vehicles to local command centres and then transmitted by telephone to Ulaanbaatar. 
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                                                                                                                              30 April 2006 

Figure 11: Time series of fires from 27-30 April 2006. Source: Information and Computer Center 
Mongolia (2006) 

5. Conclusions 

This paper intended to highlight the overall situation of forest fires in Mongolia integrated in the 
biophysical and predominating forest-related socioeconomic conditions of the country. The current 
situation and prospects of fire management have been discussed. The following conclusions can be 
drawn: 

1) For studying the relations of humans and wildland fires it is necessary to take into account the co-
existence of nature and human society. There is a need to take into consideration the authority of 
traditions which were formed during centuries and not interfered by external factors for a long time. 
This, first of all, is attributed to agricultural use of fires, prescribed burnings, and the role of domestic 
animals in impacting on the landscapes. However, in combination of the existing customs with 
additional new knowledge it is possible to establish a functioning system of fire management. 

2) For an institutional setting of fire management it is very important to understand that the solution of 
forest fires problems belongs not only to the government but to the civil society as a whole. It is very 
significant that forest fire protection becomes a vital necessity of every member of the society. 

3) Various countries have developed policies, legislation and location specific strategies in wildland fire 
management and gained experience in implementation and enforcement. This experience should be 
shared with Mongolia. So, Mongolia could elaborate standardized protocols, agreements, command 
systems and methods for delivering to, or receiving assistance from other countries to suppress 
catastrophic fires. Besides clearly defined bilateral or multilateral agreements it will be important to 
utilize the Incident Command System (ICS) as a unified standard procedure for multinational 

                                                                                                                           29 April 2006 

27April 2006 
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cooperation in wildfire incidents. Methods and dissemination of information on early warning of fire 
risk, and fire danger have also been developed in various countries and could be applied to Mongolia. 

4) Guidelines are needed for the various user levels, ranging from practical guidelines for local fire 
managers to guidelines for land-use planning and policy development. Guidelines must consider the 
specific natural (ecological) conditions of wildland fire, as well as the social, cultural, economic and 
political environment. 

These activities would help steps forward to train a new generation of highly qualified specialists able 
to contribute their own ideas and practices to create a more advanced management system in the field 
of natural resources management to provide for the sustainable development of the resources. A basis 
would be established to change the human behaviour, the attitude of authorities to urgent needs in the 
field of fire management to improve the ecological situation in Mongolia. 
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